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Welcome
HEAR YE, HEAR YE
There be three Collegian editors this year. This
came about due to the overall enthusiasm of all
the girls involved. Tegan Corker, Carley Sear and
Jo-Ann Chan have become the yellers and
screamers, the stalkers and list makers of the
2006 Collegian. Jo with her extreme organisation,
was organising things months in advance. Tegan
was our pin-up board queen with her notes to
years groups and staff. And Carley, our group
stalker, yelled and harassed articles out of even
the most unwilling.
Verily, we say that work hast not been easy, but
rather tiresome and filled with doubt. Forsooth
we have taken photos madly at every school
event and spent hours choosing text and
worrying our sweet little heads! So we call to
thee to enjoy our work. Genuflect and wonder
at the marvel of its hallowed beauty!
We also acknowledge the amazing work of
Ms Sturgess and Miss Nadia Cannavo. Our
saviours, they led us in any thing we needed,
gave us direction and held the whole book
together like the binding itself.

It cannot go without saying that without them we
are nothing. What would the Collegian be without
Mrs Sturgess’ wonderful photos? Or without
Nadia to put it all together? It would be three lost
little editors, trying their hardest, chasing the best
result but never quite getting there.
To compress the intricacies of MLC into a single
article of memorabilia seems like an impossible
task, yet annually the Collegian achieves this
incredible feat of recapturing the year and its
highs and lows in a myriad of pictures and
words. In 2006 this is no different, with all
aspects of MLC being represented, ranging from
the crazily busy calendars of Senior School to the
learning fun of the Junior School, even to the
past with assistance from Archives.
Compiling the Collegian is no mean feat,
requiring the input of numerous staff and
students (and the hassling of many more!)
at all stages of production - from picking the
final, gorgeous design to writing additional year
articles to convince everyone that the Year Its
DID exist in 2006.

However on viewing the final product, the
months of stressing and organising became
insignificant as we fell in love with how
it has turned out.
To those who are staying on at MLC, we must
say: to the Year 1 Is, we bequeath to thee the
couches in the Cafe, the Year 12 kitchen and the
right to spend half your life sitting in the media
corridor. To everyone else, we dub you with the
hope that you have as much fun as we did
learning all the ropes at MLC. And finally to the
Year 12s: we hope that while you are having
a ball being Collegians and achieving your
dreams, you will fondly look back on your time
at MLC. We especially hope that you never
forget the great times we had together; from the
numerous chants of “Leavers ‘06” to our bonding
night, stocking day and communal picnics.
We hope that you enjoy the 2006 Collegian
magazine, vintage-style. Brought to you with
love from the Collegian Committee of 2006.
Jo-Ann dim, Tegan Corner and Carley Sear
Collegian editors
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Collegian Editors
Jo-Ann Chan, Carley Sear
and Tegan Corker

We hope that you
enjoy the 2006
Collegian magazine,
vintage-style.
Brought to you with
love from the
Collegian committee
of 2006.
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Back row: Alison Khoo, Gar Yun Lee, Erin Lambert,
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Carley Sear, Tegan Corker, Jo-Ann Chan, Eileen Wong

Absent: Kathleen Chan

Fun, good humour,
joy, happiness and
playfulness have an
important role to play
in creating a balanced
learning environment
for children.

From the PrjnCipa]

It has been a great year for MLC. This
yearbook, depicting so many aspects
of College life from Kindergarten to
the graduating Year 12s, gives readers
a glimpse into the fun and excitement
of life at the College.
In leading a school, a Principal’s challenge is to
simultaneously realise the expectations of the
community by facilitating the highest scholastic
achievements, healthy physical development,
social prowess and character growth in both
mind and spirit to the highest standards - all this
while creating a learning environment which is
fun and nurturing. After all, the children we
serve are just that, albeit children who are
inheriting an ever-changing and increasingly
sophisticated and complicated world. How do we
achieve the expectations while still having fun?

What is fun? What causes it and how can we
cause it to happen more are important questions
to ask each year as we plan for the future.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines fun
as playfulness or good humour, two things
we would like to see in all of our children.
Fun is a feeling of happiness or joy arising from
interactions with things or others in contexts
which are simple or childlike, a context which
is sometimes difficult to maintain in a school
which also seeks such high standards in
every pursuit.
Fun, good humour, joy, happiness and
playfulness have an important role to play in
creating a balanced learning environment for
children. There are many pressures from society
for our children to mature earlier and earlier, by
placing upon them adult roles of leadership,
adult sexuality, rights, responsibilities and
freedoms. As a pastoral care priority the College
needs to consciously protect the students from
these trends which rob the girls of their
childhood and days of fun and playfulness.

Our staff also need to be in touch with the
child within them to facilitate this balanced
learning environment. If we were to allow all
our activities to be about competitiveness or
pursuit of excellence, the playfulness and
humour would disappear.
At MLC we aim for balance - not to be
number one. In doing so we often end up
number one because when children are having
fun, they thrive. I trust you will find within
these pages the ethos of MLC, a balance of
both fun and excellence.
Stephen Lee
Principal

| School Values
CHAPLAIN’S DESK
It’s been a fabulous year for the College in terms
of the excitement in Term 1 for Harmony Day and
the visit of the Golden Pride Childrens Choir and
there following, the boxing up of over 100 boxes of
equipment to help sponsor their new secondary
school in Tanzania. Grant Pierce (Sponsor/
Coordinator of the choir and their schools) came
again to speak to our Prometheans group in
September to give us an update on their progress.
Second term saw an active Social Services Week
which featured awareness of the cane toad
invasion as our environmental piece along with
fundraising for Breast Cancer, support of the
Frontier Services, the Amanda Young Foundation
and the Health work of Dr Sugit in Bangladesh.

F,ach year we try to keep the balance between
local, national and international support of
charities and aid so that our actions are both local
and making a difference worldwide. In Term 4 we
supported the work of Dr Catherine Hamlyn’s
Fistula Hospital in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
Term 3 also saw the return visit of the Richard
Beeston Band for a fortnight visiting all chapel
groups, much to the enjoyment of our students.
A particular highlight for Year 10 in Term 3 was
the visit of the Oak Tree foundation which is
a youth organisation focused on making
a difference in education in India.
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FUNDRAISING
College Fundraising

Junior School

&

Below is the list of fundraising activities by
tutorial groups and the Junior School for 2006.
It has been a fantastic effort by the College over
the course of the year, and one to celebrate as
we look forward to our Centenary in 2007.
In Term 4 we look forward again to a class
of baptism candidates from Barclay in
mid-November and to our Carols by Candlelight
service on 3 December on the Great Court.
For the Year 12s leaving this year, we wish them
all the best in the future and thank them for
being a great cohort of young leaders.
Reverend Anne Yarfiam
Chaplain

Social Services Executive
Natalie Oon, Claire Porter (Prefect), Reverend Anne Yarham,
Jessica Valentine (Prefect), Cailtin Hudson

SERVICE IN 2006

Golden Pride Childrens Choir - $3276
Starlight Foundation - $587
Frontier services - $1600
Uniting Care - $907

Kalparrin Centre - $642
The Amanda Young Foundation - $984
Breast Cancer Foundation - $482
Institute for India Mother & Child - $918

Term 1
Pancake Day - $250
Ecumenical Service - $296

Crazy Glasses Day - $483 for Guide Dogs for the Blind

Term 2
Barclay Sunday - $1510 for Frontier Services

Starlight Foundation - $583

Term 3 & 4
Free the Bears Association - $455
Operation Christmas Child

Tutorial Groups

Also collected books and sports equipment for the
Pickstone School in Zimbabwe

Year 8
During Term 4 Christmas food parcel and gifts were collected for Wesley Fremantle Mission

Year 9
Athens 2 used wool embroidery to decorate felt squares to make babies’ quilts to be donated to Ngala
Olympia 1 and 2 raised funds for the World Society for the Protection of Animals through cake stalls
Rome 1 raised over $500 by preparing and selling social photos
Troy 1 and 2 raised money to buy a cow to help support a Zimbabwean village

Year 10
Recycled paper around the College throughout the year
Rome 2 continues to sponsor a six-year-old girl in Tanzania through World Vision (three years now!)
Troy l raised $346 through a cake stall to continue to fund their World Vision Child

Year 11
Donated to the Tanzanian school in Term 1 and participated in Soup Patrol on Monday nights
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SOCIAL SERVICES PREFECTS
Let the games begin! 'ihe Social Services
program for 2006 began with a big crowd,
a lot of pancakes and the enthusiastic group
of Year 12 Christ Church and MLC students
as they battled head-to-head. All in all the
pancake competition on Shrove Tuesday
was a little out of control but still in the
name of charity, raising donations as well as
awareness of the Uniting Church charities.

Social Services Pre)

Harmony Day was an incredible and memorable
experience for all students and staff of MLC.
On 7 March we were fortunate enough to be
visited by the Golden Pride Childrens Choir, a
small choir formed by three different lower
schools from Tanzania whom MLC has been
raising donations for in recent years. Science labs,
mini-pizzas, circus equipment as well as mobile
phones and digital cameras were some of the
unusual things our guests experienced that day. In
turn, the students and staff were granted with the
gift of their harmonious voices as our Chorale and
Year 8/9 Choir joined in the cultural exchange.
After a sad goodbye and dozens of hugs, the Year
12 buddies said farewell to the children with
whom we had shared an unforgettable day.
The school continues to support the choirs
dream of an upper school by collecting and
sending various school supplies to Tanzania.
Many thanks to Caitlin Hudson and Natalie Oon
who put in much of their time and energy to
make the childrens’ dream a reality.

Along with the shipment of school supplies the
students of MLC managed to raise an amazing
$3280 to help support the children of the Golden
Pride Children’s Choir.
Pirates and scallywags ahoy!!! Pet parrots and
cardboard swords took over the College on
7 April. The school managed to raise $642 for
the local charity, Kalparrin Centre, offering
support and care for the families of children
with special needs.
Social Services Week was an eventful and
exciting week as we attempted to raise money
and awareness for local, national and
international charities. The week started with a
“cup cakes for cancer” stall where the Year 12s
supplied and raised $482 for the Breast Cancer
Foundation and if not for the Year 12s efforts in
supplying the goodies, this day would not have
been as successful as it was. Following this were
parades of cave men, Adams and Eves, and
elegant dresses as the free dress day, “Fashions
of the Past” began.

The theme was linked to the campaign Making
Cane Toads History, with a chocolate cane toad
hunt on the Great Court at lunch. On the
Wednesday, Amnesty International encouraged
the awareness of refugees’ struggles, with the
lunch time obstacle course representing their
efforts to find a safe home. Former 2001 Head
Girl, Cherie Graziotti, returned to the school for
the Thursday assembly to present the work of
Dr Sujit Brahmochary for the Institute for India
Mother and Child.
Thank you to all MLC students and staff for
donating throughout the year. Thanks also to
the Social Service executives, Natalie Oon and
Caitlin Hudson, for taking the time help organise
the events and to Mrs Palmer, Ms Lawson and
Reverend Yarham for helping guide and shape
our fundraising efforts throughout the year.
Claire Porter & Jessica Valentine
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The Junior School
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Head of

Junior School
As I look back on my first year at
Methodist Ladies’ College, it is with
great pride and delight that I reflect
on the past 12 months.

2006 is also a very special year in history, where
we see 120 Year 6 and Year 7 girls graduate from
the Junior School. The Year 7 classes next year
will move into the Middle School and see the
Junior School reshape into a Kindergarten to
Year 6 Learning Community.

Each day as I enter Barclay House I am
surrounded by a very special community of
people. MLC has a very dedicated network of
staff, parents and students who work collectively
to improve and grow in the world of education,
it is this that makes MLC a special place to be.

I am fortunate to work alongside a very dedicated
and committed staff that not only empowers our
girls, but each other. I thank each staff member
for a wonderful year; together we have grappled
with change, and unlocked the process of change
by internalising how change takes place in the
mind, the emotions and in the will.

The Junior School is a very rewarding and
humbling place. The chorus of laughter and
music filtering through the corridors in the
mornings, the excitement of the girls seeing
their friends and the positive spirit that they
bring and share into the classrooms, captures
overwhelming warmth and commitment to
learning, which touches one’s heart.

CURRICULUM
AND STAFFING
This year the Junior School staff has reflected
and reviewed Junior School practices in three
main areas, in light of government policy
changes and the College commitment to
providing a seamless learning journey for our
girls K to 12. Focus areas included:
• Curriculum delivery in literacy and
numeracy
• Assessment practices
• Creating an enriched learning environment
for all girls.
The development in these areas has been very
exciting with our central vision to inspire and
equip our young learners, by focusing the Junior
School program on the traditional core subjects
of Literacy (reading, writing and oral language)
and Numeracy, through the application of
modern and contemporary teaching and
learning approaches. This focus will continue
to grow and build in the coming years and to
cultivate the links of learning through the
three sub-schools.
Over the year, Barclay House has had a facelift
to its exterior and interior framework. New
playgrounds have been constructed for the
Year 1 to Year 3 and Year 4 to 7 girls. A large
deck has been added to the Kindergarten
grounds, stairwells have been carpeted and
during the Christmas break, a splash of paint to
classroom walls will create a bright start to the
Centenary year.
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It is with sadness that we farewelled the
following teaching staff: Mrs Marilyn Daventry,
Ms Misty Waters, Mrs Jacqui Doggett, Mrs
Cheryl Parker (maternity leave), Miss Katie
Tucker and Ms Brooke Whitney in After
School Care. We wish them well in their
future endeavours.
Over 2006 we have been delighted to welcome
to our team: Mrs Virginia Mason, Miss Ingrid
Winkler, Ms Katie Wright, Miss Lilian Start,
Miss Tessa Ditton, Mrs Tanya Franz, Miss
Katrina Dredge, Miss Prue Lane and Ms Rachel
Wilcox. Each member has brought wonderful
strengths to the College which have been shared
and cultivated into our Junior School program.
A new character has also entered the Junior
School this year in the shape of small, brown,
furry bear called Cinnamon. She has
enlightened the school by her effervescent
character and sense of fun. Many tales and
adventures have been had by Cinnamon and
the girls and I am sure there are more to come!
A golden broom has also breezed in through
the doors and has inspired an environment that
cares for the wellbeing of others.

fSSS

COMMUNITY
A school is all about people and I would like to
thank the amazing support groups that assist the
Junior School and the wider community. We
would be unable to provide the wide variety of
experiences and opportunities to our girls without
the assistance of our parents. A contribution, no
matter how small, is always greatly appreciated.
A special thank you to the CSA volunteers who
have coordinated a huge variety of events for the
girls and class groups this year. Memorable
moments would have to be the Barclay picnic,
pyjama movie night, support at sporting galas,
the Year 6 and 7 disco, coffee mornings and the
wonderful pastoral care that has been offered to
our families in need.
The generosity of the CSA and P&F groups in
the form of monetary gifts has been gratefully
received to enhance the learning environment
and provide resources to the Junior School.
I would also like to thank each student for the
amazing achievements you have conquered this
year. Each and every one of you has developed
new skills, faced new challenges and worked hard
to do your very best. I am proud of what you
have achieved, you offer so much to our school.
Thank you also from the many wonderful
organisations you have assisted over the year
through raising money for those less fortunate
than ourselves. Your contribution will assist other
young people in making our world a better place.
I wish our Year 6 and 7 graduates all the very
best, as you take the next step in your learning
journey. May you grow and build onto your
accomplishments and continue to inspire and
create your dreams.
“Education is not to reform students or amuse
them or to make them expert technicians. It is to
unsettle their minds, widen their horizons,
inflame their intellect, and teach them to think
straight.” - Robert M Hutchins
2007 will be an exciting year ahead, where we
celebrate our Centenary. The Junior School is
committed to a working partnership, where we
will continue to reflect on practices, shape
changes but most importantly maintain the
strength of MLC in the journey of learning
through academic, cultural, sporting and
pastoral care of our girls.
Debbie Dickson
Head ofJunior Scb'ooi

Jzv/ zw.-Tara Court, Zoe Mutch,
Charlotte Butler, Sofia Lowenhoff,
Kaysey Bhharathhan, Bridget Flaherty
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Lucia Cardaci, Caitlin Watts,
Jacqueline Shearn, Taylor Lindquist,
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Mary-Grace Maloney

Front row: Niki Hessamodini,
Arizona Roy-Chowdhury,
Chelsea Clarke, Amy Bannerman,
Charlie Singleton, Meg Brown,
Alexandria Aung
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Mason (not pictured) and Sue Cole
(Teacher's Assistant)
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METHODIST
LADIES' COLLEGE
JUNIOR SCHOOL
2006
KINDERGARTEN

Kindergarten
There have been many highlights in
this wonderful Kindergarten year,
with interesting topics integrated
through play, projects and other
experiences. Our curriculum has
focused on developing each child’s
understanding, skills and values.
This page depicts some of our
favourite experiences in 2006.

AWCH HOSPITAL VISIT
In Term 2 a nurse came and taught us about
what happens when you go to the hospital.
We had the opportunity to dress up as doctors
and nurses and perform pretend operations on
a doll named Claire.

LANDSDALE FARM
In Term 3 the Kindergarten class went for its
first excursion to Landsdale Farm School. We
enjoyed eating damper and drinking billy tea,
going on pony cart rides, watching goats being
milked and looking at different animals and
vegetation. It was fun to be with Farmer Ted
and Farmer Mick for the day.

CHICKENS

ATHLETICS

As part of our topic of Farms, we watched
chickens hatch from an incubator. It was
interesting to observe the growth and change
of the birds over the two weeks. We learnt how
to care for and handle the chickens. It was sad
to see the chickens go back to Old
MacDonalds farm.

Our class was excited to be part of the
Athletics Carnival this year. We tried our best
and had lots of fun doing the obstacle course
and being in the races. It was great to see our
families and friends cheering hard for us.

YEAR 6 BUDDIES
DRESSING UP
In Kindy we just love to dress up and play
pretend (especially Mrs Mason!). Our class has
been involved in dress up days during the year.
In Term 2 we dressed up as beautiful fairies
and played in a magical fairy castle. We
participated in Book Week and Free the Bears
day in Term 3.

This year the Kindergarten class has had the
opportunity to form friendships with the Year
6 students. The class really looked forward to
Day 7 and enjoyed all the sessions.
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Pre-primary
I like learning about Dinosaurs because they
are very exciting! - Chelsea
•S

t -

I like doing Maths because it makes you clever.
- Sarah

_

1 like making star fish out of dough. - Louise
I like everybody and I have lots of friends.
- Alex
I like learning about the ocean and I like
making things. - Neve

Wow! What a year it has been.
It is hard to think back and
remember everything we have
done at Pre-primary. We have
learnt and grown so much this
year and have had heaps of fun
along the way.
Some of our favourite memories are:
• Mothers Day and Father’s Day when the
Mums and Dads came to school and were
made a fuss of
• Red Day, Teddy Bear’s picnic and the
Bananas in Pyjamas healthy breakfast
• We dug for dinosaur skeletons and made
“slime”
• Our excursions to the Art Exhibition,
Cicerellos, Museum and the Pirate Park

MEMORABLE MOMENTS
I like learning about Dinosaurs and when we
made the bus I won the raffle. - Rebecca
I love playing with my friends. - Laura
I loved Father’s Day and Mother’s Day because
my Dad came to school. - Teresa
I liked Mother’s Day because the Mums came
and heard some songs and on Father’s Day the
Dads saw us at school. - Isabella

We did lots of stuff for our Dads and its my
favourite thing because I love my Dad.
- Amelia
I like my teacher the best because she is nice.
- Ella
I have liked being friends and loving my
friends. - Lydia

I like playing with everyone and I like to draw.
- Sophie

I have loved going to music with Ms Cianciosi
- Zoe

My favourite thing is my teacher because she
is very kind. - Beth

I liked doing collages at Pre-primary.
- Alexandra

My favourite thing about Pre-primary was my
teacher because she is nice. - Coralie

I love Pre-primary because I love going on the
Monkey Bars and I love playing in the home
corner and learning about Underwater.
- Emma

I like doing writing because it is my favourite
thing. - Shui-Min
I liked making the scrunched up paper
rainbows. - Madeline
I like Pre-primary because I do lots of hard
stuff and it makes me grown up. - Charlotte

3rd row: Ella Santelli, Neve Cridge,
Sophie Popovic, Zoe Skivinis,
Amelia Thorpe, Beth Pollastri

2nd row: Isabella

Coveney,
Sarah Knox, Laura Squires,
Alexandra Lester, Charlotte Owens,
Rebecca De Souza Goncalves,
Mathilde Rakich, Coralie Ming

From row: Lydia Peh,
Chelsea Francis, Louise Li,
Emma Titchener, Teresa Boardman,
Shui-Min Loh, Madeline Colvin

Teacfier: Ingrid Winkler and
Sue Hales (Teacher's Assistant)
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I like learning about fish and I liked Easter
when we looked for eggs. - Mathilde

METHODIST
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PRE PRIMARY

Jrt/ row.- Mia Palmer,
Olivia Cardaci, Samantha Blundell,
Isabella Hardisty, Ali Edgar

2nd row: Yoveena Brian,
Ellie Skrastin, Paris Caporn,
Hannah Potts, Claire Maloney
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Front row: Madison Coleman,
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Mimi-Jo Spencer, Fallyn Mitchell,
Natasha Whitewood, Simone Tan,
Alexandra Titchener, Kira Pieris

Absent: Lila Skinner
Teacder: Katie Wright
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Year I
I LOVED THIS YEAR
BECAUSE...
The best thing about Year 1 was when we went
to the Claremont Library because I like to read
books. - Alexandra Titchener
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1 liked Year 1 because I get to see my teachers
Ms Wright and Ms Dredge. They are nice to
me. - Simone Tan
My favourite thing this year was Maths
because we had lots of activities which were
fun. - Mimi-Jo Spencer
The best thing about Year 1 was learning about
pirates. I loved painting myself as a pirate.
I looked scary. - Ellie Skrastin
I liked my teacher this year because I liked the
things she taught me. She sometimes let us
play Heads Down Thumbs Up. - Hannah Potts
I love my friends Ellie and Maddy because
they play with me. I loved learning about
pirates. - Kira Pieris
Year 1 was great because I loved doing
pictures. Pictures of people. I liked playing
with Hannah. - Mia Palmer
I like MLC and Year 1 because I like that there
are girls only and I like Ms Wright. My
favourite thing was when I got to take Peggy
Pegasus home. - Gabrielle O’Brien
The best thing about Year 1 was making new
friends. I liked doing art here. I like the
classroom and I like to play with my friends.
- Yoveena Brian

My favourite thing about Year 1 has been
having friends. I loved taking Peggy Pegasus
to London. - Paris Caporn

I love Maddy. I love the playground. I love
having lunch because I can play with lots of
friends. I love Miss Dredge. - Sophie Kotkis

Year 1 is the best because I have a nice teacher.
She lets me have black as my favourite colour
and she lets me listen to Alice Cooper and she
lets me collect bugs. - Olivia Cardaci

The best thing about Year 1 has been the
pirates things we do. The best thing is my
teachers. They are nice and they do lots of cool
things. They love shoes. - Claire Maloney

I love that I have met new friends this year.
The new playground is really good because
there is bigger space. - Ali Edgar

I like it when my teacher calls us funny names
because it makes me laugh. I like learning
about pirates. - Fallyn Mitchell

The best thing about Year 1 is having my
teacher because she is nice. Ms Wright
sometimes calls us Ratbags but we know she is
just joking and she loves us. - Isabella Hardisty

The best thing about Year 1 is painting. We get
to use lots of colour and we get to experiment
with colours. I like doing that. - Natasha
Whitewood

I love Year 1 because it is the best. We do lots
of activities and they are fun. - Samantha
Blundell

I am new to MLC but I like my teacher and
1 like my new friends. I like what we are doing
it is much harder so we are learning more.
- Rachel Gower

I like the Year 2 playground because I like the
slide. I like my new teacher because she is a
good teacher. - Madeline De Silva
The best thing about Year 1 was playing on the
monkey bars because I can skip a bar. I really
had a good time. - Madison Coleman
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NEWSPAPER
ADVENTURES
In Term 2, we made newspaper towers.
We had to work in small groups and make
a free-standing tower that was one metre or
taller. It was tricky but some groups made their
towers even taller than a metre. Next we had to
plan how to make a dress out of newspapers and
plastic bags. It was lots of fun making the dresses
and a little bit messy, too. When our dresses were
finished we did a fashion parade for Year 1 and 3.
They clapped and cheered because they thought
we were good at it. It was very exciting.
We thought it was the best day of Term 2.
Louisa Gregson, Emi/t/ Singleton, Cfiiara
Ma & Marissa Forbes

EASTER
In Term 1, Year 2 made Easter goodies. First
we made Easter baskets. We made them by
weaving coloured strips of paper through
a plastic basket and putting on a handle that
was made from pipe cleaners. Next we made
truffles. Ms Hall loved making the truffles
with us. Her hands got covered in so much
chocolate it looked like she was wearing giant,
muddy, sticky gloves. After Music we came into
the classroom and found a trail of Easter eggs

going to the cupboards. When we opened the
cupboards there was a card telling us that the
Easter bunny had hidden eggs for the whole
class around the classroom. We all raced
around the classroom looking for the Easter
eggs. They were hidden in crazy places. We felt
happy to have had such an exciting day.
Tafilia Pemberton, Jemma Fortmann, Sophie
HoutrRton & S’Le’Enat Davidson

In Term 3, Year 2 performed its assembly item.
First we chanted a poem Ahoy! as we walked
onto the stage. We felt quite nervous when we
looked at the audience. Next we sang One-Eyed
Jack. The actions were easy to remember.
When the song ended there was thunder and
we had to pretend there had been a storm and
our boat had been shipwrecked. The final part
of our item was singing and dancing to The
Bottom of the Sea. Ms Blair thought our
octopus actions were very funny. All the
parents in the audience were clapping and
cheering when we did our final pose. We all
felt proud of our pirate assembly.
Hazel AR Tecf, Eliza Snellgrove,
Crace Briffa & Zoe IVard

FATHER’S DAY
ART
This year, the Year 2s went to Art every Day 7.
We all think Art is cool! We have made insect
cushions, colourful windsocks, pirate pictures,
things with clay and other beautiful pieces.
Some of our work was put into an exhibition
at Trinity College. Mrs Hutchinson took us to
see the exhibition. We saw lots of amazing
things. There was a penguin chess set,
cardboard dancers and an ice-cream camel.
We thought everyone had worked really hard.
Before we left we were asked what our
favourite piece of art was but it was too hard
to choose just one piece. We hope we can go
to the exhibition next year.

In Term 3, Year 2 planned a Fathers Day
surprise. We invited our dads to a delicious
breakfast. It was a bit strange having breakfast at
school but we loved eating the Danishes, juicy
strawberries and other fruit. After the breakfast,
our fathers came to the classroom and we
performed a poem for them. The fathers giggled
during the poem. We had made cute, little key
rings and a pipe cleaner card so we gave these
things to them after the poem. To finish the
morning we played two Maths games. Our dads
liked playing our Maths games - even though
we won all the time! It was a great morning.
Madeleine Owens, Madeleine Murray,
Beverley Lim & Naomi Furusawa

Sal/i/ Thomas, Shannon A1a, Jessie Badloff
& Courtnei/ McVeigh

3rd row: Jemma Fortmann,
Courtney McVeigh, Sally Thomas,
Marissa Forbes, S'Le'Enat Davidson,
Sophie Houghton
2nd row: Madeleine Murray,
Zoe Ward, Tahlia Pemberton,
Hazel Ah Teck, Madeleine Owens,
Beverley Lim, Eliza Snellgrove
Front row: Chiara Ma,
Louisa Gregson, Emily Singleton,
Jessie Radloff, Naomi Furusawa,
Grace Briffa, Shannon Ma
Teacher: Jo Blair
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3rd row: Anushree Loyalka,
Amy Skrastin, Vasu Oswal,
Millie Sparrow, Indiana Powell,
Hannah Carroll, Dana Throssell

2nd row: Juliette Isaacs,
Natsumi Miyagawa, Shona Coops,
Kathryn Rankin, Caitlin Gava,
Anabelle Alberghini,
Alexandra Claxton,
Tamsin Mahalingham, Jessica Knox

Front row: Shanya Rajakaruna,
Michelle Wilkinson, Frances Clarke,
Maddie Brown, Elena Cardaci,
Katy Boardman, Laura Peh, Clare Xie
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Teacder: Misty Waters/Lillian Start
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(not pictured)
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HEATHER LAMONT DAY
On the last day of Term 2 we celebrated
Heather Lamont Day. Heather Lamont, who
passed away in 1960, was a boarder at MLC.
Heather Lamont Day is held in memory of this
girl. All the girls of Barclay House had fun
doing events such as drumming, storytelling,
House singing (Olympia won) and acting.
There was a great, big cake stall and all the
girls were allowed to buy cakes for 50c each.
They were delicious. At the end of this day
everyone felt happy, sad and tired.
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Anabelle Albergrdini, Dana Tdrossell,
Frances Clarke & Clare Xie

MONSTER ASSEMBLY
In Term 2 the Year 3 girls dressed up as
monsters for their assembly item. The
teachers, parents, their children and the rest
of the Junior School watched the Year 3
Girls perform a poem and a song. They poem
was called Schools In and the song was called
The Dark Disco. Some of the costumes that
the girls dressed up in included: a witch,
a one-eyed, one-horned, flying purple people
eater, a mummy and a pink fluffy monster.
After the assembly item the girls walked off
stage feeling very proud of themselves.
Elena Cardaci, Sdona Coops, Vasunddara
Oswal & Natsumi Miyagrawa

FATHER’S DAY
On Fathers Day, students from Kindy to Year
3 in Barclay House went to the Fathers Day
breakfast with their fathers and their teachers
took photos of them. We had breakfast in the
Cafe. We had little finger foods like mini cakes,
Danishes, muffins and English muffins with
cheese on top. To drink the fathers had tea or
coffee and the children had milk or orange
juice. The breakfast was very yummy! We had
it to celebrate having fathers. After breakfast,

we went back to the classroom and did a fun
activity! The activity was to make a newspaper
bag that could hold as many potatoes as
possible. After that we saw how many potatoes
would fit in our bags. Alex won, her bag held
24 potatoes! After that we gave our fathers
their presents. Their presents were truffles and
a card. We all felt grateful to have fathers and
we were all very happy.
Marguerite Bicdards, Jessica EnoX,
Amy Skrastin & Lara Ped

MOVIE NIGHT ROCKED!
On Friday 8 September 2006, the Kindy to Year
7s with their toys, siblings, teachers and parents
went to enjoy a hilarious movie in Hadley Hall.
The movie was called The Emperor’s New
Groove 2: Kronk’s New Groove. First we all met
in the Cafe to have dinner. For dinner we had
pizza, chips and ice-cream. Next we went to
Hadley Hall and took our seats. The movie was
1 hour and 15 minutes. It was about a man
called Kronk who wanted a big thumbs up
from Papi (Dad). It was a great movie and we
were all exhausted from laughing. We played
until our parents came to pick us up.
Madeline Brown, Sdam/a Fyajakaruna,
Tamsin Madalingdam & Anusdree Loyalka

COOKING IN HOME
ECONOMICS
On 6 and 13 September, the Year 3 girls went
to the Senior School to cook with Mrs Miller
and some of the Year 11 girls. On 6 September
we made mini-pizzas and we got to choose our
toppings. Some of the toppings we could
choose were, cheese, spring onion, corn,
mushrooms, ham, olives, capsicum, pineapple
and salami. They were delicious pizzas! On
13 September we cooked scones. Some of the
toppings for the scones were, sultanas,
marshmallows, white chocolate, milk
chocolate and chocolate sprinkles. We enjoyed
cooking in Home Economics. We hope we can
cook there again in Year 4.
Millie Sparrow, Alexandra Claxton,
Hannad Carroll & Cati/in Cava

CLAREMONT LIBRARY
On Tuesday 22 August, we walked to the
Claremont Library. We were all dressed up
because it was Book Week. When we got there
we had a look at some books. We then went
into a room and met Liliana Stafford, an author.
She gave us some ideas for stories and showed
us how to change characters. She told us about
her family and how she used them for stories.
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VIEWING

NOVELS

This year, Year 4 has been studying the films
Fly Away Home, Indian in the Cupboard and
Far From Home. We looked at camera angles
and scenes which highlighted certain virtues.
We also looked at characters’ personalities and
wrote Character Profiles. We thought that the
films were all very good and exciting.

This year we have been reading some very
exciting novels. The first novel was The Lion,
The Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis.
This book was very imaginative. Next, we read
The Butterfly Lion by Michael Morpurgo. This
book was thrilling and we all liked the twist at
the end. Afterwards, we read The Lighthouse
Kids by Diana Chase. We all enjoyed this novel
because it was very mysterious and scary. Last
of all we read The Garden of Empress Cassia
which was set in China, so we learnt a lot
about their culture.

Lilly, Maddie & Nicole

FREMANTLE CHILDREN’S
LITERATURE CENTRE
On 8 June, Year 4 went to the Fremantle
Children’s Literature Centre to meet Matt
Ottley, an author and illustrator. Matt taught
us how to make pictures out of scribbles and
how to make different shapes into pictures.
Matt is colour blind but he reads the labels to
find out the colour and he makes amazing
colours by mixing other colours. Kiara asked
Matt for a giraffe painting. The lovely painting
is in Mrs Sweet’s office.
Clare, Tanisfia & lfiara

Annie & Maddison

PLAYGROUND
EQUIPMENT DESIGN
In Term 2 we designed playground equipment
that had to be suitable for Year 4 students. We
made these designs in T&E. For this project we
worked in groups of five or six people. We had
to make it out of Lego Technic, which was
really cool lego. The design had to have
moveable parts and be fun to use. We made
some great models, but some broke while the
girls were showing them to the class.
Maja & F(ene

HILLS FOREST
On Friday 30 June, we headed off to the
Hills Forest to learn about Aboriginal culture.
When we got there it was about 10am, so
we had recess. We sat on logs while the
Aboriginal man talked to us about his culture.
The man painted our faces and then we went
hunting for food. After that we learnt about
footprints and looked for animals in the sand.
Mia, Lauren & Taylor

MATHS BOARD GAMES
In Term 3, during T&E we made Maths board
games. Some people worked in pairs and some
worked alone. The games had to teach maths
and they had to be suitable for Year 4 students.
We used feathers, pipe cleaners, pom poms,
cards, streamers and string. We tested the
games by playing them with other girls, to
see if they could play the game by following
the instructions.
Raddilia, Angela & Janelle

3rd row: Emily Isaacs,
Charlotte Ward, Clara Forbes,
Mia Challis, Clare McMath,
Tanisha Chapman, Lauren Thorpe,
Emily Paul

2nd row: Maddie Dennis,
Nicole Witcombe, Celina Miller,
Katherine Boddy, Annie Lester,
Kiara Palleros, Lilly Lai, Emily Leung,
Taylor Youd

Front row: Rene Kuan,
Cassandra Daar, Janelle Lin,
Radhi Sethi, Maddison McLauchlan,
Amy Parkinson, Ariane Kikiros,
Maja Packer

Teacfier: Ruth Jones
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3rd rout: Caitlin Paris,
Susana Liu, Georgia Carey,
Amy Houghton, Georgette James,
Melis Colleran, Sophie Johnson,
Holly Harrison, Tessa McAllister

2nd row: Alexandra Murphy,
Madeleine Hart, Fiona Staniforth,
Alana McCormack, Katelyn Ivulich,
Anna Murray, Alice Cearns,
Ariane Pemberton

Front row: Laura Turner,
Olivia Goonatillake, Ella VivianWilliams, Ivana D'Acunto, Michelle
Teo, Fara Van Der Schans,
Ruby Cumberland

Teacder: Brian Taylor
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YEAR 5 CAMP AT
FAIRBRIDGE FARM
On 22 March the two Year 5 classes went to
Fairbridge Farm for camp. After morning tea
the teachers showed us our dorms and we made
our self at home. We then went to an adorable
touch farm to see and touch animals including
rabbits, birds, chickens, guinea pigs and some
deer. Then we played an historical game where
you had to find certain buildings in the camp
site. Next we ate our first meal at Fairbridge
Farm and it was some salad and a sausage roll.
Then we were split up in to two groups where
one group would go on a hay ride and the other
group would go and take a survival course.
The hay ride was extremely fun, though a bit
cold and the survival course was fun, especially
making up our own food. Then we went back
to our dorms to get ready for our first night at
Fairbridge Farm. After a delicious dinner we
played a game called ‘Are You Rambo?’. It was
extremely fun, but it tired us out a lot. After the
game we had a warming supper of Milo and
muffins, and we went to bed.
On the second day we woke up and had some
breakfast and got ready for the big day ahead of
us. Then we were split up into two groups again
and one went to low ropes and the other went to
the river watch. At the river watch two of the
girls got leeches on their foot, but unfortunately
one of the girls got bitten by one. At the low
ropes course we learnt to all work together as a
team and to help each other through challenges.
Then we played some team games including
‘Capture the Flag’ and made boomerangs. Then
we all headed back to our dorms to start packing.
The next day we were all quite sad to leave
Fairbridge Farm but we still had one destination
ahead of us, North Dandalup Dam. There we
had a sausage sizzle and talked about our water
supplies. Then we said goodbye and travelled
back to MLC after three exhausting days.
Melis, Bacdael, Larisa, Leona, Susana,
Betd, Grace & Annabelle

Year 5D
. B

FAREWELL
MRS DAVENTRY
In the first semester, Year 5 had a great time
with Mrs Daventry. At the end of Term 2 Mrs
Daventry decided that after 21 years, it was
time for her to leave. Mrs Daventry was a
fantastic teacher. She taught us that having
an education was one of the greatest gifts.
Mrs Daventry was one of the most outstanding
teachers any one of us ever had and it was a very
upsetting event to all of Year 5 when she left.
Mrs Daventry presented the Junior School with
a present so that we can always remember what
such a great teacher she was to MLC. On the last
Monday of Term 2, the Year 5 girls had a party
to say their final farewell to Mrs Daventry.
fyatarina T, Alex, Bella, Frida, Sopdie B
& Siobdan

£

DINOSAURS
In Year 5 we have been learning about
dinosaurs and fossils. Part of this interesting
topic involved designing our own weird and
wacky dinosaurs and having fun (and getting
dirty) trying to dig dinosaurs bones from
a hard clay rock.
Before we started this fun topic we had to
build our knowledge of dinosaurs and their
bones. When we were doing this we learnt
about the three main periods the Triassic,
the Jurassic and the Cretaceous.
Once we had enough knowledge we started
designing our own dinosaur. We got a sheet
of bones to make skeletons of our dinosaurs.
We named our dinosaurs unusual names
such as Amorrayasaurus and Doubladone
and Meatoeatosaurus. Afterwards we drew
and coloured them in then we labelled their
main features.
We mentioned earlier that we dug out dinosaur
bones and had a lot of fun trying to put them
together and constructing the dinosaur.
We had so much fun doing this topic and we
wish we could do it again. We hope that we
will remember all the facts we learnt about
dinosaurs and fossils.
Anna, Caitlin, Ariane & Amy
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FARMS
In Term 3 Year 5 studied Australian farming
and agriculture such as beef cattle, dairy,
wheat, sugar cane and wool. We spent our
library research time researching our specific
topic. We had to do a report on our chosen
topic using some books, the fact sheet we were
given and the internet. Using this information
we wrote a report based on procedures,
products and interesting facts of farming.
First we coloured the locations of where our
farms were on an Australian map using an
atlas. Then we had to complete a flow chart
of the procedure of the specific type of farm the
group was studying. To conclude our farming
topic we got to make a 3-D model of a farm.
This was a difficult task because we had to
make them look realistic. All of our farms
turned out exquisitely wonderful.
Ceorgie, Alma, Holly, Fara, LeXi & Lisa

KELMSCOTT FARM
SCHOOL
On the bus to Kelmscott Farm School we
watched Agent Cody Banks on video as it took
45 minutes to get there. When we first got
there we watched a demonstration of a cow
milking with Libby and Lucy and we learnt
about cow pats (which is actually cow poo!).
After that we had morning tea and played on
the playground.
The classes then split up and 5D did feeding
and saw hens, lambs, chicks, rabbits and the
emus. Meanwhile, 5S made scones and then
we switched. 5S went to have lunch while 5D
went to see the cattle which were quite large.
We saw some sheep being shorn next and it
was lots of fun. When the shearing was
finished we got 10 minutes to play with the
animals and had some yummy scones that
we made earlier. We had a toilet break and
went on the bus back to school.
Alice, Fiona, Ivana, Bianca & Siena

The Year 5s have loved having Year Is and 2s
as their buddies! 5D have had Year Is as their
buddies and 5S have had Year 2s. All of the
Year 5s have been busy making cards and
buying small presents for our adorable, little
buddies. We have had wonderful times with
our buddies over the year including a visit to
the ICT Centre - their first visit up there. Also
we have been playing together at lunchtime.
They always give us mountains of hugs! The
Year Is had lots of fun going on Kids Pics and
Numbershark. The Year 5s have had a fantastic
time with our buddies and we hope that we get
to do it again next year!
Kuby, Sop/lie, Maddy, Maoliosa, Tessa,
Laura & Fern

THE LANE BOOKSHOP
On Wednesday 12 April, both Year 5 classes
walked from MLC to the Lane Bookshop.
When we arrived the owner talked to us about
the favourite books for girls our age and all the
genres. Once we had finished discussing
favourite books we split up into two groups.
One group went to buy books while the other
group explored and read books. When we had
all bought a book, we went outside to eat a
delicious morning tea provided by the staff of
the Lane Bookshop. We all had an Anzac
biscuit, mini Easter eggs and a cup of orange
juice. After we had finished our morning tea,
we walked back to MLC. Some of us read our
books at lunch time.
Ella, Olivia, Isabelle, Katerina,
Ceorgette & Tian

3rd rose: Alex Sommer,
Sophie Bisset, Tian Beckett,
Bethan Christensen,
Grace Blackburn, Isabelle Claxton,

UUifiH/il

Frida Gray, Siobhan Deacon,
Katarina Throssell

2nd row: Sophie Blades,
Annabelle Jagger, Bianca Bertelli,
Lisa Harford, Rachael Ferguson,
Katerina Chua, Grace Bettridge,
Eleanor Stringer

Front row: Fern Eu,
Leona Chadwick, Yvonne Lim, Isabella

W vO

Dunbar-Tapp, Holly Sinnott, Larisa
Pieris, ZoeThorning

Teacfier: Marilyn Daventry/
Tessa Ditton (not pictured)
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4tH row: Amy Stevenson,
Eleanor Wade, Victoria Canova,
Joanna Chapman, Simone
Marnewick
3rd row: Marie-Julie Xhonneux,
Stephanie Lowenhoff,
Mathilda Lipscombe,
Beth Whitewood, Rose McDowell,
Julia Witcombe, Zoe Akindele-Obe
2nd row: Cassandra Boddy,
Imogen Mugford, Julia Dalgleish,
Julia Pytte, Megan Ellis,
Mallory Evans, Amelia Tuck
Front row: Charlotte Truman,
Emma Harvey, Madeleine Paul,
Georgina Reed, Jessica Yu,
Hannah McDonald, BoYun Lu
Teacher: Jan Williamson/
Tanya Franz (not pictured)
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Year 6C
M & M’S (MEMORABLE
MOMENTS)
6C has had many m & ms - some happy and
some sad. Mrs Williamson left for six months
overseas, Mrs Franz arrived and we started
getting to know her. She is wonderful.
Our larger-than-life assembly was also a hit as
was meeting our buddies, who are incredibly
cute. Camp was extremely awesome. Animal
Dress Up Day was fantastic with Mrs Franz
being the resident 6C eagle. Our excursion to
Parliament House was really interesting.
The year 2006 has been smashing.

Simone, Charlotte, Ami/ & Maddi

CAMP
On Monday 11 September, 6C and 6M
departed for the Gravity Centre in Gin Gin.
One of the activities was the “Black Hole”
which everyone enjoyed. After more activities
we checked into the Ern Halliday Centre in
Hillarys. Next day we participated in Lost
Pilot, Archery and Crate Climb. Lost Pilot was
the most popular with 6C. At night we had
team games and our talent show. Day 3 saw
us at the Horizon Planetarium to see Launch
Pad and Search for Life. We arrived back
looking and feeling very tired. Camp was
enjoyable and exhausting.

Imogen, Betfi, Stepfianie, Marie-Julie
& Joanna
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TECHNOLOGY
& ENTERPRISE
Throughout 2006 we have completed a series
of scrapbooking pages about our friends,
buddies and camp. Shirley assisted us early
on but then we were allowed to be creative on
our own. We have also designed and made
homework mats as well as constructing a 3D
model of a scene form the novel They came on
Viking ships by Jackie French. Some of us really
enjoy T&E because it means we can get our
hands dirty!

BUDDIES
This year 6C enjoyed spending time with our
Kindy buddies. We have enjoyed activities such
as Easter Egg Hunt, making marshmallow
bunnies on a stick, making fruit kebabs and
eating them. Our buddies came to our
assembly and liked it a lot. We have also been
keeping a journal of memorable times with our
buddies. We have enjoyed spending time with
our buddies and we will never forget them.

Jessica, Megan & Rosie

Georgina, Emma, Cassie, Zoe & Eleanor

ASSEMBLY
For our assembly the theme was “LARGER
THAN LIFE”. There were characters such as
Mrs Guilfoyle, Mr Taylor, Dracula and Elvis.
We danced to the music Larger than Life.
At the end of our assembly we awarded our
parents with their own larger than life awards.
We had fun choreographing our dance.

Victoria, Amelia & Bo Yun
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BUDDIES
This year we have enjoyed spending time with
our Pre-primary buddies. In Term 1 we all met
our buddies and read to them. At Easter time
we made our buddies an Easter basket with
yummy treats inside. In Term 2 we presented
fractured fairytale plays to our buddies and
they really loved watching our productions.
There were lots of giggles and smiles. In Term
3 our buddies were special guests for our
assembly item.Throughout the year we have
helped our buddies during House lunches,
sporting events and lunch times. It has been
great to help younger students.
Emma Larbe/estier, Isabella Ci/lett,
Paige Crossman & StepEanie Clarnette

OUR ASSEMBLY

YEAR 6 CAMP

ET, Darth Vader, Yoda, singing, dancing and
light sabres. What do all of these items have
in common? “Year 6M’s Intergalactic Idol
Assembly item!” For weeks in the 6M classroom
we rehearsed for our 10 minutes of fame.
We split into four separate groups - The Sodas,
Storm Troopers, Cantina Girls and the Vader
Girls. We were given the difficult assignment of
memorising and choreographing all the moves
ready for our big day. Let’s not forget the
fantastic judges - Yoda, Darth Vader and
ET and our sparkling hosts James and Andrew
AKA Libby and Erin.

Early on Monday morning on 11 September,
the Year 6s left to go on camp in a comfortable
double-decker coach. The first stop on a rainy
morning was the Gravity Discovery Centre
where we learnt a great deal about space and
gravity. We participated in and viewed
different experiments and activities. We then
returned to our coach and headed to the
camp site called Ern Halliday.

When the day finally arrived we were all
bubbling with excitement. James and Andrew
introduced the first group, The Storm
Troopers. Next were The Sodas, followed
by The Cantina Girls and last but not least,
with a tremendous finish were The Vader
Girls. Overall the assembly was a huge success
with fun and team effort included.
Jo AEeEurst, Alexandra flees,
Libby Mattfiews & Jaimie Hilton

After we settled in and had dinner we played
active and fun team games. The next day we
participated in team building activities in
groups. The activities included archery, Lost
Pilot, and Crate Climb. These activities were
very challenging and involved a lot of team
work. Later that night we had a Talent Quest
and it was terrific fun to see and hear all the
wonderful items performed.
On 13 September we packed our bags and left
Ern Halliday and went to Horizons to watch 3-D
space movies. We all had a great time on camp.
Sopfiia Nugrawela, Angie ZEangp
Erin IVeig^Etman & ffatEleen Elliott

M & M’S (MEMORABLE
MOMENTS)
We have encountered many memorable
moments - some funny, some challenging
and some just plain weird!
• When all our fathers came in for breakfast
and read “the 20 things you should know
about my dad” they all laughed and wondered
where we could possibly get such ideas
• At The Electoral Centre we learnt how to
vote and we visited Parliament House and
sat in politicians’ chairs. We held a mock
election and Mars Bar was the winner
• Mrs Hole our teacher is obsessed with the
Eagles and she and Chrissy were at war
when her beloved team played Sydney
• During the MLC and Christ Church disco
the smoke machine set the fire alarm off and
we all had to go and stand out in the cold.
That wasn’t so bad because we danced with
cute boys!
We have all had a wonderful time and will
always remember our last year in Barclay House.
Georgia Marpwell, Amy Coleman,
SaraE StopfortE & Isabelle Hobbs

4tE row: Elizabeth Matthews,
Angie Zhang, Christiane Soderbom,
Kathleen Elliott, Rebecca Didcoe
3rd row: Joanna Akehurst,
Lauren Witherow, Georgina Penglis,
Isabella Gillett, Georgia Markwell,
Amala Sheridan-Hulme

2nd row: Amy Coleman,
Lindsey McLaughlin, Sarah Stopforth,
Alexandra Rees, Brooke Mao,
Erin Weightman, Stephanie Clarnette,
Elizabeth Crostella

Front row: Amy Pham,
Paige Crossman, Ally Beattie,
Isabelle Hobbs, Jessica Watson,
Sophia Nugawela, Jaimie Hilton
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3rd row: Madison Goodhue,
Vanessa Gunner, Nehaa Khan,
Jessica Bisset, Sherie Chua,
Sarah Khan, Lauren Halliday,
Alice McCormack, Taylor Morgan

2nd row: Tatjiana Pieris,
Christina Greer, Claudia Sampson,
Sarah Latham, Olivia Barns,
Hannah Miller, Emma Field,
Isobel Crockett, Natasha Tchacos

Front row: Naomi Stockley,
Meg Slatyer, Madeleine Wray,
Emily Salotti, Caitlin Doran, MaryLouise Spencer, Rebecca Moore

Teacfkr: Jan Guilfoyle
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Year 7M
WE REMEMBER...
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.. .when we brought in pets during Term 2.
The most popular animal was the dog but
frogs, lizards and chickens also paid us a visit.
All the pets were very cute and playful.
- Vanessa, Sherie & Rebecca
.. .how much fun we had during our last camp
in Junior School. We were scared on the blind
trail, exhilarated on the flying fox and
saturated while rafting.
- Caitlin, Alice & Claudia

...our adventures with Barclays Cinnamon
Bear. We had a great time going on a bear hunt
for her after we thought she was kidnapped.
Cinnamon was caught in a class dispute
between the Dockers and the Eagles.
- Sarah, Lauren & Christina
... when the anticipation struck whilst waiting
for the results of the Year 7 School and House
Monitors. These girls were given the
responsibilities of looking after their House
or school. Without girls undertaking these
extra responsibilities, all of the school events
that have happened in the past year would not
have been possible. - Olivia & Meg

.. .when the 7M assembly item, ‘Dancing with
the Teachers’ was an instant success.
The audience went absolutely wild with
laughter when Mr Taylor was brought up on
stage to take the place of one of the ‘injured’
participants in the show. - Naomi & Jessica
...dissecting eyeballs and hearts in Science
Transition. There was a mixture of interest and
disgust on all our faces. Some people enjoyed
the task, while others had to leave the room.
We were surprised - we never thought
dissecting body parts would be so much fun! Madeleine & Madison
.. .Mrs Guilfoyle juggling sacks that made our
hands go brown. She taught lots of girls how to
juggle, and it was great fun watching her do so.
- Emily, Emma & Hannah

.. .the great T & E projects. During Year 7
we challenged ourselves to a number of T & E
projects. We planned a party in Term 1,
designed and constructed a water wheel and
conducted a very profitable trading day.
All projects were lots of fun.
- Natasha & Mary-Louise
.. .the informative speeches given by guest
speakers such as Julie Bishop, Richard Court,
Fran Logan and Judy Eckette. Four girls from
7M (Naomi, Claudia, Sarah and Sherie) had
a debate with Richard Court and did very well.
Everyone learnt a lot from the speeches.
- Nehaa & Isobel

.. .the gripping tension the Year 7s experienced
leading up to the two nerve-racking
immunisation days. When leaving 7M
classroom where the dreadful event had
occurred and entering the peaceful library,
it felt similar to diving into the ocean.
- Sarah & Tatjiana
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Year 7L
.. .songs, doctors, a bimbo judge and laughter
filled the room as we carried out informative,
yet entertaining “heart” presentations during
Science. Groups of three set out to answer
some “heart wrenching” questions about this
organ in a fun and hilarious way.
- Lauren & Georgia
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WE REMEMBER...
...Science, Home Economics, Theatre Arts
and Media. These are the transition subjects
the Year 7s experienced this year. Media
proved to be lots of fun. We dressed up, took
posters and then created posters using the
computer program, Photoshop.
- Emma, Nicole & Jessica
.. .the girl that was once a member of 7L,
Ridhi Puri. She left for Bombay, India. “Lest
We Forget”. But wait! There’s more! Two great
girls arrived! Siobhan and Anne joined our
class half way through the year.
- Emily, Annabel & Tasmin
...Miss Ditton teaching us Science during
Semester 1. She was a fabulous teacher,
providing great experiments. Mrs Muir helped
Mr Brown during Semester 2, teaching us
certain subjects like... health!
- Poppy & Kate

... when Barclay House celebrated Heather
Lamont Day. To begin the day we enjoyed a
ballet performed by Perth Modern School. We
then participated in a wide range of activities
including bead making, belly dancing and
percussion. The day was completed with the
wonderful voices of House singing.
- Geogia O & Siobhan
.. .flying through the air on the aerial runway
and sleeping outside during camp out. Camp
was a thrilling adventure. - Claire & Ann
.. -going through the year with the buzz of
knowing that next year we will no longer be
positioned in Barclay, but Middle School. It
was fun receiving the MLC Barclay 2006
Leavers t-shirts and wearing them home.
- Esther & Claudia

...dropping a few misinterpreted hints to
Mrs Guilfoyle about our assembly. We told
Mrs Guilfoyle to be ready for anything, and
that she should be scared, which wasn’t exactly
lying, but wasn’t exactly telling the truth either.
Mrs Guilfoyle sent out spies, with no success!
- Tiffany & Amy
...when Barclay’s Cinnamon Bear visited our
class. She dressed up during Book Week as
Cinderella and covered her ears during lessons
with Mrs Muir. - Anne & Alma
...the Swimming Carnival. The catchy phrase
for the day was, “eat my bubbles!” The
triumphant winning House was Troy and Year
7 Champion girl was Jessica Bisset.
- Hannah & Nina

...a variety of characters walking through the
doors of Barclay House during Book Week.
Characters included Little Red Riding Hood,
Cruella de Ville and Medusa. Unfortunately
the Years 2 to 5 parade was cancelled due to
wet weather. Thankfully a very heroic Year 7,
Claire Staniforth, saved the day and ran a
wonderful parade. - Rebecca & Sacha

3rd row: Alma Corker, Poppy Gilfillan,
Annabel Gallop, Sacha Fitzpatrick,
Hannah Benschop, Claire Staniforth,
Georgia Oman, Nicole Harrison

2nd row. Tasmin Vivian-Williams,
Emily Evans, Ann Ly, Ridhi Puri,
Georgia Thackray, Kate Brede,
Claudia Criddle, Jessica Blades

Front row: Lauren Ferreira,
Nina Throsby, Tiffany Soirat,
Emma Court, Amy Hendy,
Rebecca Ewing, Esther Buckeridge

TeacFer: Mike Brown/Tessa Ditton
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3rd row: Francesca Sharp-Paul,
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Isabella York, Shannon Rout,
Alexandra Turner, Klara Gray,
Bronte Campion, Amy Ward

2nd row: Emily Arndt, Belinda Xie,
Angela Tham, Jessica Chwastiak,
Justine Benstead, Katie McLeod,
Rachel Ewing

Front row: Jessie Perkins,
Sophie McKeesick, Jing Wen Song,
Corine Van Der Schans, Emily Ward,
Freya Tingley, Phoebe Kennedy

Absent: Greta Perriman
Teacfier: Shannon Rose
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Year 7C
WE REMEMBER...
.. .boogying at the 6/7 Social with Christ
Church. Excitement erupted when the smoke
machine set off the fire alarm causing us to
wait on the oval until the fire engines arrived.
All in all, it was fun dancing the night away.
- Justine & Amy
.. .the Athletics Carnival. We braved the
boiling temperature while competing in
a range of events such as leaderball, circular
relay and hurdles. In the end Rome achieved
victory over the other Houses.
- Isabella & Angela
.. .camp out and having to use the thunderbox
at Manjadel. The aerial runway was a thrilling
experience but the walk back up the hill wasn’t
much fun at all. - Jessica & Katie
.. .when we went to the Hills Forest Discovery
Centre in Mundaring. We hiked through the
bush in 40 degree heat. We also spent time at
the WA Museum, learning about Aboriginals.
- Shannon & Sophie
... Phoebe, Greta and Emily leaving to go to
another part of the world. It was really sad to
see them go but we three new girls joined our
class, Megan, Gabrielle and Maegan.
- Jing & Maegan
.. .watching funny skits about life and growing
up. Girl Talk was an interesting performance
talking about adolescence. We really enjoyed
it and laughed non-stop! - Rachel & Belinda
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.. .secretly walking into Ms Roses cupboard
to put our photos in a box. We watched as our
baby photos were placed one-by-one on the
board. Soon everyone was lining up to guess
the baby photos. All the photos were cute. Most
people guessed them right. The baby photo
competition was exciting and memorable.
- Freya & Jess
.. .our extraordinarily spectacular class
adventure to the circus. This assembly item
sent us flying through the air, laughing with
clowns, and jumping through fiery hoops. The
performance ended with a brilliant finale...
Hurrah Hurray, they’re on their way, the circus
parade goes marching! - Francesca & Alex

...7C’s classroom games and goodbye song.
At the end of each day we chanted our
goodbye song in chorus. When there was
no work to be done 7C enjoyed playing
classroom games such as dusters, four corners,
spelling bees and heads down, thumbs up.
- Emily & Gabrielle
.. .preparing raps for the ‘End of Year Concert’.
In groups of four we created raps about a
subject of our choice. All members of 7C
enjoyed performing their raps for Ms Skala.
- Megan & Bronte

.. .when the word, SURPRISE filled the silent
air as Ms Rose walked through the door on
her birthday, completely oblivious to the party
we had organised for her. With colourful
balloons, games and funky music, it was a
morning never to be forgotten.
- Klara & Corine
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Scdool Monitors

Specialist Monitors

TERM 1

TERM 2

TERM J

TERM 4

Year 7

Year 6

Year 6

Year 6

Naomi Stockley

Zoe Akindele-Obe

Beth Whitewood

Sacha Fitzpatrick
Claudia Sampson

Kathleen Elliot
Charlotte Truman
Alexandra Rees

Megan Ellis
Sophia Nugawela
Amy Pham

Belinda Xie

Eleanor Wade
Georgia Markwell
Mathilda Lipscombe

Year 6

Year 7

Year 7

Christina Greer

Brooke Mao
Mallory Evans

Vanessa Gunner
Poppy Gilfillan
Tiffany Soirat

Jessica Blades
Esther Buckeridge
Tasmin Vivian-Williams

Sarah Khan
Georgia Oman
Francesca Sharp-Paul

Madeleine Wray

Olivia Barns

Semester 2 Specialist Area Monitors

Joanna Akehurst

Year 7

Semester / Specialist Area Monitors
Art
Library
Music

SCHOOL MONITORS

Mary-Louise Spencer
and Simone Marnewick
Claudia Criddle and Jamie Hilton
Sherie Chua and Jessica Watson

Art

Rebecca Moore

Library

and Emma Harvey
Amy Ward and Angie Zhang

Music

Stephanie Clarnette
and Caitlin Doran

C? Monitors

The development of Middle School was
history in the making for the Junior School
Monitors as both Year 7 and Year 6 girls
graduated from Barclay House. Consequently
not only did we have Year 7 monitors, but
also Year 6 ones.
At the start of the school year all the girls in
Year 6 and 7 sat down and devised a new
monitor system. They decided to have three
School Monitors per term in Year 6 and four
School Monitors in Year 7. Each term they
voted for the girls they felt would best perform
the duties of a School Monitor.
Their duties involved writing and presenting
assembly items, being responsible for showing
visitors around school, running charity events,
helping with the organisation of the Junior
School and raising the flags at
the start of the school day.
Over the four terms the girls came up with
interesting events for raising money and
helped collect the Christmas boxes for
Operation Christmas Child. In Term 1 the
girls held Crazy Glasses Day, where they
encouraged the students to come dressed in
a pair of interestingly decorated glasses.
The monitors also baked biscuits in the shape
of dog paws. In total the girls raised $483 for
the Guide Dog Association.
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In Term 2 the monitors decided to raise
money for the Starlight Foundation. Barclay
girls came to school dressed as fairies, stars or
the person they wanted to become in the
future. A staggering $583 was raised and
donated to help bring happiness to children
who are sick.
In Term 3 it was the Free the Bears Association
that was the recipient of the $455 that was
raised. Bears, cats, tigers, dogs and giraffes
could be seen wandering the Barclay corridors.
It was a fun and entertaining day.

Throughout the year the School Monitors
displayed confidence and leadership skills and
both teachers and parents often commented
on the wonderful way that the monitors
conducted themselves.
Mike Brown
Deputy Head ofJunior Scdool
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LORNA DICKSON LIBRARY
To celebrate Book Week in Term 3 the Junior School Teacher
Librarian, Ms Rochelle Elliott, held a fancy dress costume parade
in the library. The students had a fun day wearing their favourite
book character costume to school for the entire day and modelling
their costume in the library parade for all to see.
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DANCE
In 2006, Ms Suzy Larsen and Ms Jan Urbini took over the Barclay
Dance program and have worked throughout the year in the Junior
School. Ms Urbini’s classes comprised of the Pre-primary to Year 3
group who focused on creative movement, whilst Ms Larsens
classes (from Years 4 to 7) looked at different aspects of jazz dance
performances. The classes have collaborated with the Music
Department to work towards the performances at the Barclay End
of Year Concert. They were especially excited about performing
with Tetrafied, a professional percussion group, who worked with
and accompanied the students at the concert.

Wm

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
It is an absolute joy to teach the gorgeous Barclay girls. I am welcomed
into classrooms with warmth and enthusiasm. One lovely girl in
Kindergarten calls me Mrs Smiffles (which I actually prefer to Smith!).
Christian Education classes and Chapel are held once a cycle for
all years. Baptism classes were held in Term 4 and several Barclay
girls joined us for a special Baptism service on 26 November.

m

m

Chapel this year has focused on the Ten Commandments, and
using the special gifts that God has given us. In class we follow
a curriculum which aims to teach the foundational aspects of the
Christian faith, linking the Old and New Testaments, Church
History and looking at the Biblical view of Christian living.
Classroom activities have included crafts, singing, games,
crosswords and quizzes, reading the Bible and drama. We have
covered such topics as “Who is God”, “Who is Jesus”, God and the
world, a troubled world and Gods remedy, Jesus is always with us,
Jesus cares for people, aspects of the life of Christ that demonstrate
his power and authority as Gods Son and Gods plan of salvation
from the call of Abraham to the settling of the Israelites in Egypt.
The Barclay Christmas Chapel was an excellent way to end the year.
Thank you to Jo Blair’s Year 2s for their special ‘nativity’ contribution.
SfieHei/ Smitfi
Christian Education

JAPANESE
The students of Japanese in Barclay have had another busy year
with a variety of activities which enabled them to interact and
experience another culture. First term saw the return of the talented
musician Anne Norman who performed a well-known Japanese
folk-tale called the Rolling Rice Ball. Selected students enjoyed
creating the clang and boom of the traditional instruments as
a backdrop to the story of kind mice and a greedy farmer!
In second term, we were lucky to have a Japanese assistant who
was a kendo (Japanese fencing) expert. Some of the girls had the
opportunity to wear the kendo outfits and participate in a bout
- with no injuries incurred!

MU!

And every second year in third term, our sister school, Kobe College
visits, bringing with them enthusiastic and talented students. Their
visit to Barclay was fun as they showed the Year 5s and 6s a modern
twist on a traditional New Year’s game called Fukuwarai. This is
similar to Pin the Tail on the Donkey, but using face parts instead.
The end result created much laughter in the classroom.
Susan O’Keefe
Japanese Teacfier
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House Activities^
MONITORS’
RESPONSIBILITIES
This year saw a change in the structure of the
Monitors with both Year 6 and Year 7 girls
sharing the roles and responsibilities associated
with House activities. Throughout the year the
House monitors had various responsibilities.
Some of these included decorating the House
boards; collecting sport equipment at the end
of lunch; supervision of House Groups during
carnivals and events and hosting House lunches.
All of the House Monitors carried out their roles
with enthusiasm and maturity.
Bronte Campion, Tatjiana Pieris
& Emih/ Salotti

INTERHOUSE SWIMMING
The Barclay girls were all very excited about the
Swimming Carnival until the bad news was
delivered by Mrs Borrill who announced that it
had to be postponed due to bad weather. The new
day, 27 March finally arrived and all the girls from
Years 4 to 7 were wearing their black bathers and
coloured swimming caps. During the day there
were a number of different events including all the
swimming strokes, relays and fun events. The
winning House was Troy. The PP to Year 3 girls
also had their own swimming gala and the girls
in Year 6 were wonderful helpers on the day.

INTERHOUSE DIVING
During Term 1 the top divers from each House
braved some chilly mornings to practise their
dives. These girls in Years 4 to 7 then competed
in a House Diving Competition. Everyone went
along to support and cheer their friends on as they
nervously climbed onto the board. The judges
scored each of the three dives and the scores were
collated. Some of the dives included Tin Soldiers,
somersaults and back dives. All the girls
performed very well and everyone scored points
for their House. At the end of the day it was the
Trojans who proved to be Queens of the Water.
Ceorgina Penults & CBristiane Soderbom

INTERHOUSE SINGING &
HEATHER LAMONT DAY
Barclay House celebrated Heather Lamont Day
on the last day of Term 2. Some of the activities
included dancing, crafts and the most important
and competitive event - House Singing. Girls in
Years 3 to 7 had to perform two songs and
compete to earn House points. There were two
conductors - one girl from Year 6 and one from
Year 7. Leading Athens were Jessica Watson and

Poppy Gilfilan, leading Corinth were Amy
Stevenson and Nicole Harrison, Olympia was
led by Olivia Barnes and Georgina Reed, Rome
by Vanessa Gunner and Zoe Akindele-Obe,
Sparta by Katie McCloud and Elizabeth
Crostella and Troy was led by Meg Slatyer and
Brooke Mao. It was a wonderful way to finish
second term and everyone sang beautifully, but
on the day there could only be one winner and
that was Olympia.
Nicole Harrison, Alice McComacR,
Libby Mattdews & Ceorgina Heed

NETBALL, HOCKEY &
SOCCER
During Term 3 Years 5 and 6 competed in
Netball and Soccer games while Year 7
participated in Netball, Soccer and Hockey.
Everyone demonstrated good sportsmanship
and participated with enthusiasm. Overall in
Soccer, Athens was the winner and finishing
a close second was Rome. In the Netball, Sparta
was the overall Champion House. For Hockey,
Troy took the honours. It was a close competition
and everyone tried their best and had fun.
Bosie McDowell, liebecca Didcoe,
HannaR McDonald and Jessica Bisset

Ceorgina Penults & CRristiane Soderbom
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Barclay Sporty
The Barclay co-curricular program
presents wonderful opportunities for
our Primary girls to hone skills and
gain confidence in the wide variety of
activities offered throughout the year.
Girls gain so much from representing the
College - a sense of pride, achievement and
knowledge of games and their team mates!
The College is fortunate to have Mrs Jenny
Borrill and Mrs Kate Gairns to inspire the girls
and organise the program to enable all to
achieve in sport to the best of their ability.
Thanks to all staff involved and good luck to
all girls in the future sporting endeavours.
Alison Turner
Heid of Sport

INSPIRING YEAR
The year commences with Term 1 sports offered
to the girls, providing opportunities to compete
in swimming and diving and gain confidence in
the aquatic environment. Whilst the Year 5, 6
and 7s are involved in the JSHAA Carnivals,
representing MLC against other Independent
schools, the emphasis is not on results but on
the improvement of technique, fitness and
College spirit. The program is rounded off with
their involvement in WASA State relays (our
Year 5s came second), Night Swim at Challenge

Stadium and the All Schools’ Diving
Competition (MI.C finished second at this event
with trophy winners including Larisa Pieris and
Nicole Harrison).
Team games become the emphasis in Term 2.
Saturday Netball and Minkey programs provide
the girls with wonderful opportunities to
improve their skills and ability to work with
their peers. Nine teams from Barclay compete in
the Weekend Netball program over two terms,
thanks to coordination from Kate Gairns and
Nikki Fitzpatrick. With a premiership team in
Year 5 and three girls selected to represent Perth
in the U/12 Regionals, this program is valued by
all involved. The Minkey program also provides
for girls in Barclay. Many thanks to all the
parents involved with Minkey.
The JSHAA Winter Games Days enable the girls
to compete against the other Independent
Colleges in a supportive, non-competitive
environment. Netball, Hockey and Soccer are
offered. Gymnastics is a fabulous basis for many
sports and improves balance, agility and body
awareness. Barclay girls enjoy the play element
and as a result, Gymnastics is supported by
many of our students. With after-school
programs based at MLC, the benefits are evident
as the College finished first in the Western
Australian Gymanastic (Division 4) events.
Thanks to coaches Jess Blennerhassett and
Florence McCallum for their support.

Semester 2 offers much in Athletics and Cross
Country, aiming to improve fitness for all the
girls involved. As hosts of the JSHAA Cross
Country, MLC aimed to offer a quality program,
based at the Perry Lakes parklands. The
enjoyment of the girls during the event proved
that this aim was accomplished. Representing the
College at this event is a wonderful achievement,
but we would also like to acknowledge the
performance of the following individuals: Lauren
Thorpe (Year 4 - 7th), Tian Beckett (Year 5 2nd), Mathilda Lipscombe (Year 6 - 2nd )
Tatjiana Pieris (Year 7 - 2nd).
JSHAA Athletics is held in November and the
girls are training for involvement in Field events,
Individual races and Team Games. While the
emphasis is on the performances in the Athletics
events, our girls also enjoy this opportunity to
socialise and gain knowledge of their peers in
the other Independent schools.
Jennif Borrill
PHysical Education teacHer

STUDENT QUOTES:
“I was in the Interschool Swimming Carnival in
Term 1. It was my first time swimming in a
competition. I was very nervous, but it was still
fun! We had to swim 50m. I am now swimming
squads twice a week so hopefully, will be even
better next year.” - Annie Lester, Year 4
“Taking part in an Interschool Diving Competition
was extremely fun. It was pretty nerve-racking, but
made you understand what it’s like to be in a real
competition. I started diving in a club and next
April I will be going into nationals. Interschool
events are fun and you always meet different
people.” - Tatjiana Pieris, Year 7M
“1 enjoyed competing in the Interschool Equestrian
event. It was a great experience because it was my
first show with my horse. I got to know lots of
teachers and older girls. I would love to do it next
year!” - Hannah Miller, Year 7M
“1 thought that Barclay House Netball was a great
success. Mrs Gairns was a wonderful coordinator
and made sure that all teams were on court on
time, ready to play a fantastic game of netball.
Thank you to my coaches; Nikki Fitzpatrick and
Kath Staniforth for training the Year 7 A team, it
was a delight.” - Sacha Fitzpatrick, 7L
“Diving this year was very interesting. All the girls
learnt a lot of new things and everyone had lots of
fun, even though we had to get up early in the
mornings to jump in the cold pool! Everyone loved
it and was dedicated.” - Zoe Akindele-Obe, 6C
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Music
WHAT A YEAR!
Barclay House has had a very busy
music program throughout 2006
both within and outside the College
community. All students from
Kindergarten through to Year 7
participate in class music, involving
singing, movement, class instruments,
composition and creative expression.
In addition, many students from Years 3 to 7
are involved in one or more of the following
performance groups: Barclay House Year 4/5
and 6/7 Choirs, Barclay House String
Ensemble, Barclay House Band as well as many
of the Senior School ensembles. At the same
time the girls continue with their individual
practice and commitment to other
performance groups outside the College. What
a busy life for our talented young musicians!

The year began with a visit by the Tanzanian
Golden Pride Childrens Choir. The students
had the opportunity to hear the choir perform
on the Great Court. Members of the choir were
also invited to attend music classes with 6M
and 6C and participate in learning activities.
Everyone had a great time playing instruments
in the drumming circle.
The Year 6/7 Choir also competed at the
Fremantle Eisteddfod, performing Walking
in His Care and Blow, Bugle Blow. The choir
was outstanding in its performance and was
awarded second place, only one point behind
the winning choir.
The annual Barclay House Church Service was
held on Sunday 28 May and the musical talents of
the students were featured heavily throughout the
ceremony with performances by the Band, 4/5
and 6/7 Choirs and the Chamber String Ensemble.
All Barclay House choirs and ensembles
performed at the College Semester 1 Music
Concert which was held on Friday 23 June
in Hadley Hall. The girls also had the
opportunity to hear performances by many
of the Senior School ensembles, an experience
they enjoyed tremendously.

The Year 4/5 and 6/7 Choirs were invited to
perform at the annual ANCA Children Sing
Festival, which was held at the University of
Western Australia during the last week of term
two. The 6/7 Choir performed Blow, Bugle Blow
and The Road of Life while the 4/5 choir sang
The Lord is my Shepherd and This Old Hammer.
Both choirs were awarded an ‘Outstanding’ for
their performances.
Friday 7 July was the Barclay House Heather
Lamont Day. The day began with a performance
of Les Schyphilles by the Graduate College of
Dance students based at Perth Modern School.
Following the performance was a series of
workshops. The girls had the opportunity to
perform marimba music at CCGS, junk
percussion and enjoyed using music and
movement to tell a story. The highlight of the
day was the House Singing competition, held in
the afternoon. The theme for this year was
Songs from Walt Disney Movies. Olympia won
with its rendition of Whistle While You Work
and the set song, the traditional Russian folk
song Little Birch Tree.
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BARCLAY BAND

YEAR 4/5 CHOIR

4td Row: Lauren Witherow, Elizabeth Matthews, Olivia Barns, Annabel Gallop,

4tH row: Frida Gray, Clara Forbes, Clare McMath, Tian Beckett, Grace Blackburn,

Jessica Bisset, Hannah Benschop, Kathleen Elliott, Jessica Chwastiak,

Georgette James, Bethan Christensen, Holly Harrison, Mia Challis, Tanisha Chapman

Beth Whitewood 3rd Row: Rachel Ewing, Rose McDowell, Brooke Mao,
Angie Zhang, Claudia Criddle, Melis Colleran, Joanna Akehurst, Erin Weightman

3rd row: Fiona Staniforth, Emily Isaacs, Katelyn Ivulich, Annabelle Jagger,

2nd Row: Phoebe Kennedy, Amelia Tuck, Elizabeth Crostella, Mathilda

Grace Bettridge, Charlotte Ward, Lauren Thorpe 2nd row: Fern Eu, Nicole
Witcombe, Isabella Dunbar-Tapp, Katherine Boddy, Kiara Palleros, Emily Paul,
Madeleine Hart, Annie Lester, Holly Sinnott, Yvonne Lim, ZoeThorning, Emily Leung,

Lipscombe, Georgia Carey, Stephanie Lowenhoff, Rebecca Ewing, Jessica Watson,
Julia Pytte Front: Olivia Goonatillake, Fara Van Der Schans, Ivana D'Acunto,
Lindsey McLaughlin, Freya Tingley, Meg Slatyer, Bo Yun Lu, Jaimie Hilton

Susana Liu, Alex Sommer, Siobhan Deacon, Sophie Bisset, Rachael Ferguson,

Leona Chadwick Front row: Cassandra Daar, Maja Packer, Taylor Youd, Lilly Lai,
Celina Miller, Amy Parkinson, Ariane Kikiros, Radhi Sethi

The Barclay Band and String Ensemble
performed at the annual ABODA Western
Australian Schools’ Orchestra and Band
Festival, which was held at Perth Modern
School during consecutive weekends in August.
The String Ensemble was awarded an ‘Excellent’
for its section and the Band was commended
for the excellence of its playing.
The Year 6/7 Choir was again involved at the
annual Joondalup Eisteddfod in September,
competing in the section for Open Primary
School Choirs. The girls sang brilliantly and the
choir was awarded first place.
All Barclay House students were also involved
through Terms 3 and 4 in a Musician in
Residence program featuring Tetrafide
Percussion. Iain Robbie and Neville Talbot, two
members from the ensemble, held a series of
workshops during normal class music lessons
which involved the girls in different listening,
performance and composition tasks. The
classes then completed tasks in preparation
for the next workshop.

This process allows a collaborative effort
between the class music teacher, students and
Tetrafide in preparation for items to be
performed at the End of Year Concert.
Students from Years 3 to 7 also had the
opportunity to hear performances by the West
Australian Symphony Orchestra throughout the
year as part of the class music program. The
older students saw a performance titled Play Me
a Picture in April while the younger students
celebrated the 250th Mozart anniversary with
a concert titled The Mozart Experience. All
students enjoyed the concerts, as well as the
opportunity to visit the Perth Concert Hall.
Barclay House students and ensembles have also
performed throughout the year as part of the
many and varied concerts and recital nights held
by the Music Department.

The year concluded with performances by all
Barclay House choirs and ensemble at the
Barclay House Speech Day and Graduation
Night. The Year 6 and 7 students also combined
to sing the graduation song Time Enough to Give.

Donna Cianciosi
Barclay House Music Specialist

All girls from Kindergarten to Year 7 were
involved in the Barclay House End of Year
Concert on 23 and 24 November. The Concert
was a presentation of items developed and
prepared by the students and Tetrafide Percussion
during the Musician in Residence workshops.
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It included performances of traditional music
and dance from South America, Ghana and
Australia as well as music involving electronic
raps, music revolving around the number TO’
and vocal and percussive music. The concert
concluded with the singing of May the Good Lord
Bless and Keep You and once again showcased the
many varied and wonderful talents that the girls
possess. What a magical evening!
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STRINGS

YEAR 6/7 CHOIR

STRINGS

4t!i row: Olivia Bams, Kathleen Elliott, Hannah Miller, Francesca Sharp-Paul,
Nicole Harrison, Sarah Khan, Annabel Gallop, Hannah Benschop, Jessica Bisset,
Sherie Chua, Poppy Gilfillan, Klara Gray, Alma Corker, Amy Ward, Sarah Latham,
Emma Field, Taylor Morgan, Christina Greer 3rd row: Mathilda Lipscombe, Zoe
Akindele-Obe, Georgia Markwell, Madeleine Wray, Caitlin Doran, Claudia Criddle,
Lauren Witherow, Amy Stevenson, Isobel Crockett, Eleanor Wade, Elizabeth
Matthews, Katie McLeod, Angela Tham, Rebecca Didcoe, Belinda Xie, Angie Zhang,
Amy Hendy, Sarah Stopforth 2nd row: Claudia Sampson, Freya Tingley, Mallory
Evans, Sophie McKeesick, Elizabeth Crostella, Megan Ellis, Julia Witcombe, Tiffany
Soirat, Amelia Tuck, Nina Throsby, Stephanie Clarnette, Jessica Watson, Amala
Sheridan-Hulme Front row: Amy Pham, Charlotte Truman, Naomi Stockley,
Rebecca Moore, Meg Slatyer, Imogen Mugford, Jessica Yu, Lauren Ferreira,
Sophia Nugawela, Bo Yun Lu

3rd row: Jessica Watson, Megan Ellis, Esther Buckeridge, Grace Blackburn,
Sherie Chua, Poppy Gilfillan, Jing Wen Song, Phoebe Kennedy, Susana Liu
2nd row. Larisa Pieris, Madeleine Hart, Katelyn Ivulich, Mallory Evans, Stephanie
Clarnette, Katarina Throssell, Eleanor Stringer, Annie Lester Front row: Maja Packer,
Laura Turner, ZoeThorning, Ruby Cumberland, Emily Leung, Amy Pham, Elena Cardaci
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Barclay Art ^
HIGHLIGHTS
2006 will stand out in memory as a
year of appreciating childrens artworks
as well as those of professional artists!
The Heather Lamont Festival was blessed with
a number of talented artists who cheerfully
shared their enthusiasm and skills with MLC
students. The artists were as follows:
• Anne Ryan demonstrated her techniques for
constructing large day sculptures and let
students add textures to one of her “works
in progress”
• Mrs McCrudden used a potters wheel to
“throw” many different clay items
• Joy Johnson brought in several mosaics that
she had completed. She then started a new
mosaic so students could see the process and
ask questions
• Sophie Kyron discussed her jewellery
business with students while creating a
delicate necklace right before their eyes

• Mrs McLaughlins motto “If it doesn’t move,
stamp it!” was demonstrated on many varied
items. These included shoes, clothes, cards,
photo albums and boxes
All of the visiting artists commented on the
intelligent questions the girls asked and what
beautiful manners they had!
From the start of Term 1, art students from
Kindergarten to Year 7 rallied around to produce
artworks for the biennial JSHAA Art Exhibition.
Trinity College hosted the event and 30 schools
joined together to create an exciting and
memorable exhibition. Several MLC classes
attended the exhibition with class teachers
and parents.
Art Club was held after school for Year 7
students. Students took part in one of the
following groups:
• Felting with Florence Klein
• Mosaic surfboard with Liz Briggs
• Paper plate sculpture led by Ms Blair
and Mrs Rose
• Textiles with Ms Hutchinson

*/
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The Junior School Artist in Residence this year
was Fleur Schell who is a world renowned
ceramic artist as well as an ex-MLC student!
Both Year 6 classes were privileged to hear Fleur
discuss her porcelain clay works and watch a
demonstration of her techniques. Students then
applied what they learned by making a porcelain
fish of their own.
Special thanks must be given to the 2006 Art
Monitors who gave up their time before school
to help set up the room for the days art
activities. The elected Monitors were as follows:
Semester One - Simone Marnewick and
Mary-Louise Spencer
Semester Two - Emma Harvey and
Rebecca Moore
Their dedication and hard work was greatly
appreciated.
Pee;eT/ Hutcfiinson
Art Specialist

I* special

A new beginning
for Year 7.
J 2006 is a special year in the history of
Barclay House as it marks the last year
since 1964 where Year 7s will be part
of the Junior School. In 2007 the Year
7s will join the Middle School, along
with Years 8 and 9. Opened originally
as a Kindergarten in 1939 the MLC
Junior School, named after the
Reverend AJ Barclay, became home to
the lower primary until a major
refurbishment in 1964 brought all the
primary years together. This page
reflects some of the highlights of 2006
from K-7.

End of an Era ^
JUNIOR SCHOOL TO YEAR 7
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The Senior School «►

College Prefects
Back: Harriet Hay, Tara Moffat, Melissa McCreery,
Jessica Chrystal, Gemma Robinson, Jemma Keeves,
Bethany Lydon

Middle: Owe Porter, Eve York, Sasha Ewing,
Olivia Cornelius, Elyce Scannell, Jessica Valentine,

Front: Sally Grauaug, Jee Yun Leung,
Lauren Bracewell
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How to define 2006? Words can only
sketch a picture of all the excitement
and sadness that has carved out
this year. In addition to the frenzy
of the academic, arts and sporting
calendars, construction of a new
car park commenced this year. This
necessitated changes to school life,
which the girls handled excellently.

Head Girl &c Deputy
The Sports Department coped well with the loss
of our playing fields, while the girls still managed
to compete at a high level despite having an off
campus home ground. The flexibility of the
students was shown in their quick adjustment
to the situation, bringing home trophies in many
events. The Colleges sporting prowess was also
demonstrated in rowing with the First Eight and
the Second Eight wining their respective races at
Head of the River.
As usual, the Arts calendar was filled with
events. House Singing, Drama and Mime
was the focus of Term 1 with every student
participating to raise the standard even higher
than last year. The College Production of Fame
was received enthusiastically with the cast and
crew persevering through a multitude of set
backs with unflagging spirit.
The Prefects had an eventful year, running
various events and working behind the scenes
to ensure everything ran smoothly. Claire and
Jessica did a brilliant job managing the visit of
the Golden Pride Childrens Choir. Jee Yun and
Sally organised a packed Arts Week, while
Sports Week went well thanks to Jemma and
Olivia. The MLC vs CCGS netball match was
hotly contested with the girls eventually
winning. The Year 12s again showed their
superior sporting talent in the various Staff vs
Student matches played throughout the year,
which were also organised by Jemma and Olivia.

The House Prefects and their executives were
very passionate about their Houses, putting in
a concerted effort to guarantee the success of the
Interhouse Sports Carnivals. Overall the Prefects
were a great group of girls that were very
innovative and creative in their approach, but
not afraid of hard work. They were a pleasure
to work with.
The 2006 Leavers kicked off the year with the
highly anticipated Ball. The girls dazzled in their
much talked of dresses and on the dance floor,
with the evening being a great success. Bonding
Night was another highlight on the Year 12
calendar. The night ran very smoothly due to the
efforts of the House Prefects. Another side of the
Year 12s was shown and as we competed to win
egg and spoon races and eating competitions
(including raw onions!). Term 2 brought with
it first semester exams, accompanied by the
realisation that there was more to Year 12 than
having lots of fun. By the time Term 3 came
around we realised how close Mocks were
and how little time we had left of Year 12.
It was with varying degrees of sadness and
happiness that we watched our last tute, last
chapel and last assembly go by, amongst other
things. It was then time to say goodbye to
school forever.
2006 was a fantastic year packed with fun and
excitement. The College has continued to achieve
across a wide range of areas, showing it to be full
of many talented girls. Good luck to the Class of
2006 as you go out into the wider world. You are
a great bunch of girls who have made 2006 a
really special year to remember. Adieu!
Betfiany Lydon & Lauren Bracewell
Head Girl & Deputy Head Girl
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Bethany Lydon & Lauren Bracewell

Deputy Principal/
Head of Senior School
The 2006 SRC and College Prefects
work synergistically to provide
a conduit for student views and ideas
about the organisation of College life
that impact directly upon them.
At their regular meetings they presented a range
of ideas and opinions collated through each year
groups SRC members. Between meetings they
relayed back to students the outcomes and
options arising out of the combined students
and staff leaders’ deliberations, they can take
pride in the part they played in helping Cafe
staff to devise an improved system for student
movement through the servery at peak times.
In addition, by surveying all students to
ascertain their preferences, they informed Cafe
Manager Anne O’Grady of the preferred
sandwich styles and fillings, always prioritising
healthy eating alternatives.
The brainstorming session to generate a
multitude of fun concepts for the Student
Centenary Fair (to be held at the end of Term 3
next year) quickly ignited excitement and a
sense of anticipation of a wonderful celebration
of our Centenary, devised and run by students
for the students.

Student
Representative Council
Bacf Shereen Sidhu,
Felicity Noonan, Katherine
Lane, Gemma Veling, Keisha
Davis, Robyn Tissiman
Front: Eleanor Cox, Emma
Brede, Natalie Meyer,
Tara Moffat (SRC Prefect),
Bethany Lydon, Claire
Robinson, Renee Mao,
Sumay Chan
Absent: Rosalyn Bruce

Leadership for the planning for this event will
be taken up by our newly elected SRC Prefect
and SRC Executive. We look forward to what
is shaping up to be a memorable event in the
College’s Centenary year!
College Prefects engaged in new opportunities to
grapple with the sometimes conflicting demands
and expectations of their peer group and those
of the Principal, Deputy Principal and staff, as
confident student leaders. With maturity and
mutual respect, the vexed issue of “Befores” and
“Afters” parties was debated. Views of both
“sides” were clearly articulated and
acknowledged on the journey to arriving at a
mutual understanding and a commitment that
accommodated the responsibilities of the College
in these matters alongside a perceived “rite of
passage” for Year 12 students. The social
conscience highlighted in these negotiations
was a theme that also informed Prefects’
dialogue with representatives of the Roads and
Transport Authority. The Prefects’ goal was to
improve safety for pedestrians crossing at the
Queenslea Drive/Stirling Highway intersection.
This project will be handed over to be further
progressed by our Prefects for 2007.

The extreme contortions of body parts that
saw volunteers entertaining their peers in the
“party tricks” segment, had at least this Deputy
Principal wincing! Thankfully staff members
were not required to demonstrate their “party
tricks” nor participate in the competition that
required contestants to eat a variety of weird
food items!
I have enjoyed sharing this part of their
leadership journey with the College Prefects
and celebrate with them the difference they have
made. My best wishes for your futures and may
you all continue to strive to make the most of
your individual gifts as you have done
throughout this year!

Yvonne Palmer
Deputy Principal/Head of Senior Scfioot

College Prefects created their own interpretation
of “Friday Night Games” as the theme for their
“bonding activity”. The wintry conditions did not
deter the ugg boot and polar fleece clad gladiators
who braved the chilly wind on the upper oval.
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Year Eight
*»

HEAD OF YEAR
Well done! The Year 8s of
2006 will be remembered as an
inclusive group who displayed
enthusiasm, pride and
enjoyment in their first year
of secondary school.
The challenge is to maintain
these qualities as they grow
individually and together
with the experiences ahead.
I have also enjoyed the year
(my first within this particular
role), sharing their journey.
Their willingness to help
me and each other has been
a highlight.
Next year they will be the first
leadership group of MLC s
new Middle School. I am
confident they will provide
excellent role models for their
“sisters” in Year 7 and 8.

A

ORIENTATION CAMP

YEAR 8/9 PRODUCTION

At the beginning of the year we had an
Orientation Camp at Point Walter. I went away
on the first day. After we got to camp, we did
a few activities with our Peer Support leaders
in Year 11 and the other people in our Peer
Support group, who were from our core
classes. Then we had dinner. After dinner we
had to go to our rooms, which we shared with
two or three other people, and have a shower.
Then we had to go to bed. Everyone woke up
pretty early in the morning and we had
breakfast. Then we went straight into more
activities with our peer support group, and
a few team work activities with the whole
group. Just before lunch we were allowed into
the pool for a swim, which was pretty good.
We left Point Walter just after lunch.

There were four plays in the Year 8/9
Production, Emil You’re Going to Be a Dog,
A Fairy Affair, Holka Polka and Wannabe.
The 8/9 Production was very exciting and
nerve-racking. Our directors were fantastic!
We had lots of fun with our directors and they
were amazing. Rehearsing twice a week for
half of Term 3 and two weeks of Term 4,
we were all very busy. I recommend that you
audition for, or just come along to watch next
year’s Year 8s and 9s perform in Hadley Hall.

On the second day we stayed at school and were
put into different groups then we did a number
of activities. The first activity I did was games
on the Great Court. Then we did prussiking
and abseiling. That was pretty good apart from
the fact that we all got really sore hands from
the ropes. The last activity of the day for my
group was sailing, which was the best part.
My group had a pretty “exciting” time because
we were really bad at steering the sail boat!
Darcie Corker

/(ateh/n Lane

YEAR 8 POEM
I came to school in my big green dress
That’s when I learned the meaning of stress
I couldn’t find Sumner 2.2,
panicked and didn’t know what to do.
I felt relieved to see that day end
but knew I’d have to come back again.
AtHens 1
When we’re in SOSE, we study the coast,
in Home Ec we learn to cook or make toast,
Maths is numbers and letter and signs,
numbers that really mess with our minds,
Science is filled with wonderful things,
in English we learn about our past kings,
French, German and Japanese,
Definitely do not come with ease,
Of all the subjects that we can do,
bring it on!... We’re ready for you!!
CorintR /

Good luck and continue to
have FUN!
^ ki k

MattHew IvulicH
Head of Year 8
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There once was a girl who played Sport
But her height was a little bit short
She couldn’t reach the net
To do a B I G set
and so she had to be taught
As the ball flew at her she thought
“I’d better hit this on the court”
So she gave it a wack
A really B I G smack
and now she loves Sport!

Tutors are great
But quite often late
Tutors are nice
They give good advice
Tutors have smiles
That go for miles and miles
Tutors do care
And they’re always aware
We love tutors, yes we do
We love tutors, how about you???

CorintT 2

Olympia 2

When choosing your subjects you can
choose Theatre Arts,
Imaginative, creative, playing all
different parts.
Mrs Urbini, Mrs Lambert, Mrs Larsen
and Ms P,
Encourage you to be, what you want to be.
Circus, impro, voice and mime,
Give Drama a go; you’ll have a great time.
You gain confidence, skills and it’s lots of fun,
Theatre Arts is Number One!!!

Sparta 1
I started off to school
Hoping not to be a fool.
I wished for many friends
Instead I had a pack of pens.
But at the end of the first day
My smile would not go away
You see my wish came true
And everyone else’s too!
There was a young tute of Year 8
They ate and they ate and they ate!
They were never mute in tute
And creative, how beaut!
Cause all in Ol are great!

Six Houses we have at MLC
It’s a friendly type of rivalry
Corinth is cool, Athens is ace
All trying hard to win the race
Sparta is super, and Romans rock
Swimming fast to beat the clock
Terrific Troy, original Olympia
Beautiful voices we love to hear
Swim, jump, sing and run
Its all about having fun
Each House thinks they are the best
And when combined we beat the rest!

f{ome /

0h/mpi3 1
First thing in the morning we all look so cute
Until we put on our green sailor suit
On go the socks and on go the shoes
Followed by the hat which gives us the blues
In winter months are collars that choke
A skirt too long from elastic that broke
No bracelets, no charms, no earrings, no rings
Or you can say goodbye to these things

Year 8 Lockers
They’re cool like Dockers
We are rockers
It gets kinda chockers
You can get blocked when
getting to your lock
The lockers are congested
some are infested
Cockroaches and mice
Are not very nice
Remembering your combination
Is a hard situation
No one can get to the loo
Because we are 8 Troy 2

Troy 2

Sparta 2
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Year Nine
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FRONT OF HOUSE

LEARNING STYLES

YEAR 8/9 PRODUCTION

All Year 9 Commerce students were given the
opportunity to help manage the Front of House
for the three main productions. They include
the Year 12 Production Australian Princesses,
The College Production Fame and the Year 8/9
Production with the theme of fantasy.

A notice read in the Daily Bulletin: All Year 9s
are to go to Hadley Hall from PI to 3 for a
learning styles talk by Glenn Capelli. Grumbles
echoed through the classroom as we received
the news. Little did we realise that this would
not be like typical talks about learning and
schoolwork.

The Year 8/9 Production is a great
opportunity for girls in Years 8 and 9 to
experience performing in front of a large
audience. Although girls in these years do not
normally perform in the College Production,
this still gives those who love to act the
chance to show their abilities. Each year there
are four plays performed. This year the plays
were A Fairy Affair, Wannabe, Emil You’re
Going to be a Dog and Holka Polka. The final
performances were a real success which both
the girls and audience enjoyed thoroughly.
We would recommend girls in the lower
years take part in the 8/9 Production in
the years to come.

Students submitted application letters and
resumes. Business interviews were held to select
two General Managers for the difference areas
of Front of House including Catering, Ushering,
Finance and Ticketing along side two Managing
Directors. All other Commerce students
worked as a member of a team, gaining an
enjoyable experience and knowledge of the
business field.

It was much like a Play School episode, with
sing-a-longs, drawing activities, hidden
messages and “crayons”. Glenn taught us that
we are all different, and therefore our styles
of learning can be different. Everyone enjoyed
themselves thoroughly and picked up many
new skills and methods of everyday learning.
Louise Abbott

Students gained valuable skills and built on
valuable qualities such as communication,
directing, problem solving, quick thinking
and deliverance to customers.
All Year 9 Commerce students and Commerce
Staff are to be congratulated on their endless
hard work as they had Fun, Accomplished new
skills, showed Manners and Enthusiasm was
shown at all times.
Cemm.1 IVdite
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Alexandra Beeck & Carderine Murpfiij

CAMP

SOCIAL

During May over four weeks, eight groups of
girls set out on a wild journey. This adventure
took us down south where the climate was
absolutely freezing. Every morning we would
awake a little before 6am and trudge up to the
shed, where we dressed and ate.

As the days went by, the only thing the Year 9s
could talk about was their Social! On Friday
15 September the girls were busy doing their
make-up and planning what to wear. One by
one they arrived in style to enter Bosisto Hall.
As usual it started off with girls in one corner
and the guys in the other, before our own MC
(Sophie Luke) took the stage and the night
blasted away. The music was cranked up and
soon every girl was dancing with someone,
even Mr Nguyen was dancing in style.

The day’s activities included prussiking, caving,
canoeing, abseiling and more. The days were
exhausting and after eating dinner and
changing out of our wet, freezing clothes, it
was time for a quiet game. We played all sorts
of games including BANG BANG, which took
me the whole five days to figure out. The fruit
game - where we had to say a fruit three times
without showing our teeth (and trust me it was
much harder than you would expect) - was also
fun. Overall I really enjoyed Year 9 Camp but
by the end of it I was ever so glad to be back in
my warm, cosy bed!

Mr Forma was in charge of capturing the night
on film and had a busy night as boys and girls
piled in for photos. The Year 9 tutors all came
along, spending their Friday night watching
their “tuties all dressed up dancing away”
(Ms Bayly).
Overall, the night was an enjoyable one
and all the Year 9s had a blast.

Ceorsia Nottase
Sarafi Kwa
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HEAD OF YEAR
I am very privileged to have
been a part of this special group
of students. The Year 9 students
of 2006 should be proud of
their achievements and would
have hopefully learnt a lot
about themselves through the
opportunities presented to
them within the College.
As 2006 comes to an end we
should all reflect on the
positives of the year. The Year 9
students have developed and
grown spiritually, emotionally,
physically, socially and
academically and they should
be proud of everything they
have accomplished together and
individually. They have shown
true community spirit and will
continue to grow as individuals
in every way. I’d like to
especially thank all the people
involved in the growth and
development of the Year 9s
this year. It is due to the staff,
parents and community
member’s expertise, knowledge,
wisdom and caring nature that
our students will continue to
never lose focus of their goals
and grow and develop into
young women. Congratulations
on a great year!
Maria Cami/leri
Head of Year 9
Head of Middle Scdool
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Year Ten
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HEAD OF YEAR
It has been a year of change
as Year 10 girls have grown
into young women.
The increasing confidence
demonstrated by this group of
young women, as they seek
help and knowledge, or initiate
action, has been amazing. The
potential to lead has been
demonstrated by many
members of this cohort, in
actions of simple kindness to
more complex and time
consuming actions such as
those required to make new
things happen.
Varying groups now gather
before each school day begins,
with much laughter, everyone
included, happily sitting and
sharing their company in the
morning sun. It is a lovely
sight. These are sensible,
tolerant young women who
have a good, strong sense of
their own worth and are well
positioned to find the
direction they would like to
take in life.
Next year will offer fresh
challenges. However, these
young women are well placed
to succeed as they continue to
support one another and their
community in facing the
challenges ahead.
/{os Silberstein
Head of Year 10
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SMALL BUSINESS DAY

WORK EXPERIENCE

Picture this: the Great Court filled with items
such as hair bands, photo frames, notebooks
and heat packs! On Thursday 24 August, the
Year 10 Commerce students participated in
an annual event known as Small Business Day.

Work experience is definitely a highlight
of Year 10 at MLC!

During Terms 2 and 3, the girls worked hard in
their groups to plan, produce, market and sell
a product to the MLC community. Within each
group, each girl held a managerial position
which represented an aspect of a business.
At the beginning of Term 3, the girls set up
displays in the Lower Resource Centre,
advertising their diverse range of products.
Soon, and to the surprise of many groups,
they were flooded with product orders from
students and teachers!
The atmosphere on Small Business Day was
full of energy and life and all who attended
thoroughly enjoyed the day. MLC was also
lucky enough to have the Scotch Band play for
the girls under Sumner Undercroft.
A large per cent of the profits made on Small
Business Day have been donated to a charity
of the Year 10 Commerce students’ choice.
A special thanks to Mrs Dobrowolski, Mrs
Rudrum and Mrs Hudson for all their help.
Overall, Small Business Day was a huge
success. Thank you to all who purchased
and participated!
Lalitda Menon

Preparation for the week included writing
letters to request placements, making phone
calls to confirm placements as well as attending
a fun and informative seminar about etiquette
around the work place. The build-up to the
event could not have run so smoothly without
the ongoing support of the Career Education
teachers and the Counsellors.
Before the week there were mixed emotions.
Many of us were excited and others were
apprehensive about facing the world of
work for the first time. Whether we had
a fantastic time, or spent the entire week
washing dishes, we all agree this week was
a valuable experience. Our placements
included assisting at primary schools, medical
practices, veterinary practices, restaurants,
clothing outlets, museums, law firms,
engineering companies, mining companies
and other businesses.
I’m sure most girls would conclude that work
experience has either guided them towards
a realistic future goal or assisted them in
securing a part-time job while still at school.
Jemma Ford

LOCKED IN!
On the Friday 27 October, 18 hyperactive
Year 10 girls held a lockdown/sleepover in
Bosisto Hall to raise money for the Oak Tree
Foundations “One Day” event.
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We all dream about making a difference in the
world one day and this annual event was the
reason the lockdown was held. Under the
watchful eyes of Mrs Silberstein, Ms Sturgess
and Mrs Parker, we partied into the night;
watching movies, telling ghost stories, sharing
jokes, having sleeping bag races and pillow
fights. We fuelled ourselves with countless
cups of Coke, pizza and lollies.
All money raised went directly to the Oak
Tree Foundation. Many thanks to all who
attended and supported the lockdown
- it was a huge success!
Lalitda Menon & Stepdanie Coodlad

KAMP KARIJINI

Unknowingly however, two days later we had
to hike out of the gorge - a 6km walk over very
hilly terrain. When we saw the bus in the
distance, we all started running with glee. Next
we visited Hancock Gorge. We hiked in and
found a camp site quite quickly as we were all
exhausted. The next day, we got to abseil and
rock climb which was tonnes of fun. On the
long drive back, we were all tired, all on each
others last nerves, and ready to kill anybody
that crossed that centimetre wide line dividing
you and the person sitting next to you. When
we finally got back, feet covered in blisters,
clothes covered in red dirt (which NEVER
comes out) and hair that resembled a bird’s
nest, we were relieved to finally take a shower.
Sarafi McNutt & Kelli Kobertson

On Saturday 29 July, 12 “lucky” girls got ready
to get on the bus that Lucy and Sarah would
drive for two days up to Karijini National
Park. We finally got there and the next day we
explored the amazing waterfalls and pools of
Dale’s Gorge.
Brett, our leader, was dubbed the “Algae man”
after he led us to a pool he had never seen,
but was told it was “beautiful” by a friend. It
was in fact full of algae! The worst and best
experience of the trip was the 11km walk over
red dirt hills and the most horrible plant in the
world, spinifex. Many tears were shed and
sweat was dripping out of us like faucets, but
when we got to our camp site in Knox Gorge,
it was a major accomplishment.

MINING CAMP
Monday 4 September marked the beginning
of Work Experience for the Year 10s, however
not everyone was going to the local vet!
Thirteen of us were about to travel the outback
to reach our work experience destinations: the
Arc Energy and Equigold mining sites.
Before we got to the practical side of things,
we had to complete the theory. We stayed in
Perth on the first day and endured hours of
PowerPoint presentations. We visited
Equigolds’ office and Arc Energy to learn
the basics of mining. It was on Tuesday
5 September that we finally left for the Arc
Energy plant in Dongara.

Complete with reflective vests, hard hats,
boots and safety glasses, we were guided
through the production plant. Arc Energy
had answered many of our questions related to
mining, but one question remained. Where we
were going to spend the night? As we sat
expectantly in the mini bus, we could only
wonder as Mr Oxnam and Mrs Padman drove
us to our next destination.
Our plans for the third day of work experience
were to drive our way to Kirkalocka, where
Equigolds’ gold mine was located. After brief
stops at the Rabbit Proof Fence and Joker’s
Tunnel, we finally made it to the Equigold
office in Kirkalocka.
Wednesday 6 September was to be the most
eventful day yet. With the familiar safety wear
we set off around the mine site. We didn’t
realise it then, but we were about to witness an
extremely rare opportunity - a gold pour. Our
cameras flashed frantically as we entered the
highly-secure room. We left the room in awe
while we excitedly recalled the experience.
To our surprise during the next tour, we learnt
that the mining industry did not just involve
“miners”. Occupations such as geologists,
safety inspectors, accountants, lab technicians
and even caterers all made a contribution.
Mining Camp was a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. Those of us who had no idea
of what we wanted to do now have another
option to consider.
Stepdanie van Loduizen
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Year Eleven
a

NOT QUITE YEAR 12S,
NO LONGER YEAR 10S

HAMMARSKJOLD
TROPHY

WHAT A YEAR! We’d just finished Year 10 and
began going through the very - ahem - smooth
transition of exams, tears, hard work and most
of all, FUN.

Hammarskjold Trophy proved to be a
challenging and successful effort by MLC.
The competition was a mock Security Council
debate that tested many of the MLC cohort’s
public speaking abilities and negotiation skills.
The major challenge was representing a
country from the Security Council (in pairs)
and understanding its standpoint on major
world issues.

It has been a rough rollercoaster ride with lots
of “Oh my gosh have you finished that English
assignment?” and “Have you studied for that
Intro Calc test?” or the mother of all questions...
“ARE YOU READY FOR EXAMS?”
Year 11 was all we expected it to be: work,
study, work and study. But there was the other
side of things. We grew from the youngish Year
10s who didn’t really do that much work to
young ladies with vision who were preparing
to do A LOT of work and face the changes
ahead of us. AKA YEAR 12.
So to our Wonder Woman Head of Year, Frau
Walker, fantastic tutors and teachers, we couldn’t
have done it without you. Thanks for your hard
work and keeping us in one piece this year.
Noni vin Uffelen

The preliminary rounds began in the UWA
Economics Department. MLC performed
strongly with two teams entering the finals,
which were held in the Western Australian
Parliament. Sixteen teams from a range of
schools made up the Security Council, with
MLC representing the United Kingdom and
United States of America. The finals began with
rigorous and aggressive debates. Some teams
donned their country’s national attire which
provided to be quite entertaining. Overall the
Hammarskjold Trophy was a fantastic and
eye-opening experience!
Sunita Sebastian

RIVER CRUISE
“.. .What are you wearing to the River Cruise?”
was the common question asked in locker
areas, classes and the main topic of conversation
during Term 1.
Only finding out during the holidays that the
River Cruise was in Term 1, we rushed, literally,
to find gorgeous frocks and outfits and the
perfect partner. Girls booked for their hair
appointments, make-up, organised shopping
trips and made dresses over the term. The
excitement was huge!
“ . ..I’m handing out tickets at 3.30pm and if
you’re not there, you’re not getting a ticket
which means you’re not going!” - Frau.
So it was 3.30pm, Friday afternoon of the river
cruise. We were stuck in locker areas rushing to
get out to either get tickets, or go to hair/make-up
appointments or go home to start getting ready.
Arriving at Barrack Street Jetty at 7.15pm, it
was like the Oscars or the MTV awards! Girls
dressed up in the most beautiful outfits and
dresses and looked more gorgeous than ever.
Guys were in their best shirts and shoes and
some even cost more than a girl’s outfit! How
bizarre is that?!
We were all ready to get on the boat, except the
boat didn’t arrive until around 7.30pm:
All aboard! The boat was a happening place.

mmi.
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Mr Forma prepared his gadgets for his camera,
people lined up for snapshots, music was
blaring from one side of the boat to the other
and a sweaty mosh pit at the front was a bonus.
Even Mr Wynhorst came to strut his stuff on
the dance floor!
It was a fantastic night, extremely well
organised by the College, Year 11 tutors and
of course our AWESOME Head of Year, Frau
Walker! THANK YOU SO MUCH because
it would not have been possible if it wasn’t
for you guys!
Noni van Uffelen

PEER SUPPORT
If you have ever felt any sense of leadership,
protectiveness or a desire to help someone, then
Peer Support is the thing for you. Sacrificing one
night and two days of our holidays seemed like
nothing compared to the good times had, the
new people we met, and the discovery that you
can still function without a few nights’ sleep as
long as you drink enough coffee. Peer Support
taught us so much, but more importantly it
allowed us to meet the fantastic group of girls
(as they call themselves) the Year 8s of MLC.
Their individuality, energy and dreams for the
future were shared on the Peer Support Camp,
which despite involving very little sleep, was
quite productive. We were all assigned to a group
of Year 8s, who were surprisingly confident and
didn’t actually seem nervous at all. It gave us the
opportunity to meet all the younger girls, but
also become better acquainted with our own
peers. I highly recommend the experience.

YOUNG ACHIEVEMENT
AUSTRALIA
Every year, a group of Year 11 students have
the opportunity to participate in the Young
Achievement Small Business program run
across the State. This offers students hands-on
experience in the business world by designing,
marketing and manufacturing an original
product. This year, 10 students were involved in
the venture, producing wine glasses
commemorating the 2007 Centenary of MLC.
Along the way, various business skills were
honed, individuals had the opportunity to take
on management positions within the business
and the hard work culminated in a spectacular
Awards Night. Young Achievement is a great
opportunity and is strongly recommended
to any future Year 1 Is interested in business
and commerce.
Thanks to this year’s Young Achievement
mentor, Alex Graham, whose business
experience was invaluable and also to
Ms Rudrum and Mrs Dobrowolski for their
support and encouragement.
Ellen Bettridge & BetEia Burgess

HEAD OF YEAR
2006 has proved challenging for
the Year 11 cohort as they have
experienced the increased
workload and responsibility of
upper school. Throughout the
year their enthusiasm has not
wavered and they have
continued to contribute to all
activities in a positive manner.
Their community spirit,
perseverance and unwillingness
to give were highlighted
through their involvement in
activities such as the Red Cross
Soup Patrol and the 50 Mile
Walk. I am incredibly proud of
their achievements this year and
look forward with anticipation
to their final year at the College.
Natalie Wafer
Head of Year II

Jessica Clifton
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YEAR 12 IN A NUTSHELL
HEAD OF YEAR
I’ve really enjoyed getting to know
you all collectively and as
individuals. I am the teacher in this
relationship, yet you have taught me
so much. In the Head of Year role
I have learnt to broaden my focus
and to see you as more than simply
students in a subject area. I have
seen you all striving to juggle a
number of demands every day and
I know that for some of you this has
been difficult. I have witnessed
some moments of great joy and
some moments of great sadness.
I have learnt to listen more and to
judge less - there is always another
side to every story and each of you
has your own story to tell. You have
taught me to reflect on my actions
and to give due consideration to
their implications. Thank you.
The end of Year 12 marks a
significant moment in your lives,
but time goes on regardless and
before you know it you’ll all be
marking other definitive moments.
So I encourage you now, as the
mood of nostalgia descends, to
reflect on all you’ve learned about
friendship, commitment, giving
and receiving, your personal
strengths and weaknesses and
what’s good for you or bad for you.
Take this knowledge into the future
and become the outstanding young
women that each of you has the
potential to become.
I wish you love, health and
happiness.
Alex Lawson
Head of Year 12
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January - Summer is enjoyed by all, and the
last taste of freedom is savoured, as our
parents continuously remind us of “the big
year to come”.
February - Back to school we all don our Year
12 uniforms, which didn’t look quite right on
us just yet. The Ball was planned and we all
drowned under the homework pile, which had
already begun to build. We attended our last
ever Swimming Carnival and noodle raced,
like noodle racing has never been done before.
The Ball came, and sadly went - photos were
taken, dancing was done (particularly by
Mr Wynhorst) and Forever Young became the
official soundtrack for Leavers ‘06.
March - We scoffed pancakes with the best
of them, somehow creating more of a food
fight than anything else. The visit of the
Golden Pride Childrens Choir and the chance
to buddy with a Tanzanian child left us
inspired. The wonderful drama students
took the stage with their own performance
of Australian Princesses.
April - Play directors and Choir conductors
began to realise that they were nowhere near
ready to perform. End of term tests could be
summed up with one word “stress” and tears
from the locker room could only be dampened
slightly by the never-ending supply of lollies
and chocolate. House Singing was a hit,
despite minor panic attacks from all involved.
Holidays arrived, despite the feeling Term 1
would last forever!

May - 200 days until the end of TEE and not
having a test everyday of the week is a luxury
we’ve long forgotten. Production rehearsals
begin, along with the study timetable. Some
followed it, others just liked the look of it.
June - Not much happened. We survived,
figured that was enough. We all sit in the
corridor during lunch and make more noise
than physically possible. We baked cupcakes
for Breast Cancer, raising a lot of money.
Free periods are spent curled up anywhere
warm, drinking coffee and studying
(aka reading magazines).
July - Winter holidays = assignment overload.
August - Fame was performed, despite several
“unexpected difficulties”. These were of course
overcome and the Year 12s have never looked
so hot in their 70s gear. Our spirit could not be
dampened by rain at the Athletics - gold
diggers, toy stories and cops rampaged Perry
Lakes Pavilion.
September - Mocks are in three weeks and we
would study, if weren’t still learning the course.
Drama girls freak out, but perform beautifully
at Solo Night. Uni applications are submitted
and we all begin to feel the pressure to
succeed. Life feels planned and none of us are
even remotely ready to leave MLC. We avoid
thinking about the big questions and prefer to
wear ridiculous stockings and hold communal
parties on the Great Court.
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Nothing solves a dilemma more than some
dancing, junk food and a 182-person hokey
pokey. We all wear our leavers jumpers.
Non-stop. We breathe a sigh of relief as mocks
finish or alternately, move into panic stations
to be ready for TEE. * The Eagles win the
premiership, which is highly irrelevant.
October - The non-TEE girls finish up.
Holidays are spent in a combination between
friends and study.
November - Hadn’t actually happened when
I wrote this... but it will be awesome!
Carley Sear

THE NIGHT OF NIGHTS
The night every MLC girl looks forward to had
finally arrived. But what was different this time
was the Class of 2006 was experiencing this
magical evening. Friday 25 February brought
a beautiful sunny day and the expectation of
a wonderful night ahead. With nails, hair, fake
tans and make-up all in place, the days, months
and years of dreaming about the perfect
partner and the perfect dress were here.
As evening fell, the girls, looking absolutely
stunning in colours resembling the rainbow
(MLC green defiantly absent), and their
handsome partners arrived at the Hyatt in all
forms of transport to be met at the door by
Mr Lee, Mrs Palmer, Ms Lawson and
Bethany Lydon.

1/ at*

We entered the Grand Ballroom to a vision
like something out of a fairytale. Beautiful
flowers, flickering candles and crisp table
clothes all added to what was already the start
of a fantastic night.
The music started and everyone flocked to
he dance floor only stopping briefly to hear
Lauren Bracewell and the Rev welcome us
and say grace. Enticing music kept everyone
dancing throughout the night. Even when
Love Generation was played for the third time
it didn’t stop us singing at the top of our voices
(and dancing as energetically as the first time!)
Brief breaks were taken during the night to
have photographs with partners, friends and
teachers which will be cherished forever.
It was a privilege to spend the evening with
our hard working teachers and have some fun
before the heavy workload of Year 12 began.
The teachers had no inhibitions and were up
and dancing and obviously enjoying the night
as much as we were.

CALL THE
FASHION POLICE!
Everyone loves an excuse to dress up like
idiots but the Year 12s took to the Fashions of
the Past and Pirates dress-up days with wild
abandon. The efforts of younger years paled in
comparison to the ancient wardrobe retrievals
that occurred within the Year 12 cohort.
The imaginativeness of the year group knew
no bounds, with costumes ranging from
dinosaurs to peasants and ancient Greeks to
the auspicious styles of the 80s.
Any Year 12 is desperately looking for an
opportunity to pull out some lycra, slap on
some leg-warmers and attract attention as they
trot down Stirling Highway decked out in their
incredibly unattractive outfit. The one day
where shame plays absolutely no part...
The bigger, the wilder, the older... the better.
Cartelt Sear

Sadly midnight came far too soon and we had
to leave what had been a truly magnificent
evening. This night was made possible by our
wonderful Head of Year, Ms Lawson, who
worked tirelessly with the Ball Committee.
Being such a close-knit year group made this
evening even more special and a night we are
sure will be remembered forever!
Pfioebe Stewart & l(e//t/ Dudgeon
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• Rebecca Abbott •

• Madeleine Antoine -

• Courtney Arnett •

• Anjana Ba/akumar •

\ > ''

• Cfitoe Rose Ball •

• Emily Barker •

• Mar/ee Batterham •

• Jessica Beeck •

• Grace Bell •

’ Nicole Bolton •

• Elizabeth Bozsa •

1 Lauren Bracewell •

• Elissa Broun •

• Penelope Bundell •

• Rosebud Buttsuiorth •

• Hayley Caffey •

’ Jo-Ann CH.m •

’ Kathleen Cfian •

Huitinse Cfiay

• Kee Lian Chew •

• Bonnie Cfioi •

• Jessica Chrystal •

Ellen Coffey

1'etr.rn Corker

Olivia Cornelius

• Lucy Crantock •

Grace Crockett

Diana Crosby

Class of 2,006
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• Alicia CuUinoford •

• Stepdanie Cu/Ungf'ord •

• Rosanna Cupper •

Hai/lei/ Curnow

• Claire Dajfron-Smitd •

• Feliciti/ Davies •

• Emih/ Davis •

• Emma Dawson •

-

Elleftderia Deligeorges

• Relit/ Dudgeon •

• E/ise Duncan •

• Sara Duque •

• Fiona Edwards •

• Sasda Ewimr •

Jordan Ferrier

• Lauren Fitzsimmons •

• Sasda Foleq •

• Ada Foo •

• Racdel Fuller •

• 4atderine Can •

• Jamila (Mila) Cerber •

• Z-awra Goodwin •

• &//y Crauauq •

• Sopdie Crewal •

• Soo-Bdin Han •

•

Crewa/ •

•

Cmw •

• Micdelle Hankeq •
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• Sday/i Harrison •

• Carolyn Haskey •

Harriet Hay

• Caitlin Hudson •

• Zoe Huitensra -

• Cfiloe Hurst •

• Katbryn Jajferies •

• Eleanor James •

• Kebecca Jodnston •

• Jomelle Jones •

• Kacdael Jones •

• Htfemi Hans; •

• Jemma Kevves •

• Zop 4«/ •

• Alison Kfioo •

• Lisa Kins; •

• Divina Kpsfiy •

• Genevieve Kovesi •

• Fong; Yens,; Lee •

• Car-yun Lee •

• ,£Y/p/7 Hooke •
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Suzanne Le Messurier •

• Siobdan Lemmey •

dl=7
• Jee Yun Leung; •
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• Mandy Low •

• Alison Lunt •

• Betdany Lydon •

• Natalie Mac/eod •

• Cdristina Maricic •

• Rose Marinovicfi •

• Leanda Mason •

• Natalie Mattinson •

• rimy McCallum •

Class of 2006

• Jane Macdonald •

m—y
• Brittany Marmion •

V*
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• Melissa McCreery •

• Sderee McDonald •

• Nitfiya Menon •

• Tara Moffat •

• Claire Moody •

• RatFerine Moore •

• Claire Mu/roney •

• Elizabeth Murpfiy •

T "r
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• Louise Murray •

TtLJP
Danielle Nasuti

• Jessica Nesbitt •

• Scarlet Ns; •

• Felicity Noonan ■

• Sara/? Nutrdara •

• Natalie Oon •

• Louise Orr •

• Carmen Papaluca •

• Alice Paterson •

• //{77Vy Paxton ‘
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• Rebecca Penco •
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• Hannah Pierce •

• Claire Porter •

s

• Cleo Posa •

Sarah Porter

*
Stephanie Powell •

• Nadia Punse/ie •

*

• Anthea Redding •

#------ /
• Cemma Robinson •

• Anna Sanderson •

Class of 2006

• Nicole Sdaw
Shaw •

• Susannah Shields •

• Jennifer Slattery •

• Phoebe Stewart •
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• Simone Stewart •

• Alexandra Sad/(a •

• Carley Sear •

• Stacey Shanahan •

• Rebecca Sieunarine •

• Annabell Simpson •

• Elizabeth Steinepreis •

• Annabel Stewart •

Phoebe Stoneman

• Samantha Stotter •

Harriet Swale

• Anija Sweet/and •

• Adela Tang; •

• SReila Tam; •

• Monica Tarca •

• RacRel Taylor •

• RatuscRka Taylor-Miller •

AatRerine TRackray

• Jo-Ce/ine Tan •

•

Class of 2006

• Helen Summers •

Tasker •

• Brooke TRomas •

...... ........^

KatRerine TRomas

• Jia Ee ToR •

• Renee Troedson •

• Sigourney Turner •

• Nattanee Unsaen •

• Jessica Valentine •

• Gemma Veling; •

• Brooke Wallintrton •

• Laura WRite •

BetRany Williamson

• Alexandra Willis •

• Eileen Wong; •

• Ailsa Wren •

Mona Yeow

• Wing; SRuen Yip •

• Aw

•

-----------
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I BELIEVE!
Athens! The House every
girl at MLC strives to be
in! The continual pursuit of
commitment, energy and talent
in all areas of the school makes
the astounding House a colour
to remember! We’re scary, we
sing, we dance, but most of all we
have fun, because, in the words
of “Shrek” we are all “believers!”
To kickstart the year, Athens showed off
their swimming talent to achieve a well
earned second place! It was an amazing
effort by all girls involved, particularly by
Clara Joyce of Year 8 achieving first place
and Jacqueline Edwards of Year 11
coming third! Meanwhile our divers
completed the competition taking home
second place, driven largely by the Year 8
group, Tessa Seaward, Jessica Hawkins
and Greta Edwards, placing first, second
and third respectively, and of course
Olivia Cornelius taking home Champion
Diver for Year 12! The spirit, excitement
and passion from all the members of the
House throughout the entire day
contributed to the success!
A few weeks into the term and it was
eventually time for the Athenians to show
off their talents in Singing, Drama and
Mime. Jo-Ann Chan and Jee Yun Leung
led the choir in I Don’t Like Mondays and
I Hope You Dance, and dance they did!
The girls bought tears to the eyes of the
audience and took home second place!
The drama - A Mad Summer Night’s
Dream, was a product of many hours of
rehearsal and practice, which appeared to
pay off, because the winning trophy was
ours! Likewise the Mime, directed by the
talented Sally Beech, Helen Humphrys
and Rebecca Ng was an amazing
performance thoroughly enjoyed by all!
After that it was time to say a fond
farewell to our wonderful and lively
Head of House, Mr Wynhorst. Always
remembering the Ninja Turtle and
“crikey” days (may he rest in peace) made
it that much harder to say goodbye to our
amazing, energetic and always full-of-life
Head of House! The transition, however,
was made easier as we welcomed a man
who was as energetic and vigorous as
Mr Wynhorst - a man who helped led the
House to an incredible second place at
the Athletics Carnival, Mr Nguyen.
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As we marched to the Shrek hit, I’m a
Believer, the girls demonstrated that we
can not only run, jump and throw but we
can dance! Scaring the judges and having
dance-offs with Sparta, the girls displayed
an endless amount of energy which only
grew as the day progressed. From the
snorkel relay to the 800m, the Athenian
girls proudly showed off their appetite for
aths! Congratulations must go to Georgia
Gray and Georgia Alcock who came equal
second in Year 9 and Anika Sweetland
who was Champion Girl for Year 12!
During Arts Week the indisputably
brilliant Athenian debaters did their
House proud with both the Junior and
Senior teams presenting their knowledge
and understanding in successful
arguments.
Being part of Athens for seven years has
made me realise that it is not only the
triumphant individuals that make our
House successful, but it is each and every
one of the girls. We are a tribe, a clan and
a family, and without all of us Athens
would not be Athens.
Special thanks must go to the driving force
behind the House, Mr Nguyen, and the
executive members of Jordon Ferrier,
Anika Sweetland, Sara Duque, Anjana
Balakumar and Jo-Ann Chan! Thanks so,
so much for all your hard efforts,
dedication and continual support
throughout the year!
To the Athenian girls: thank you all
for everything! It is you guys who make
the spirit, devotion and pride shine
throughout the House! Never forget your
Athenian roots. Take your strength and
character to all aspects of life and you will
achieve anything you want! Athenian
Leavers of 2006, thank you all so much for
making it a year I will never forget. You
guys are fantastic and have left me with so
many fun memories! Best of luck for the
future guys and I hope the enthusiasm you
have toward Athens will always live on!
It has truly being a privilege to be the
Athens Captain for 2006. We are the
leading city of Greece, and may we always
be the leading House for MLC!
Jessica CRrijstal
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ATHENS
HOUSE EXECUTIVE
Back row: Jordan Ferrier,
Binh Nguyen (Head of House),
Jessica Chrystal (Captain)
Front row: Jo-Ann Chan,
Anika Sweetland, Sara Duque,
Anjana Balakumar

©£>-----e©

YEAR 8 ATHENS
Head of Year: Matt Ivulich
Tutors: Jodee Lambert and Amanda Loss
3rd row: Jessica Flawkins,
Elise Rattigan, Eleanor Bayly,
Tessa Seward, Rosanna Backhouse
2nd row: Lauren Burns,
Myoorra Ratnasingham, Greta Edwards,
Jessica Murray, Clara Joyce,
Katie Chrystal
Front row: Stephanie McKenna,
Janjira Ritchie, Charlotte Rollinson,
Bee Ling Tan, Lauren Dawson,
Cassidy Shelton, Ella Trimboli
Absent: Bianca Matthews,
Elaine Esbenshade

!jQKt/v * J*.i
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YEAR 9 ATHENS
Head of Year: Maria Camilleri
Tutors: Jenny Dilkes and
Binh Nguyen (not pictured)
3rd row: Vanessa Bull, Georgia Alcock, Holly
Mackay, Eloise Meagher,
Sharia Barnett, Eun A Seo, Holly Mitchell
2nd row: Isobel Hall, Ellen Channon,
Catherine Murphy, Alice Brooke,
Mikaila Briggs, Jessica Lamond,
Michelle Wakeman, Sophie Yin
Front row: Georgia Gray, Sharanyaa
Shanmugakumar, Kristine Chan, Courtney
Chow, Sophie Burns, Amy Moffat,
Ellen Alciaturi
©s------e©
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YEAR 10 ATHENS
Head of Year: Ros Silberstein
Tutors: Nessa Carey and Denise Quesnel
(not pictured)
4tfi row: Amber Ferrier, Molly Gilfillan,
Kate McCormack, Kitty Gunzburg,
Anna Cordell, Emily Reiffer
3rd mzr.-Ayesha Dhillon-LaBrooy,
Emily Allen, Jennifer Wakeman, Annabel
Sweetnam-Groom, Sonya Maher,
Brittany Pope, Annaliese Dawson
2nd row: Eliza Collopy, Grace Gentilli,
Lalitha Menon, Lena Mishal, Tory Burnett,
Bridget Watkins, Sherine Chua
Front row: Ying Teo, Kathryn Fong,
Kate Robertson, Maddie Kannegiesser-Bailey,
Tess Thompson, Victoria Wong, Laura Johnston

YEAR 11 ATHENS
Head of Year: Natalie Walker
Tutors: Leisa Maslin (not pictured)
and Margaret Calder
4tfi row: Nada lancov, Kerryn McBain,
Elisabeth Marotta, Elisabeth Westphal,
Helen Humphrys, Sally Beech,
Claire Beckett, Rachael Dye
3rd row: Alanna Barwood,
Jacqueline Edwards, Ashleigh Fong,
Noella Silby, Emma-Jane Leung,
Lucy Walker, Laura McKelvie
2nd row: Cristina Feebrey, Jie Xu,
Monique Vaughan, Noopur Sharma,
Georgia Lofthouse, Alexandria Fuller,
Rebecca Ng, Courtney Gibson
Front row: Akiko Ogura,
Shereen Sidhu, Stephanie Smith,
Esther Kim, Kate Bajrovic, Yan Ying Loo

YEAR 12 ATHENS
Head of Year: Alex Lawson
Tutors: Liz Hardy and Steve Wynhorst/
Mandy Hudson (not pictured)
4tfi row: Gar-yun Lee, Jordan Ferrier,
Elissa Brown, Tara Moffat,
Brooke Wallington, Chloe Rose Ball,
Anika Sweetland
3rd row: Sara Duque, Verity Paxton,
Louise Murray, Jessica Chrystal,
Olivia Cornelius, Alexandra Willis,
Melissa McCreery
2nd row: Emma Dawson,
Anjana Balakumar, Elise Duncan,
Natalie Oon, Elizabeth Murphy,
Marlee Batterham, Sigourney Turner,
Natalie Mattinson
From row: Jo-Ann Chan, JeeYun Leung,
Rebecca Johnston, Nadia Punselie,
Rachel Fuller, Nithya Menon, Mila Gerber
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NOT EVERYONE CAN
GO TO CORINTH
Over my years in Corinth I have
been continuously astonished at
the outstanding contributions
made by each Corinthian, and
this year was no exception.
Whatever the circumstance,
Corinthians are always eager
and ready to participate in all
Interhouse activities.
Our fantastic new Head of House Ms “D”
took up her position with great and
somewhat overwhelming House spirit.
Before we knew it we had our very own
House slogan: “Ou pantos plein es
Korinthon” being Latin for: “Not
everyone can go to Corinth”. Information
was gathered, ideas percolated and soon
Corinth had its very own spirit baton,
along with many other new incentives
and rewards for all the House’s remarkable
members, including teddy bears and
a never-ending supply of nibbles.
Our House spirit is not only reflected in
our Head of House, but all of our amazing
tutors that wear our signature colour to
all Interhouse events, including most
House meetings. Our House’s success
could not have been achieved without the
motivation and passion from these
incredible teachers. Thank you!
My little Corinth cupids did a fantastic
job at the Interhouse Swimming Carnival
this year, stealing the hearts of the other
Houses and coming in at an amazing
third place! Our talents, however, do not
lie merely in our frog-leg kicks and
streamlined bodies. Our athletes proved
to be bullet proof as the Corinth Cops
worked the Perry Lakes athletics track,
many eagerly entering in as many races as
they could. The Interhouse Athletics Day
was a clear reflection of the extraordinary
House that is Corinth.
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This House has always been recognised
for its never-failing enthusiasm and
participation in the arts. On House
Singing, Drama and Mime Day our choir,
led by Alexandra Sadka and Sarah Porter,
harmoniously sang Respect and It's My
Party. Our House play, Red Dwarf,
directed by Helen Summers and Katherine
Moore, was a fantastically collaborated
performance loved by both its actors and
the audience. Our mime, The Sideshow,
directed by Laura Bairstow and Teliah
Ryan, was an enormous success and
achieved a remarkable third place when
performed at the finals night!
The House soccer and hockey games
were no exception to Corinth’s success as
we annihilated the other Houses with first
place in both sports! Corinthians are
always eager to participate in House
activities occurring once a cycle, creating
regular competition amongst the Houses.
I’ve never been more proud than when
I looked out across the sporting fields at
the sea of purple girls playing netball,
volleyball, softball or basketball.

nip

It has been a privilege to be the Corinth
House Prefect for 2006 and 1 wish
Corinthian girls of the future the best of
luck. You guys are awesome and so special
because... “Ou pantos plein es Korinthon”

T'V1.1--1;.1

Etyce Scanne/l
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CORINTH
HOUSE EXECUTIVE
Back row: Alison Lunt,
Kathryn Dobrowolski (Head of House),
Katherine Moore
Front razc-Yee Lian Chew,
Alexandra Sadka, Elyce Scannell,
Samantha Stotter
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YEAR 8 CORINTH
Head of Year: Matt Ivulich
Tutors: Dennis Ireland
and Kathryn Dobrowolski
3rd row: Rosemary Lilburne,
Laura Welch, Victoria Hoad, Steph Dye,
Hayley Canova, Lis-Marie Hunt
2nd row: Clarissa Kowitz,
Laura Chapman, Bronte Pearce,
Michelle Hammond, Amanda Smith,
Stephanie Higham
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Front row: Caris Pong,
Serena Anderson, Emma Gregory,
Li Pung, Catherine Clarke,
Jillian Nesbitt, Alix Manolas
----- eXS1

YEAR 9 CORINTH
Head of Year: Maria Camilleri
Tutors: Rachel Hancox (not pictured)/Pam
Hughes and Michelle Kathriarachchi
(not pictured)
3rd row: Aline Croll, Emily Moore,
Louise Abbott, Elizabeth Thomas,
Pip Hill, Keisha Davies,
Thalia Kailis, Emily Kelly
2nd row: Anna Harford,
Melissa Tsoutsoulis, Maisie Ehlers,
Abbey Bennett, Molly Davis,
Chloe Chua, Katherine Morgan,
Renee Strong, Emma Brede
Front row: Eunice Loh, Eleni Pratt,
Vanessa Toh, Alexandra Smith,
Georgia Nottage, Samantha Toh,
Danielle Ovens, Kate Prendergast
----- eXs*
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YEAR 10 CORINTH
Head of Year: Ros Silberstein
Tutors: Kylie Stugess and Derrick Row
3rd row. Amanda Anderson,
Kelsey Sweeney, Gabby Duddy, Gina Graves,
Orielle Pearce, Kate O'Hare, Rebecca Porter,
Chloe Stevenson
2nd row: Caris Walsh, Ying Pung,
Nicola Miller, Lisa Crocker,
Jemma Ford, Wanyu Guo, Jessica Cohen,
Sumay Chan, Lucy Adcock
Front row: Rebecca Hing,
Desiree Chong, Doreen Rustam,
Vanessa Edwards, Tam Nateethong,
Eleanor Cox, Purbasha Bhattacharya,
Seon Hee Yoon
Absent: Rachael Theunissen

YEAR 11 CORINTH
Head of Year: Natalie Walker
Tutors: Susan Miller and Lynne Hughes
4tfi row: Marzanne Gouws, Alicia Janz,
Sasha Brasnett, Michelle Burton,
Simone Douthie, Nic Buttner,
Laura Bairstow
3rd row: Kirstin McConnell,
Anika Weightman, Teliah Ryan,
Alex Kennedy, Caitlin Stanford,
Rebecca Arnold, Kate Harrison
2nd row: Joy Li, Jess Harrison,
Lauren Formentin, Ingrid Bailey,
Rachel Bailey, Eliza Smith,
Amy Prendergast, Delcyn Chong
Front row: Yulyn Low, Claire Bragg,
Melissa Trindall, Jessica Harvey,
Wei-Jia Ko, Erika Lao

----eX5

YEAR 12 CORINTH
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Head ofYear:h\ex Lawson
Tutors: Kerris Moffat (not pictured)
and Linda Richards
4td row: Zoe Huitenga, Sarah Porter,
Monica Tarca, Katherine Moore,
Kathleen Chan
3rd row: Jomelle Jones,
Katherine Thackray, Jessica Nesbitt,
Alison Lunt, Felicity Davies,
Alison Khoo, Sasha Foley
2nd row: Fiona Edwards,
Sheree McDonald, Samantha Stotter,
Helen Summers, Rebecca Penco,
Maurijean Hoffmann, Jane Macdonald,
Sophie Ridgeway
Front row: Yee Lian Chew, Joanne Toh,
Nicole Bolton, Elyce Scannell,
Rosebud Buttsworth, Katherine Gan,
Alexandra Sadka

--- eXS*
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TORCH BURNT
BRIGHTLY
2006 saw the Olympia torch
once again burning brightly.
This a clear indication of the
phenomenal year Olympia has
had. From day one the House
has displayed an abundance of
talent, enthusiasm and most
importantly, House spirit.
This has contributed to the
fantastic results achieved by
all throughout the year.
Our sporting year began superbly with
Olympia showing its strength in the
water in both the swimming and diving.
All girls participated with great
enthusiasm and determination, the
cohesiveness and House spirit of all
competitors contributing to a fun and
exciting day. Individual performances
by Jessica Mitchell and Amy McCallum
must be commended. This, along with
the sport exec’s organisational skills and
constant support from the cheerleaders,
lead the House to victory in both the
Swimming and Diving. What a fantastic
start to the year!
House Singing, Drama and Mime Day
was eagerly anticipated by all and filled
with excitement and fun as Olympians
displayed their artistic talent. An
interesting skit began our impressive
choral performance, the House Choir
singing Son of a Preacher Man and
Tainted Love, achieving a well-deserved
third place under the guidance of Cleo
Posa and Eleanor James.
The play Wet Sunday Dreamer, directed
by Daisy Tasker and Hayley Caffey, was
thoroughly enjoyable, the cast and crew
performed amazingly. This is a product
of their hard work and commitment
during the weeks before. The mime
directors, Phillipa Jones and Sophie Mony
de Kerloy, entertained us all with their
creative mime. Their convincing
performances lead them to a fantastic
first place on finals night.
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Further highlights of the year include
House Gymnastics and Cross Country
and all girls did their House proud, with
Olympia taking out fourth place in the
Gymnastics and fifth in the Cross
Country. House activities also gave girls
the chance to use team work and sporting
ability to compete against other Houses.
All year groups did this with copious
amounts of enthusiasm, resulting in
Olympia achieving first place in Netball
and second place in Volleyball.
The Interhouse Athletics was a true
indication of Olympias outstanding House
spirit. Our theme this year “Dairyland”
was a great success, with our cow and
milkmaid costumes taking the parade to
a new level, earning Olympia first place
for the march. A huge thanks must go to
the Year 12 cohort, Mrs Larsen and tutors
who greatly assisted with the preparation
of costumes. The girls continued to put in
their best effort throughout the day, their
athletic ability and high spirits leading
Olympia to fantastic third place. Special
mention must go to Emily Dummer who
performed exceptionally well in all events.
This year’s accomplishments could not
have been possible without the tireless
efforts of our Head of House, Mrs Larsen.
Thank you for your unlimited energy and
organisational skills, you have been the
driving force behind Olympias success
this year and we wouldn’t have had nearly
as much fun without you! Such a great
year could not have happened without the
support and commitment from my lovely
team of exec: our Sports Captains Janie
Green and Daisy Tasker; Arts Captains
Hayley Caffey and Susannah Shields and
our amazingly organised Secretary
Elleftheria Deligeorges.
Special thanks must also go to Year 12
Olympians of 2006 for your endless
contributions to the House over the years.
You have done the House proud on so
many levels and I hope that you will take
with you many fond memories of your
time in Olympia.
I would finally like to thank each and
every Olympian for their dedication and
endless enthusiasm throughout the year.
It has been an absolute pleasure leading
you in 2006 and I wish you all the best
of luck for 2007!
Sasffa Ewing;
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OLYMPIA
HOUSE EXECUTIVE
Back, row: Sasha Ewing (Captain),
Suzy Larsen (Head of House),
Suzannah Shields
Front row: Janie Green, Hayley Caffey,
Daisy Tasker, Elleftheria Deligeorges

'eXs--- eXS*

YEAR 8 OLYMPIA
Head of Year: Matt Ivulich
Tutors: Alison Turner and Helen Lydon
3rd row: Alexandra Martin,
Shakira Pearce, Siobhan Millard-Webb,
Claire Ferguson, Megan Lester,
Shahirah Bogdanich, Charlotte Blake
2nd row: Amelia Bro, Stephi Jones,
Caitlin Mitchell, Vanessa West,
Katelyn Lane, Kate Davies
Front row: Elizabeth Parsons,
Angela Wang, Isabelle See,
Caroline Gann, SamTozer, Eva Purich,
Krystenna Newbery
Absent: Sophie Lee
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YEAR 9 OLYMPIA
Head of Year: Maria Camilleri
Tutors: Suzy Larsen
and Kate Porter (not pictured)
3rd row: Isabella Mony de Kerloy,
Jessica Mitchell, Tessa Birch,
Tamara Ponos, Rachel Lawrance,
Frankie Shaw, Jani Song
2nd row: Jessica Kong, Emily Dummer,
Tiffany Wan, Khalilah Bogdanich,
Anna Buckeridge,
Emma Reed, Kate Miller
Front row: Nina Balgarnie, Ellen O'Dea,
Sarah Kwa, Nicole Orr, Edith Janssen,
Ellie Green, Stephanie Sim, Freya Terry
'ejXs----- eX?1
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YEAR 10 OLYMPIA
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Head of Year: Ros Silberstein
Tutors: Naomi Steer (not pictured)
and Dee Haughton
3rd row: Brooke Gosling,
Ashleigh Caffey, Charlotte Crantock,
Bridget Malcolm, Teighan Lemmey,
Emily McCallum, Ellie Lovett,
Alexa van Leeuwen
2nd row: Sarah Ng, Andriana Cobbold,
Hannah Reed, Sarah Marshall,
Sophie Morrow, Phoebe Power,
Sonia Paris, Shelby Pittman
Front row: Elizabeth Tan, Deborah Tan,
Emma Penglis, Melanie Smith,
Bronnie Hart, Stephanie Goodlad,
Iona Phillips
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YEAR 11 OLYMPIA
Head of Year: Natalie Walker
Turtors: Jill Gibson and Garry Frost
4td row: Emilia Mitchell, Eliza McNeil,
Sara Davies, Katherine Lane,
Allegra Carpenter, Caroline Bentley,

PV/ri WfiWMW

Holly Ransom
3rd row: Sarah Mitchell, Rose Bartholomaeus,
Phillipa Jones, Hayley Fogarty, Ingrid Duff,
Elizabeth Sutherland, Elizabeth Creasy
2nd row: Courtney Ebsary, Jessica West,
Lily Orfanides, Ingrid Purich,
Gabby Webb, Andrea Wu, Brodie King,
Hilary Heydenrych
Front row: Caroline Tan, Fiona Wang,
Sophie Mony de Kerloy, Katherine Colvin,

yKi

Jessica Hilton, Nadirah Hassan
------ eXs'

YEAR 12 OLYMPIA
Head of Year: Alex Lawson
Tutors: Sue Moss and
Lucy Brookes-Kenworthy
4tfi row: Katuschka Taylor-Miller,
Susannah Shields, Lauren Bracewell,
Gemma Veling, Claire Porter, Sonia Grewal
3rd row: Jessica Valentine,
Sasha Ewing, Danielle Nasuti,
Phoebe Stoneman, Amy McCallum,
Cleo Posa, Sophie Grewal
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2nd row: Janie Green, Nicole Shaw,
Hayley Caffey, Siobhan Lemmey,
Nellie James, Lucy Crantock,
Louise Orr, Katherine Thomas
Front row: Elleftheria Deligeorges,
Ada Foo, Shayli Harrison, Emily Barker,
Mandy Low, Fong Yeng Lee, Scarlet Ng
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I LOVE ROME
What an incredible year 2006
has been for the enthusiastic
and talented Rome House!
The Swimming and Diving Carnival was
our first big event and we swam with
style, performing strongly in the Diving
with outstanding individual performances
from Elizabeth Steinepries, Stephanie
Brooks and Rebecca Salotti. It shaped
up to be a fabulous day with much
enthusiasm and cheering from the stands.
The artistic talent of all Romans shone
through at the House Singing, Drama
and Mime Day. Our House Choir sung
beautifully with its rendition of Jeremiah
was a Bullfrog and Champagne Supernova,
conducted by Bethany Lydon and Alicia
Cullingford. The mime, directed by
Emma Clowes and Emily Austin, was
highly entertaining with its interpretation
of The Zoo. The Rome House Play Why
Are You Here? was the highlight of the
day, giving an amazing performance and
finishing second in the finals. As
codirector of Rome play with Sally
Grauaug, I was incredibly proud of the
girls’ efforts and we really made an
impression on the judges!
Other notable Roman achievements
this year included exceptional individual
performances in Cross Country and
Gymnastics, in which Rome finished in
first place. The Romans proved to be the
hot favourites in the Interhouse Debating
with the Senior Team victorious in its
argument against Sparta. Again our
Roman spirit shone through!
The Athletics Carnival was an absolutely
fabulous day. We Romans took up the
mantle of our forebears of Ancient Rome.
In great toga-style we dressed 126 girls in
white sheets, red sashes resplendent with
olive garlands and marched to the cries of
“Hail Caesar!” This was no small feat and
it is testimony to the enduring passion,
commitment and spirit of our House that
we managed to get it all done in time
ready for the march. Rome was placed
second in a tight competition with
Olympia. Rome’s participation and House
spirit on the day was phenomenal with
strong individual achievements.
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A special thank you must go to the Rome
Executive for 2006. Elizabeth Steinepries
and Carmen Papaluca (Sports), Diana
Crosby and Brooke Thomas (Arts) and
Secretary Kelly Dudgeon. Special mention
must also go to Rome photographer and
intranet designer Mona Yeow. All the
tireless efforts and organisation the
executive has put into Rome has
contributed to making 2006 a great year.
A huge thank you also to Ms Poultan-Raas
for her dedication, eternal optimism and
endless Rome spirit. We couldn’t have
done it without you!

fr
ROMAN'

It has been a privilege and an honour to
lead such an inspiring and talented group
of girls in my final year at MLC. 1 am
constantly amazed by the optimism,
energy and passion that our House
epitomises. Our strengths and talents lie
not only in the arts and sporting arena,
but in the cohesiveness and relationships
for which Rome prides itself.
Our House spirit will continue on with
many more victories and achievements.
I take great pride in Rome House for 2006
and wish all the Romans the very best of
luck in our schools Centenary year, 2007.
I LOVE Rome!
Harriet Hat/
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ROME
HOUSE EXECUTIVE
Back row: Elizabeth Steinepreis,
Sarah-Louise Poulton-Raas
(Head of House), Brooke Thomas
From row: Carmen Papaluca,
Diana Crosby, Harriet Hay (Captain),
Kelly Dudgeon
©s------e©

YEAR 8 ROME
Head of Year: Matt Ivulich
Tutor.':: Anne Bunney and Adele Boyce/
Jeff Giles (not pictured)
3rd row: Adeline Clarke,
Emma Cullingford, Eloise Pierce,
Natalya Wren, Georgia Payne
2nd row: Julia Alberghini, Noelle Zhao,
Faith Ng, Sarah Wray, Emily Newcombe,
Camille Whitehead,
Robyn Tissiman, Janie Nicholson
Front row: Catherine Cullen,
Kirsty Stewart, Siran Sheng,
Nina Scheer, Harriet Clarke,
Nicola Lane, Rebecca German
©s------a©

YEAR 9 ROME
Head of Year: Maria Camilleri
Tutors: Ray Forma and Katherine Bayly
(both not pictured)
3rd row: Katherine Salvaris,
Estelle Lovelady, Hannah Robins,
Matilda Unbehauen,
Jill Lopez, Ella James
2nd row: Philipa Wong, Elena Hutt,
Rachel Clowes, Annie Nicholson,
Sophie Powell,
Jasmin Parkinson-Stewart,
Lara Coxhell
Front row: Rebecca Salotti, Jenna Ong,
Alexandra Beeck, Sophie Parkinson-Stewart,
Alexandra Stewart, Jennifer Doig, Sophie Luke
Absent: Ashleigh Gibbs

©^>---- e©
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YEAR 10 ROME
Head of Year: Ros Silberstein
Tutors: Emmanuelle Chaumont-Chua
(not pictured) and Belinda Creelman
4tfi row: Claire Pierce, Sarah McNutt,
Nichola Foster, Kyra Hanson, Milly Meares,
Isabel Moore
3rd row: Sayaka Bilcich, Angela Parker,
Brittany Whitehead, Jess Oldfield,
Ellen Wong, Claudia Lim, April Goh
2nd row: Sonya Chu, Natthanit
Jariyavarapong, Jodie Roberts, Kate Dixon,
Emma Hansma, Sarah-LouiseTodd,
Kelli Robertson, Caitlyn Jones
Front row. Kate Scheer, Evelyn Hoon,
Abyan Nasir, Nikki Avery, Louise Barr,
Shannae Brydon, Lindsey Menezes
0ss-------
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YEAR 11 ROME
Head of Year: Natalie Walker
Tutors: Sarah-Louise Poulton-Raas
and Liz McGinnis (both not pictured)
4tfi row: Emma Hows, Stephanie Brooks,
Elle Crockett, Caja Polglase,
Jordyn Colquhoun, Georgia Bishop,
Natassja Soderbom, Lily Blythe
3rd row: Elyse Powell, Libby Parker,
Naomi Buckeridge, Jasmine Robins,
Ainslie Kissick, Alyce Pegus, Daisy Coxhell,
Helen Hewison, Alice Graziotti

iii'i x f

2nd row: Sheena Ong, Lucy Byrnes,
Rachel Martino, Sara Azadeh Izwan,
Kalyani Tharmarajah, Rosalyn Bruce,
Melissa Gunner, Estelle Campbell
Front row: Joanne Bunney, Lauren
Alberghini, Ee Pyn Hoe, Emma Clowes,
Emily Austin, Rachel Kueh
------ eX5

YEAR 12 ROME
Head of Year: Alex Lawson
Tutors: Gary Thomas (not pictured)
and Ainsley Bakitch
4tF row: Lauren Fitzsimmons,
Grace Crockett, Harriet Swale,
Alicia Cullingford, Anthea Redding,
Stephanie Cullingford
3rd row: Zoe Keil, Michelle Hankey,
Diana Crosby, Jenn Slattery,
Bethany Lydon, Elizabeth Steinepreis,
Ailsa Wren

immiilijj

2nd row: Huiting Chay, Harriet Hay,
Rebecca Abbott, Carmen Papaluca,
Leanda Mason, Felicity Noonan,
Claire Mulroney, Kelly Dudgeon
Front row: Hyemi Kang,
Christina Maricic, Hannah Pierce,
Susan Nugraha, MonaYeow,
Jessica Beeck, Sally Grauaug
Absent: Brooke Thomas
------ eX5
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GOLD DIGGERS
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What a fantastic year 2006
has been for Sparta! The
achievements of all individual
Spartans and the House as a
whole were outstanding and
I am so proud and honoured
to have had the opportunity to
lead such a great House!
To kick off the year we attended the
Interhouse Swimming and Diving
Carnival where all girls performed
brilliantly, demonstrating strong Sparta
spirit. We really did have “The Midas
Touch”, where “everything we touched
turned to Gold” and all girls should be
proud of their efforts, with Sparta placing
fifth in Swimming and fourth in Diving.
House Athletics in late Term 2 was just
another day the strong Sparta spirit was
outstanding! The Sparta Goldiggers of
2006 were enthusiastic, athletic and
inspirational and everyone looked
amazing dressed up “G-unit style” with
lots of “bling”, and busting out the words
to the song of the day - Kanye Wests
Golddigger. Overall in Athletics we came
fifth which is a good effort.
Sparta evidently shone in the House
Singing, Drama and Mime Festival. Alana
Maitland and Annabel Borg directed a
brilliant mime this year, with the theme:
“All about Easter Eggs” and should be
very proud of their overall piece. Hayley
Curnow and Carley Sear directed a
fantastic play and all girls involved
performed excellently on the day and on
finals night, where overall the play, The
Crucible, placed third which is awesome!
Hadley Hall roared when the judges
announced Sparta first in the House
Singing, and conductresses Suzanne
Le Messurier and Ellen Coffey should be
congratulated, along with the other
directors of the Mime and Play for their
effort throughout the year in coordinating
the House.
All girls should be extremely proud and
pleased with the results of the day as
Sparta was very successful overall and
evidently everyone had a lot of fun and
got involved in the day.
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Congratulations must also go to the
debating girls who performed brilliantly
in the House Debating Competition
during Term 3. The Sparta Junior Team
was triumphant over Rome and the
Seniors were only closely beaten by Rome!
Our House meetings this year have been
full of fun, enthusiasm, Sparta spirit,
laughs, chats, notices, congratulations,
games and most importantly, the Music
Quizzes! Thanks to the whole House for
helping out and cooperating in the House
meetings and for being the amazing
Spartans you are!
A big thank you to my Sparta Executive
Bee, Moanz, Hayley, Carley and Beth.
You guys have been amazing and Sparta
would not have been a successful, spirited
House without your organisation,
encouragement and dedication.
An even bigger thank you to Ms Urbini
(Urbs, J-Unit) who has been an incredible
help this year. The whole of Sparta loves
you for loving Sparta so much!
Best of luck to the Year 12 Spartans of
2007 who I know will keep the amazing
Sparta spirit alive and will lead Sparta to
great victory again! Thanks for a super
and successful year Sparta!
Cemma Robinson
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IOUSE EXECUTIVE
Back row: Simone Stewart, Jan Urbini
(Head of House), Bethany Williamson
Front row: Rebecca Sieunarine,
Gemma Robinson,
Phoebe Stewart, Carley Sear
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YEAR 8 SPARTA
Head of Year: Matt Ivulich
Tutors: Felicia Sulistyo and Sue Hampson
3rd row: Katie Campbell, Annie Rhym,
Bonnie Potier, Camilla O'Shea,
Hannah McClure, Emily Aitken,
Ashley Wilkinson
2nd row: Nikki McDonald,
Ashleigh Richards, Penny Grant,
Merry Hand, Celeste Tate,
Chloe McAllister
Front row: Amy Richards,
Lara McArthur-Dowty, Imogen Argile,
Deepthy Koshy, Cuiying Huo,
Hannah Cammack, Laura Arkwright
Absent: Katie King, Claire Gardner
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Head of Year: Maria Camilleri
Tutors: Mary Worth ley/Nigel Snelson
(not pictured) and Jan Urbini
3rd row: Julie Mellor, Harriet Roberts,
Natalie Meyer, India Todd,
Christie Cameron, Kathryn Droppert, Cate
Dolling, Rebecca Edmondson
2nd row: Georgina Pearce,
Amber Doust, Lin Lin Do,
Lydia Crostella, Alexandra Wheeler,
Amali Samarasinghe
Front row: Naomi Shimoda,
Hannah Wulff, Imogen Troedson,
Sarah Hughes, Philippa Harrison, Rebecca
Cannon, Marlene Crone
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YEAR 10 SPARTA
Head of Year: Ros Silberstein
Tutors: Simone-Louise Skala
and Kristyn Rowland
3rd row: Shiloh Blondel,
Madeline Gardner, Eleanor Lieberfreund,
Victoria Gray, Natalie Barry, Claire Robinson,
Maureen Krasnoff, Sorcha Albuquerque,
VeWen Phang
2nd row: Hayley Smith, Emma Hendy,
Caitlin Ford, Rachel Ngooi, Nicole Teow,
Eliza Wallace, Madeleine Smith,
Sophie Rogers, Christina Rodrigues
Front row: Pooja Menon, Flora Yum,
Rebecca Rowe, Shreya Pal.Yan FluiTan,
Whitney Ng, Michelle Chu
Absent: Flelen Clarke

YEAR 11 SPARTA
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Head of Year: Natalie Walker
Tutors: Bruce Wilkins/Michelle Rudrum
and Lyn Sampson (not pictured)
4td row:Tibbie Galbraith, Emily Murray,
Natasha Olofsson, Courtney McCann,
Katya Lotyczuk, Victoria Bowman,
Eleanor Jones, Kathryn Appleyard
3rd row: Sarah Revell.Aimee McAllister,
Penny Dolling, Michelle Stephenson,
Laura Potter, Felicity Flarrison,
Jacqueline Flossen
2nd row: Fion Lau, Michelle Zheng,
Amelia Lim, Pia Colero, Alana Maitland,
Rachel Hammond, Ruth Tan, Lucy Smith
Front row: Bethia Burgess, Annabel Borg,
Syazeera Salleh, Cristal Lee, MesaTristianto,
Cindy Shu

YEAR 12 SPARTA
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Head of Year: Alex Lawson
Tutors: Mandy Combes and Kate Padman
4tfi row. Simone Stewart,
Rosanna Cupper, Erin Lambert,
Bethany Williamson, Penelope Bundell,
Hayley Curnow
3rd row. Rachel Taylor,
Rose Marinovich, Melissa Zheng,
Gemma Robinson, Natalie Madeod,
Phoebe Stewart, Annabelle Unsaen
2nd row: Grace Bell, Rebecca Sieunarine,
Bethany Rodger, Ellen Hooke,
Renee Troedson, Suzanne Le Messurier,
Stacey Shanahan, Ellen Coffey
Front row. Eileen Wong,
Brittany Marmion, Carolyn Haskey,
Carley Sear, Rachael Jones, Divina Koshy,
Caitlin Hudson
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TO INFINITY
AND BEYOND!
Belonging to Troy House has
always been an interesting and
enjoyable experience and this
year has been no different. We
started the year off on a high
after Troy’s outstanding win
in the 2005 Heather Lamont
Festival. 2006 has been another
fantastic year for the House in
all aspects of House competition.
Troy has shown more talent,
determination and unbelievable
spirit than ever before. It has
truly been a pleasure to Captain
a House in which the girls
readily and voluntarily give their
best, and most importantly do
it all with smiles on their faces.
Since Year 81 have always aspired to
have the opportunity to help run such
a fantastic House, greatly admiring the
student leaders before me. Coming from
a small country town Primary School,
where Houses did not exist, I had little
idea of the large role the Houses play in
every students Senior School years, from
sporting and art competitions, to a group
of peers and staff that are always there to
support and encourage you. Troy has had
a huge impact on my time at MLC and
shown me how special a House can be.
I want to congratulate the girls on a
wonderful effort, as the spirit and morale
shown by all has been more than
extraordinary. The other Houses had
to keep a close eye on us this year, as
we went from being art-focused, to an
all-round competitive House, where
nothing seemed too hard to conquer.
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The year started with the Interhouse
Swimming Carnival, where the girls dived
into a great start for the year, placing
fourth. From the swimming our focus
shifted to the House Arts competitions.
The House Singing, Mime and Drama Day
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Our House
Choir conductresses Annabel Stewart and
Chloe Hurst led the girls in singing Mama
and Baby When You’re Cone, presenting an
entertaining performance. Anna Sanderson
and Courtney Arnett did a fantastic job
directing this year’s play, the girls’ hard
work over the weeks leading up to the event
shined through. The mimers also thrilled
the audience with an incredible
performance, making it into the finals.
The Interhouse Cross Country put Troy
on a great note for the athletics season
with all girls participating with immense
enthusiasm, resulting in a spectacular win.
We were then exceptional as aliens from
Troy Story for the athletics where we came
away with a victory, breaking our 13-year
drought. Not only did we dominate the
sporting field, but also brought “Harry
high pants” back into the fashion
(unfortunately the third eye was not
such a big hit!).

y:';_

To conclude, thanks must firstly go to my
fabulous team (the executive) without
whom we would not have been nearly as
organised or inspired throughout the year.
Thanks must also go to all the tutors who
helped make everything run smoothly,
while providing a caring environment for
the girls. A special thanks to Miss Lee for
keeping us on our toes when times were
tough and for adding all those little extras
(like the individually gift-wrapped treats).
To those in the years below, I say farewell
and good luck in the years to come.
To Infinity and Beyond!
Eve Yor/{
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TROY
HOUSE EXECUTIVE
Back Yow: Laura Goodwin,
Samantha Lee (Head of House)
Front: Jo Celine Tan,
Annabel Stewart, Kirsten Spring,
Eve York (Captain)
Absent: Courtney Arnett

€Xs----

YEAR 8 TROY
Head of Year : Matt Ivulich
Tutors: Lisa Merante
and Samantha Pinkerton (not pictured)
3rd row: Nikka Nikakhtar,
Georgina Kingsley, Rosie Taylor,
Meg Green, Lilli Jagger, Saskia Muecke
2nd row: Florence Monro,
Emily Singleton, Elizabeth Provis,
Kiara Clark, Anna Blood, Renee Mao,
Anita van Lohuizen
Front row: Caitlin Babington,
Alina Tang, Stephanie Robbins,
Juhi Loyalka, Ashleigh Webb,
Darcie Corker, Jacqueline Holden
Absent: Jessie Cearns

€Xs----

YEAR 9 TROY
Head of Year: Maria Camilleri
Tutors: Marilyn Tsolakis
and Carl Wilson (not pictured)
3rd row. Lillian Bagini-Biddle,
Eleanor Mullins, Jillian Briggs,
Isobel Taylor, Dempsey Stewart,
Emma Kauffman, Alexandra Bateman
2nd row: Yvonne Loh, Leticia Chrystal,
Daisy Oman, Daisy Jeanes,
Jacinta Morgan, Laura Leslie,
Courtney Pyle, Benvinda Lai
Front row: Elizabeth Farrelly,
Gemma White, Stephanie Hughes, Alexandria
Mak, Fiona McMath,
Katharine Lake, Joanna Wong

---- eX5*
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YEAR 10 TROY
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Head of Year: Ros Silberstein
Tutors: Cheryl Lundy and Pamela Grubb
3rd row: Sarah Blood, AmyYarham,
Bronte Young, Geneva Atkinson,
Anja Muecke, Phoebe Cameron,
Sophie Greer, Catherine Clarnette,
Stephanie van Lohuizen
2nd row: Laura Clarke, Tess Kauffman,
Sophie Sanderson, Louise Minchin,
Elisa Travaglione, Georgie Monro,
Adeline Loh, Sheridan Evans
Front row: Grace Skinner, Felicia Toh,
Tessa Cramond, Holly Godfrey,
Alyssa Weinstein, Becky Mulhern,
Katherine Brandt
Absent: Laura Bevilacqua, Fiona Stevens
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YEAR 11 TROY
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Head of Year: Natalie Walker
Tutors: Samantha Lee and Bobby Gallo
(both not pictured)
4tfi row: Kate Beresford, Jessica Clifton,
Kate Keeves, Sophie Stewart,
Kate Cullen, Rebecca Travaglione,
Nikki Walling
3rd row: Natasha Rauh,
Rebecca Smailes, Amy Singleton,
Christine Boddy, Grace Slatyer,
Jessica Borella, Engela Gildenhuys
2nd row: Ellie Graham,
Annabel McCoy, Lauren Burke,
Ellen Bettridge, Jessica Fraser,
Verity Litten
Front row. Grace Bosisto, Jo-Elle Tan,
Djuna Lee, Sunita Sebastian,
Thirza Djamaludin, Noni van Uffelen
Absent: Katherine Bozsa, Anita Yeo
©vs----- e©

YEAR 12 TROY
Head of Year: Alex Lawson
Tutors: Lainie Gara and John Oxnam
4tti row. Eve York, Emily Davis,
Annabel Stewart, Stephanie Powell,
Jemma Keeves
3rd row: Kathryn Jafferies,
Tegan Corker, Laura Goodwin,
Chloe Hurst, Kristen Spring,
Laura White, Genevieve Kovesi
2nd row: Madeleine Antoine,
Claire Moody, Lisa King, Jo-CelineTan,
Claire Dafforn-Smith, Annabel Simpson,
Courtney Arnett, Alice Paterson
Front row: Bonnie Choi, Sheila Tang,
Soo-Bhin Han, Kali Myers,
Anna Sanderson, Wing Shuen Yip, Adela Tang
©Xs----- e©
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“The spirit, the will to win, and the
will to excel are the things that endure.
These qualities are so much more
important than the events that occur.”
- Vince Lombardi
Through the many trials and tribulations,
successes and challenges in 2006, all MLC
competitors emerged from a wonderful and
rewarding sporting season with a great sense
of sportsmanship and camaraderie.
Training began long before the commencement
of the academic year with diving and swimming
workshops for dedicated girls in the January
holidays, leading up to a fantastic Interhouse
Carnival that proved memorable.

Prefects

With records broken and Olympia in possession
of the cup, the girls forgot friendly House
rivalry and came together to prepare for the
Interschool events.

With support from the majority of the school
and our enthusiastic cheerleaders, the day was
heaps of fun and a great success with another
victory to MLC.

As Term 2 approached it brought with it a
whole other set of athletes, with Hockey,
Gymnastics, Netball and Cross Country stealing
the limelight. As various training sessions every
morning commenced, the term was busy but
gratifying with the Senior A, Junior A and Year
8B all winning their netball pennants and
hockey and gymnastics finishing third overall.

Term 3 however brought with it the hard but
highly anticipated slog of the athletics season
alongside an enthusiastic Mr Giles in place to take
over as Coordinator. Amid a greater emphasis on
commitment, team spirit and morale the 2006
team was uplifted with support and motivation,
leading to great achievements and successes on
the annual Tuesday at Perry Lakes.

One of the less serious but equally competitive
netball games of the year was the traditional
Christ Church/MLC netball game.

The Rowers meanwhile enjoyed an awesome
season amidst the winter months despite the
cold weather and early mornings.

'Prefects
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With the last regatta steadily approaching,
it plagued the thoughts of all competitors, and
prompted rigorous training sessions and hard
set determination from all the girls. In a
victorious end, MLC was pronounced winner
of the Head of the River, with our 1st VIII
triumphant in one of the most prestigious races
of the IGSSA sport calendar.
With the warmer months of Term 4, Water Polo
and Softball returned for the final Interschool
sports of the year. As girls donned bathers and
knickerbockers to challenge the summer sports,
the drive behind all competitors returned once
more and generated outstanding results from all
teams across the board.

The Equestrian teams second year of
competition confirmed their dominance in the
field, with personal and team feats from
showjumping to dressage. Lead strongly by
their Captain, all girls participated with
dedication and fervour generating a number of
well-earned victories and a superb competition.

With new personal bests and challenges
overcome, we are finally at the end of another
tiring but enjoyable year, proud of our
achievements and with a strong sporting cohort
ready to tackle 2007. We wish all MLC sports
teams the very best for next year, keep up the
spirit and the will to win.

Ultimately 2006 has proved to be even more
than a successful and magnificent sporting
season. Many thanks must go to all the various
coaches and PE Department for their dedication
and commitment, while special thanks must go
to our Head of Sport, Ms Turner, for all her
tireless effort in making sure that this very
eventful year of sport ran smoothly.

Jemma fyeeves & Olivia Cornelius
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Badminton
On Thursday 2 March a group of Senior
students travelled to Craigie Recreation Centre
to compete in the State Badminton tournament.
This has been a quietly growing sport in the
College, developed when I realised that students
were keen to develop their skills in Badminton,
particularly many of our International Students
who have a cultural affiliation with this sport.
Enthusiasm was high and the girls certainly
represented the College with pride, narrowly
coming second to Mercedes College.
The team included:
Amelia him, Michelle Zheng, Ee Pyn Hoe, Yulyn
Low, Esther Kim, Mesa Tristianto, Wei-Jia Ko,
Caroline Tan, Ruth Tan, Sara Azadeh Izwan,
Syazeera Salleh, Nadirah Hassan, Cristal Lee,
Thanks to all girls involved who were so brilliant
to manage and enjoyed themselves immensely.
Alison Turner
Head of Sport

•• •
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Year 11 Badminton

Cross Country
PERSONAL BESTS
ALL ROUND
On Friday 30 June the MLC Cross Country
team participated in the interschool Cross
Country at Alderbury Reserve. A range of
talented girls from Years 8 to 12 took part in the
event. The team, led by Cross Country Captain
Anika Sweetland and Vice Captain Bethany
Williamson, had vast support from all of the
sports staff, especially Ms Combes.

The girls had trained very hard throughout the
season and run in various locations including the
beach and Nedlands foreshore. They braved
-0.6°C mornings, gruelling hill sessions and long
weekend training to prepare themselves for the
4km course. On the day the weather was perfect
and the energy levels were high. All girls
competed to the very best of their ability and did
exceptionally well. The team spirit was amazing
and the whole team had a great afternoon with
personal bests all round. Congratulations to all
of you, you did MLC proud!
Anika Sweetland
Cross Countn/ Captain

ppwwnp*™raw*
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Atfiletics Squad

Hie 2006 athletics season was all about
strenuous trainings, early mornings, successful
results but more importantly, a lot of fun!
Following the Athletics Carnival in late Term 2,
girls from Years 8 to 12 were down at Perry
Lakes improving their techniques in running,
throwing and jumping for the approaching
1GGSA Carnival. This, of course, was aided by
the advice and encouragement of our
professional coaches.
Attendance at training was outstanding this year
and the team’s hard work was reflected in the
knock-out competition in which the Junior
Team competed, landing an overall second place

and consequently qualifying to represent MLC
at the nationals in Sydney. The students involved
should be commended! Although the girls are
the ones representing MLC on the track, it must
also be noted that our team would not have been
nearly as successful without the behind-thescenes efforts of the Sports staff.
Ms Steer and in particular, Mr Giles, must
be applauded tor their amazing efforts in
organising the squad and their capacity to provide
the best coaches and support needed. For all those
involved, it was an exciting and worthwhile season.
Lauren Bracewell
InterscBool Atfileties Captain
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flhe Equestrian team was initiated last year as
it became evident that many talented and
enthusiastic members of the WA Equestrian
community attended the College.
Whilst representing the College in the
Interschool Equestrian Championships over the
Easter holidays, the girls proved themselves to
be confident competitors in Showjumping,
Showhorse, Showman and Dressage.
This event also enables MLC to enter a team
where Primary and Senior girls compete together,
a valuable role modelling experience lor all.

The team consisted of: Harriet Swale (Captain,
Year 12) Kirstin McConnell and Jessica West
(Year 11), Abyan Nasir (Year 10), Katherine
Salvaris (Year 9), Amelia Bro (Year 8), Lauren
Halliday and Hannah Miller (Year 7), with Elyse
Pegus (Year 11) helping behind the scenes.
Without the support of the following people this
event would not have progressed as smoothly it
did on this weekend: Kate Billings (Collegian) as
coach, Helen Swale as Manager and team
support, Amanda Loss as the tireless MLC staff
representative. 1 also acknowledge all girls and
supporters, particularly the work and inspiration
offered by Helen Swale and the enthusiasm of
Equestrian Captain, Harriet Swale.

All girls were impressive with notable
performances by: Harriet Swale (Captain);
Individual Reserve Champion Showjumper:
Kirstin McConnell, Abyan Nasir and Harriet
Swale; Champion Showjumping team Katherine
Salvaris; Second in Dressage and the MLC team
finished first in Showjumping.
'Ihe diversity of sporting opportunities is
growing at MLC and it is wonderful that the
Equestrian girls have been given the chance
to represent the College.
Alison Turner
Head of Sport

Tennis
Term 1 saw the start to another year of IGSSA
Tennis and those early mornings and
afternoon trainings soon began to ta@ place
to prepare the team for what would was a
successful term of sport.
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Junior Tennis

With a good turnout to all the trials it looked
as though all teams would be filled and ready
and with the help of Leto, who formed part of
the coaching staff to help further develope our
skills. Solid performances from all the girls
and the fine efforts of each team’s Captain in
£0j getting their team organised contributed to the
success. Results included:

Hopefully this form will-continue in future
years.-Senior teams also enjoyed solid
performances despite some,tough competition.
The overall points for Tennis were as follows:
1. MLC
2. St Hilda’s
3. St Mary’s
4. PLC
5. Penrhos
6. Iona
7. SMC
8. PC

90
82
80
64
61
46
42
34

- Junior A (2nd)
- Junior B (2nd)
- Junior C (1st)
- Junior D (1st)
- Year 8B (2nd)
- Year 8C (2nd)

I would like to dose by saying a big thank you
to all PE staff that helped with looking after the
teams and especially Miss Steer who helped
organise all trainings and made sure everything
was under control on game day. Also I would
like to take this opportunity to thank the girls
for their hard work.

These results prove that we have some talented,
young tennis players coming through at MLC.

Nicole Bolton
Tennis Captain

Senior Tennis
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Junior Volleyball

This year all girls who participated in Volleyball
did so with great enthusiasm and energy.
Training was enjoyed by all as girls had the
chance to improve their volleyball skills while
also having fun. Overall MLC finished second
and special congratulations must go to the
Year 8B team which won in its division. Special
thanks also to all the coaches who helped us so
much this season, especially the coordinators
Ms Combes and Mrs Boyce. Congratulations
to all girls who were involved this season on
a great overall result!
BetHam/ Williamson
Vollei/ball Captain

Senior Volleyball

Volleyball
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Artistic Gymnastics
The Inlerhouse Gymnastics competition kicked
off the 2006 Gymnastics Season for MLC. With
Rome placing first, it was a chance for girls, both
new to the sport, and those returning, to try
their luck on three apparatuses: beam, floor and
vault. The day was a success and was the
beginning of a great season for MLC.
Like all gym seasons before, the cold early
mornings proved a disincentive to attending
Interschool Gym training. Mainly for the senior
gymnasts, it seemed! The younger girls proved
to be extremely committed to training sessions
and were a major part of the Interschool team.
The team trained three times a week in
preparation for the IGSSA competition, as
unfortunately, we had no entrants in the
WAG All Schools Competition.

In the IGSSA competition, the MLC girls
competed strongly to finish third overall, showing
that the combined efforts of our great coaches
and gymnasts had paid off Despite having only
three Division 1 gymnasts, we were still able
to achieve a great third place in this division.

'

'fflfi

Thank you to Ms Steer, Ms Turner and our
coaches for their enthusiasm and commitment
to the ever-strong MLC gym team.
Elizabelfi Steinepreis
Interscfiool Gymnastics Captain
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Cold, dark and early are three words that
adequately describe the MLC Diving season for
2006. Yet whether it was the Scotch Water Polo
team or the sheer satisfaction of competing for
the College that motivated our training, we
cannot know.
Training got underway well before the start of
Term 1 with dedicated divers attending workshops
in January, before the year began with a fantastic
Interhouse competition on the 14 February.
Under the guidance of coaches Olivia Meagher,
Rebecca Seaward, Lisa Fievez and Pippa Robb,
the Interschool squad of approximately 30 girls
developed. Everyone worked hard to prepare for
the approaching All Schools’ and IGSSA meets.

ft, A

Consequently, over the course of the
competition weeks, MLC performed remarkably
well with excellent and notable performances
by Rebecca Salotti (Year 9), Isabella Mony de
Kerloy (Year 9), Sophie Mony de Kerloy
(Year 11) and Stephanie Brooks (Year 11).
Ultimately, however, it was on the final and
most important night that all divers gave an
enormous effort and pushed MLC to finish
a well-deserved second behind PLC.

A huge thanks to all those involved in
coordinating the 2006 season. Specifically
Mrs Moffat and Ms Lee, as without their much
needed help and support, the year could have
been neither as successful nor as fun.
Olivia Cornelius
Divirnr Captain

A A
A high level of ability and sportsmanship was
shown by all hockey teams at MLC during 2006,
making it a fantastic year for the sport. This year
saw a change in venue to Alderbury Reserve for
home games, lire girls did not let the “travel
bug” affect them, quickly adjusting to this new
venue and producing some exciting matches
and fine results.
For the team pennants the Senior As, Year 8As and
Year 8Bs placed third, the Senior Bs and Junior As
placed fourth and the Junior Bs finished seventh.
These fantastic results saw MLC place fourth
overall. To top off a great season, the Senior A
Flockey team was invited to participate in the
Buchanan Cup, competing against teams from
many different areas and allowing them to further
develop their hockey skills.
A huge thank you to coordinator Mr Giles and
our wonderful coaches Ms Gara, Mrs Quesnel,
Aiyssa Foley, Rebecca Jewkes and Jessica
Reynolds for their encouragement and expertise
contributing to another enjoyable season of
hockey at MLC.

i/ y O
Junior Hotjet/ Tt

Sasfia Hwintr
Captain of Hoc{ei/
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Swimming
Before school had even commenced this year,
the Swimming team was training hard for the
upcoming season. Led by the coaches, Dragan
Popadich, Megan O’Leary and Commonwealth
Games medallist Jennifer Reilly as well as the
support from the wonderful PE teachers, the
girls trained hard to improve speed and fitness.
This year’s swimming competitions started with
a sensational Interhouse competition. The day
progressed smoothly and Jessica Mitchell of
Year 9 was a standout performer, breaking
several school records. The Champion House
for swimming this year was Olympia, but all
girls should be commended for their
participation and enthusiasm. The year group
winners and Interschool year captains were
Clara Joyce (Year 8); Jessica Mitchell (Year 9);
Kyra Hanson (Year 10); Djuna Lee (Year 11)
and the Year 12 winner and interschool
Captain, Amy McCallum.

riJ

The Interschool Squad of roughly 100 girls was
selected to train for the much-anticipated IGSSA
Swimming competition. There was plenty of
competition practice organised via fun, friendly
meets with Iona and Christ Church. Also, the
Blennerhassett and State Relays brought out
some outstanding performances and team spirit
with MLC placing second in the Lynne
McClements/Lyn Watson Open 6x50m trophy,
behind PLC.
A highlight for everyone was the arrival of the
swimming team rugby jumper. Thanks to
everyone who helped organise the jumpers,
especially Ms Turner, Simone Stewart and
Jemma Keeves. Hie jumpers looked fantastic
and helped boost team morale.
Hie night of the IGSSA meet finally arrived.
Every member of our Interschool Team gave 100
per cent, whether they were competing in one
race or three. The positive attitude and friendly
training environment of this year’s team made
it one of the most cohesive teams ever.

The non-stop cheering and chanting of the
crowd created an incredible atmosphere to
compete in and made for one of the most
memorable nights of the school calendar.
On the night the Year 12 cohort performed
highly, placing second for their year pennant,
and overall MLC was placed seventh.
Special thanks must go to Mrs Hughes, the
Swimming Coordinator, for her organisational
expertise, management and the time she
committed throughout the season. The squad
wouldn’t have been the same without her support.
Thanks again to our wonderful coaches Dragan,
Megan and Jen for their dedication to the team,
as well as Ms Turner for her continued support.
Good luck to MLC Swimming team in 2007.
Ami/ McCallum & Jemma /(eeves
Swimming Captain & Vice-Captain
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Rowing
There was an exciting lead up to our final
regatta, Head of the River, with the MLC rowing
squad achieving many victories all round.
The superb Year 9 cohort had an incredibly
successful season with all quads (A, B, C and D)
winning their races at the Head of the River.
Special congratulations must go to the D quad
for going through the entire season undefeated.
The energy and vitality brought to the boat shed
from this year group certainly made it a fun
place to be. The wonderful Year 10A VIII and
freshies performed strongly throughout the
season and have proved that they will
strengthen the Senior squad next year.
The Senior squad, although a relatively small
group of only 14 girls, trained extremely hard
and worked incredibly well together. In the end
their hard work paid off with the 1st Quad
coming first in their race as well as the 2nd VIII
coming out with a win. Following a pressured
lead up, the girls competing in the 1st VIII held
their composure, managing to storm home in
an unforgettable win.

E*»r.

Special thanks must go at all the coaches
especially Mike Higgins, our Head Coach.
Their dedication to all the girls ensured that
we had a successful season. Thanks also go to
Ms Turner for her behind-the-scenes work
and ongoing help and support.

We would like to thank all the rowers for such
a fantastic season and you have made us all so
proud! We hope to see all of you out on the river
next season. Good luck to the Captains and
MLC rowing squad of 2007!
Alexandra Willis
Captain of Boats
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This year MLC entered four Water Polo teams,
two for each Senior and Junior divisions.
The teams consisted of players who have never
played before and players who have played for
four years and we still all learnt something new!
We are all truly enjoyed ourselves and wish to
thank our coaches Jessica Reynolds and Peter
Tresise, Water Polo Coordinator Ms Steer and
Mrs Moffat for her careful supervision at
trainings and games.
SasH'a Brasnett
Year 11

Water Polo
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Year 8, 9 and 10 1CSSA Netball Team

IGSSA Netball
The MLC netballers enjoyed great success this
year, winning lots of games, having lots of fun
and proudly representing the College.
Seventeen MLC teams competed in the IGSSA
competition, with MLC placing sixth overall,
behind St Mary’s who finished first once again
and were followed closely by Perth College
and PLC.

Warm congratulations to all the girls involved
in IGSSA Netball this year, and who represented
MLC with pride and honour. Congratulations
to the Senior A, Junior A and Year 8B (who
were equal) for taking out their individual
pennants, this is a great achievement and result
of all the hard work and effort put in by all
girls and coaches.
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Year II and 12 Netball Team

Grading was our focus at the commencement of
the season and we took a different approach with
our rowers to try and mix the two sports so the
girls could participate. This saw the development
of two specific rowing teams. These teams then
had to forfeit five matches throughout the season
which made it very difficult for these teams to
qualify for the finals. Both teams were terrific but

Get your head in the game!!

Cemma Robinson
Netball Captain
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This year has seen a number of changes
emerging within the club. We welcomed five
new committee members in various capacities
and again increased our team numbers within
the competition at Perth Netball.

A big thank you to all the coaches, umpires and
PE staff for their help, support and organisation.
Without you, the competition wouldn’t be as
successful, fun and enjoyable as it currently is. Good
luck to the MLC teams for next year, and well done
once again to the 2006 MLC teams on a great
netball year. You should be proud of your efforts!!

on reflection we do not feel that this experiment
has worked and have decided that in the 2007
season we will revert to having one to two rowers
in any one team.
Throughout the season it became apparent that
one of our teams, MLC Seals, were having their
best season ever. They made it to the grand final
with some excellent team work and wonderful
coaching and missed the prize by a very small
margin. However their team spirit, enthusiasm
and great sportsmanship won them the praise of
all that watched their games. I have never been
so proud of a group within our Club.

Weekend Netball

*
There were lots of other inspirational efforts over
the season but I would like to acknowledge a
particular coach who juggled three teams, got all
of them into the finals and one through to the
grand final. Again, they finished runner-up by
a very small margin but the coach, Gayle
Watson-Galbraith, was more than inspirational.
Her heart and soul goes into her coaching and
though it can be a very thankless job at times,
she has pushed on through that and always has
the best interests of her girls as the key. My
personal thanks go out to Gayle for the help she
has given me each Saturday but also imparting
her extensive knowledge to aid us in the
successful running of our club.
2007 will see some fee increases that are beyond
our control but please be assured that we will
limit these as much as possible. A huge thanks
to all the wonderful families that support the
girls through the season and I hope to see you
all again in the 2007 season.

Kate Cairns
Cocoordinator MLC Netball Club
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Who can resist the temptation to
meet face-to-face with the elements
during the second week of the April
holidays?! That’s what our sailing girls
did this year for an exciting Teams
Racing event.
'The lead-up to this event included sailing in
near-sinking bathtubs called puffin pacers every
week. Thankfully our coaches Tim Whitmore,
Brett Sharpe and Lisa Chamberlain used their
clever improvisation techniques to increase our
chances of not sinking.
'Ihis year, the Teams Racing event was held at
South of Perth Yacht Club, in the middle of the
Swan River. Walking along the bird-soiled pier
(which Mr Wilson tried so desperately to clean
up, without much luck), the girls realised that
this (racing against CCGS) was the moment of
truth (slip...). This next 15 minutes seemed to
last forever. It was raining, windy and downright
miserable. During the race we could hardly see
the top mark of the S-course! 1 looked over my
shoulder, and with three minutes to go, saw what
seemed to be a skipper hanging out the back of
her boat dragging in the water. Her crew
remained seated hoping for the best, just
knowing somehow that divine intervention
would Help her through.
Finally, 20 seconds to go and the skipper who
was enjoying her fishing trip just a few minutes
ago summoned up some divine intervention and
was ready to go. Ml.C reached the top mark first
and was going great. By the end of the race,
CCGS unfortunately beat Ml.C by a hair
(only one boat). This was certainly the most
intense race the MLC team had experienced
over the three-days of racing.
A huge thank you is extended to our coaches,
Ms Turner, Mr Wilson, parents and supporters.
We wouldn’t have made it through the event
without the magically packaged snacks that
appeared in Christinas bags every morning.
They gave us a huge boost of morale in the
sometimes ice-cold and sometimes too windy
weather that the event presented us with.
Finally, we wouldn’t have made it through
without the huge amount of dedication and
passion shown by the girls! Everyone at the
event commented on how beautiful the smiles
and grins of the MLC team were, so note for
next year: Keep smiling!
Nadia Punse/ie
Sai/ine; Captain
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With the hard courts being excavated for
a car park, the MLC Basketball program was
transferred to Lords stadium for the season.
This proved to be a very worthwhile move as
girls and coaches responded to the indoor
excellence that Lords offers for basketball.
This factor, coupled with the girls’ drive,
enthusiasm and the dedicated work of our
coordinators; Mandy Combes (overall and
seniors), Lynne Hughes (Juniors) and Matt
Ivulich (Year 8), enabled the program to leap
from seventh in 2005 to an impressive
Champion school (first) in 2007. Skills
improved dramatically over the season and
much of this is due to our enthusiastic
additional coaching staff; Mai Davis, Daniel
Formentin, Breigh Gairns, Anna Vidler,
Lyn Dunn and Jessie Smith.
The MLC teams rose to the challenge of
improving their basketball game and
represented the College with aplomb; thanks
especially to captains and leaders of all teams
including College Captain, Emily Davis.

RESULTS:
Senior A
Senior B
Junior A
Junior B
Junior C

Junior D
Year 8 A
Year 8 B
Year 8 C
Overall

1st
1st
2nd
6th
3rd

5th
2nd
4th
1st
1st
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Congratulations to all involved!
Alison Turner
Held of Sport
Junior Basketball Team
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Year 8 Basketball Team
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Softball is a game of teamwork, coordination
and fun and we congratulate all 115 players this
season for their College and team spirit,
enthusiasm and high standard of skill. Thank
you also to the dedicated and enthusiastic
approach of the 2006 Captains of Softball Holly
Ransom and Felicity Harrison, who have been
a wonderful support to both girls and staff,
proving that they are worthy role models and
motivators for their peers.
All teams showed great enthusiasm against St
Mary’s in their first match. Our girls demonstrated
great team cohesion and camaraderie whilst
displaying great skills, knowledge of the game and
MLC sportsmanship.
Over many years MLC has maintained a
wonderful reputation in IGSSA Interschool
Softball. Since the Competition commenced
41 years ago, MLC has been able to achieve
Champion School status 35 times. This is due
to the input of thousands of students, the
dedication and support of the Physical
Education Staff and the Collegians who are
always willing to return to the College to assist
with the coaching and umpiring of teams.

These ex-students not only officiate but provide
wonderful role models for current students as
they share their sense of fair play, experience,
knowledge and the skills they acquired whilst at
MLC. In 2006 our thanks go to Maia Simmonds,
Helen Mather, Anna Longwood, Breigh Gairns,
Emily and Pippa Robb, Genevieve Hankey, Tiki
Ewing, Verity Tulloch, Jessica Reynolds, Bee
Jewkes, Amelia Telford and Bee Smith who have
all fulfilled their roles with integrity.

The season would not be possible without the
dedication, encouragement and guidance of our
coaches Mrs Boyce, Ms Combes, Ms Turner, Mrs
Quesnel, Mrs Gairns, Anna Longwood, Helen
Mather and Softball Coordinator Mrs Hughes.
We would love to see as many girls as possible
continue to play Softball and further the school’s
wonderful reputation in years to come!
Lt/nne Huskies
Softball Coordinator
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“Stand-by, lectern mike on, spotlight
on, GET ON STAGE!!!”

As a team, our first portfolio duty was to host the
Heather Lamont Festival in 2005. As Prefect
Elects, this was a rather overwhelming experience,
but we soon became used to the limelight. We
have hosted multiple music concerts, dance
performances, a Talent Quest and made prefect
announcements, so speaking in front of a large
crowd is almost second nature now.

As Arts Prefects, we have become very well
acquainted with the little microphone perched
on the lectern.
Whether it’s dancing, singing, acting or playing
as part of an ensemble... the arts are an integral
part of MLC life, and we have thoroughly
enjoyed being a part of such a celebration of
creativity. There is always something happening
in the Music, Theatre Arts and Art departments
that adds to the vibrant life of MLC. In
appreciating the arts you learn to hear, see and
think about the whole world in a different and
more enjoyable way, and through creative outlets
such as ICT, Art, Music and Drama we are able
to express our thoughts and dreams.

During this year, we have spent many of our
evenings hosting concerts such as the Don
Burrows Concert, Semester 1 and 2 Music
Concerts, the Per Ardua Musicale and more
recently, the combined MLC/CCGS Concerto
Night with our counterparts from Christ Church.

The Interhouse Singing, Drama and Mime
Festival kicked off the arts calendar showcasing
the breadth and depth of the talent we have at
MLC. Every student in the Senior School was
involved and the months of rehearsing
culminated in what was a spectacular day for
everyone. A big thank you must go to all the
conductresses, directors and choreographers
who were willing to take on the daunting, but
very rewarding task of producing all the
awesome performances.
As Terms 2 and 3 rolled along, so did Fame,
famous for being the College Production which
“faced many obstacles”.
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A HUGE congratulations must go to the cast and
crew of this production, for being able to
overcome the difficulties of replacing one of the
lead male actors just two weeks before the
opening night, not being able to get the rights for
the theme song, replacing one of the lead girls for
the matinee and a spotlight blowing up! Despite
all of this, the production was a huge success,
and it seemed as if nothing had happened at all!
Perhaps the biggest task we faced as Arts Prefects
was organising Arts Week, which takes place in
Term 3, and we aimed to make it an awesome
event! After weeks of running around between the
Music Department, Art Department, Theatre Arts
Department, Hadley Hall, Admin and Mrs
Palmers office, it opened with a concerto played
by Eleanor James at the Assembly on the Monday.
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It was followed by a hilarious improvised
performance by professional actor Mark Storens.
Over the week, Chorale and Barbershop
performed in the Sumner Undercroft, and an art
activity was organised where students painted
over marked pieces of canvas which were put
together to create a masterpiece. The Interhouse
Debating took place on the Tuesday, where
students debated about whether World Peace was
an impossible dream and whether Money brought
happiness. Congratulations must go out to the
students who participated in the great repartee
that flew about each debating venue. On
Wednesday, the annual Talent Quest took place,
with the competitors putting all shame aside in
the name of talent.

The week ended on Thursday with the annual
Year 10 Small Business Day against a backdrop
of music by the Indie Band Bus No. 52.
Overall, this year has been very rewarding for
us as we have been blessed with the wonderful
opportunity to take an even bigger role in the
arts at MLC and appreciate the brilliant works
and talent of students at the College. We are so
proud of you all and hope that the arts continue
to flourish at MLC! All the best for the years to
come, and don’t forget to keep those creative
juices flowing!
Jee Yun Leung & Sa/h/ Crauaug
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Prometheans
CRIME, CHOIRS
& CULTURE

The majority of the girls found the talk on
masculinity, led by John Webb, most interesting
as we could pay out the guys!

During Terms 2 and 3, 15 girls from MLC and
about 17 boys from Scotch met every second
Wednesday after school to eat afternoon tea,
listen to guest speakers and engage
enthusiastically in discussion.

Other highlights included an afternoon spent
with Grant Pierce, discussing the Golden Pride
Children’s Choir, the school being built in
Tanzania and how to solve the problem of
corruption in the world’s governments. We had
some interesting solutions to that, ranging from
the radical to the more diplomatic ideas of the
importance of education.

Throughout the duration of the program we
discussed issues such as children and crime with
the President of the Childrens Court, Justice
Reynolds, and examined some interesting
viewpoints during our session on philosophy
with Stephan Miller.

patre (JO

A discussion on the cultural context of
Australia through Art, held by Mr Kerr, was
also fascinating - and most beneficial to the Art
and Literature students amongst us. Our world
view was also broadened by the talks of Simon
Freitag, a criminal lawyer, and Roger Wirkwood,
who spoke about his volunteer work in Bhutan.
Overall, we learnt a lot about our society,
made some new friends, and most importantly,
had heaps of fun.
Tetran Corker
Year 12

POINT OF INFORMATION:
IS DEBATING AWESOME
OR WHAT?
This year the MLC debaters from Years 8 to 12
were once again out in force, fiercely bringing
down the competition with clever arguments
and witty rebuttals. We had girls from all year
groups representing MLC across the two
competitions of the year; WADL and AHISA,
and the dedication and enthusiasm shown by the
girls meant that we finished the year strongly.
So for anyone considering doing debating next
year I say; if you have strong opinions or you
enjoy a good argument or you just like hearing
the sound of your own voice, then debating is
definitely for you. So get passionate and get
involved and hopefully next year we can finish
even more strongly.
Kali Myers
Debating Captain
Debating Team
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Year 11 and 12s have the opportunity to take
part in the annual Mock Trial Competition
between government and private schools.
Students act on behalf of the plaintiff or defence
in a civil case, or prosecution and defence in a
criminal case, and take on the roles of barrister,
solicitor, witness, magistrate’s clerk or court
orderly. The trial takes place in the Central Law
Courts where students argue their case. The
night of the actual trial takes skill, nerves and
thought, to be successfully completed. The
competition consists of over 60 different schools
and more than 400 students.
MLC has had a long tradition of success in
Mock Trials and this year was no different.
MLC entered three teams in the competition,
and after the initial three rounds, MLC Team 3
was undefeated and moved through to the finals
round of 16 schools. It was unfortunate and
unlucky to be defeated by Mercedes College.
To have a team make it through to this stage was
a fine effort and a just reward for all the time and
enthusiasm put in by all involved. The girls have
worked so hard this year, meeting before and
after school, and during the holidays to make
sure their case material was thoroughly prepared.
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Mock Trials Team

On behalf of the 2006 “Mock Trialers” we
would like to thank Mrs Hudson for her tireless
energy and running of the meetings, and her
endless support, enthusiasm and assistance in
putting together the best plan of attack for
every trial. Without her, the rounds would not
have gone as smoothly and the girls would not
have been so prepared! We would also like to
thank our coach, Jemma, who was assigned to
us from the legal profession. She provided us
endless insight, assistance and a friendly smile
and we thank her for her time and support.

Finally, we encourage all girls to become
involved in the Mock Trial Competition
in future years as it is a great chance to improve
your public speaking and debating skills
and become more aware of the laws which
govern WA.
Cait/in Hudson & Lauren Bracewell
Year 12
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Visual Art
This year’s Senior School Visual
Art & ICT Exhibition, Reflections,
was an unqualified success, giving our
talented students a showcase for their
unique works in both ICT and
Visual Arts.
The exhibition opened on Tuesday 24 October
with drinks and finger food in Hadley Hall foyer
and was followed by the Music Department’s
Annual Choral and Instrumental Concert.

This year, Camilla Loveridge officially opened
the event, with a speech discussing a number
of works from the Visual Arts, ICT and Fashion
and Textiles areas that highlighted the links
(common threads) which run through these
departments. Camilla, a talented artist and
teacher, conducted a very successful “life”
drawing session (including both robed and
unrobed models) with the Year 12 TEE Art
students during Term 2. The Year 12s were also
treated to painting and felting workshops in
first term with Judith Forrest, and Lindy Frayne,
which helped support their studio pieces
throughout the year.

Year 12 students also embarked on an excursion
to see the “Perspectives” exhibition at the WA
Art Gallery and view the State’s best visual
diaries by 2005 students - this serves to inspire
students to greater heights in their own work.
Included in this exhibition were textile works
by 2005 Leavers Elbe Mackay and Claire M
Williams. Claires work also graced the
advertising material for the exhibition. In recent
weeks we have begun selecting works to enter
for consideration in next year’s Perspectives
event, short listing exciting items by Kathy
Thomas, Huiting Chay, Sasha Foley, Elizabeth
Bozsa and Shayli Harrison.
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The work on these pages shows the high
standard that the students reach across all years
from 8 to 12 in a wide variety of studio areas
including: photography, digital media,
animation, ceramics, painting , printmaking
and textiles.
Staff, students and visitors to the College would
have seen many student works displayed around
the Senior School campus during the year. The
main reception area was a particular focal point,
with a punk/gothic doll attracting a lot of praise
and curiosity amongst staff and the public.

We look ahead to 2007 with great excitement,
with preparations for a “one-off” exhibition of
past student work in our Centenary year and
a number of other exhibitions on the calendar.

During Arts Week, The Kiss, a work by Gustav
Klimt was recreated in half an hour and proudly
displayed on a wall outside the Cafe.
A number of art works across the years from
both ICT and the Visual Arts are currently in
negotiation to be sold to the College and private
buyers. This gives the students a real confidence
boost and provides those coming after them
something to aspire to.

Jenny Dilltes
Head of Art

In September, we were excited to see wildflower
artworks, created by Year 8 students, displayed
for tourists and visitors of Kings Park to enjoy
during the Wildflower Festival in September.
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Drama Queens
The Theatre Arts Department at
MLC epitomises the quote:
“Never a dull moment!”
From the beginning of the year to the very end
of it we frolic and gambol our way through a
myriad of performances, classes, exams and
never ending excitement in Dance and Drama.
Our year started with the very creative and new
version for the Year 12 Production. Instead of
the usual one hour play to interpret and
perform, we used the wonderful devising
abilities of our Year 12s to produce entirely new
works based on the theme Australian Princesses.
And no, it wasn’t based on the TV show! The
Year 12s rose to the occasion and scenes and
ideas were beautifully presented.
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The end of Term 1 saw us working with the
Houses to create the fantastic House Mimes and
House Plays. This year’s range of styles was a
delight to see and so much fine acting and
directing was achieved by everyone involved.
We were very lucky this year to be once again
travelling to Melbourne to participate with
three other schools in the Melbourne Drama
Tour. A whole week of fantastic experiences
ranging from the excitement of The Lion King
and working with professional actors and
directors at the prestigious Melbourne Theatre
Company to living in a strange hotel in the
centre of vibrant Melbourne.
Term 2 is a busy rehearsal term with all the
preparations for the College Production of
Fame, the production camp in the Swan Valley

and the work for the IGSSA Dance Festival,
ACHPER Dance Festival and Dance Night.
We burst onto the scene in Term 3 with the
fantastic production of Fame, which we were
all very proud of and impressed by. Never has
an MLC College Production had so many awful
things go wrong with it, but it shone through
brightly with spectacular performances from
all the cast, slick stage management by the crew
and great front of house work by the
Commerce students.
Straight after the thrills and spills of Fame we
launched into auditions and rehearsals for the
Year 8/9 Production which was performed to a
very appreciative audience in October. Plus we
had the brilliant Dance Night and IGSSA Dance
performances to enjoy in August and September.

Such talented dancers we have here at MLC
and with so many students involved both
evenings were pure pleasure!
The Year 8/9 Production showcased witches,
fairies, wannabe’s and reincarnation and was
another big hit.
Oh, my goodness! What a year! Fantastic for
sure, exhausting for sure, intensely rewarding
- FOR SURE!
Jodee Lambert
Head of Tdeatre Arts

DRAMA TOUR
“ Focus!... be neutral..Yeah okay, whatever.
This tour was far more than just “educational”.
On 16 April, 26 Year 11 and 12 students packed
their bags and headed to Melbourne.
We realised on the first day - and the second
day - that sleep was definitely worth it and it
was much needed for the intense workshops
held by the Melbourne Theatre Company. Our
smoke-smelling hotel provided us with a lot
more entertainment than we anticipated. That
included a pair of Year 12s who locked their
keys in their room four times on the first day.
The tarket (a layer or insulation on the ground
that dancers use) was almost the major focus of
the tour. We were all asked to clean it every
morning as a sign of respect to “the space”.
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The Lion King and The Melbourne Comedy
Festival were some of the highlights of the tour.
In one of the shows of The Comedy Festival, a
students personal tour scrapbook was read by
comedian, Claire Hooper. Claire happened to
read one of the embarrassing entries that
mentions Linda Hackett’s son, William. He was
sitting in the audience and because most of us
were MLC girls, it made it all even funnier! It was
too funny to be embarrassing. Totally worth it.
Thanks to Mrs Lambert, Mrs Urbini, Mrs
Larsen and Linda Hackett from the Theatre
Arts Department for making the tour possible,
even with last minute hotel changes.
Noni van Uffelen
Year 11
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Dance
In 2006, the Dance students have brought to
Methodist Ladies’ College a diverse mixture of
performances and attended a wide range of
dance events, ranging from Perth Festival
performances and WA Ballet workshops to
contemporary pieces. These included technically
challenging solos, duets and ensemble pieces
from Don Quixote to the challenging Midsummer
Nights Dream, choreographed by Chrissie Parrot.
The Year 1 Is and 12s have had freelance dance
teachers and choreographers Virginia Norris
and Airnee Smith introduce to them to jazz, junk
and hip-hop styles, which were the focus of the
ACHPER Dance Festival item in Term 2 and
Dance Night in Term 3. ’fire choreography
talents of Year 1 Is Emily Austin, Rachel
Hammond, Noni van Uffelen and Jessica West
were showcased in the two performances at the
annual 1GSSA Dance Festival, held at Penrhos
College. The year concluded with Troy winning
House Dance, with all House performances
hailed as the highlight of Heather Lamont Day.

Donee Festival group

Jon Urbini
Dom e teodier

Solo Nidit
\Verson

This year’s Year 12 Solo Night was held on
Thursday 14 September in Hadley Hall. This is
the final Theatre Arts performance for all Year
12 Drama and Drama Studies students and
is a showcase of work they have been working
on in class.
The Drama Studies students also performed
these pieces for their TEE examinations in the
Term 3 school holidays. The performances
comprised of monologues that students either
wrote themselves or took from published plays.
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Highlights of the evening included Claire
Mulroney’s original piece based on a French
Crab trying not to be eaten and Kali Myers
playing an evil fairy pleading her case in court
(also an original piece). It was an entertaining
evening and one the Year 12 Drama and Drama
Studies students will remember forever.
Soro/i-Louise Poulton-Roos
T/ieotre Arts teadier
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COLLEGE PRODUCTION
Well, Fame has come and gone from MLC and
what a great show it was! Fabulous singing from
Cleo Posa, Chloe Ball, Harriet Hay and Ellen
Coffey, wonderful dancing from our girls and
Leroy (Edward Hicks from Scotch College) the
contortionist boy, and who will ever forget the
amazing violin playing by the Music class? We
had an inspirational set design and some lovely
emotional moments on stage plus the hilarious
singing of the banned Fame song in the foyer by
members of the College community. All of this
plus the magic that is a College Production
added up to a terrific show.
\v -
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Members If tRe Fame cast

Productions
YEAR 8/9 PRODUCTION
Old girls, young girls, in-between girls! These
are all the different types of girls that every year
make up the Year 8/9 Production. The Old Girls
are the past Drama students who come back to
cleverly direct their chosen plays. The young
girls are the fantastic performers in the plays.
The in-between girls are the Year 10 Theatre
Arts Extension students who form the backstage
crews, creating all the theatre magic required for
a production. (Of course there are even older
girls involved with the Theatre Arts staff
supervising and producing, but let’s not push
the image too far!!)
This year’s production had a fantasy theme with
all four plays incorporating some element of
starry fantasy. Whether it was the strange and
sometimes creepy reincarnation story of Emil,
You’re Going to be a Dog or the excitement of
trying out to be a Teen Queen in Wannabes, the
theme of being true to yourself and reaching for
the stars shone through. We all loved the twisty,
turny madness of witches and fairytale
characters in Holka Polka and got all
sentimental for the fairy love story in A Fairy
Affair. A Fairy Affair was written especially for
this production by an immensely talented
Collegian, Stephanie Lee, as well as directing
it with Vetti Kakulas.

All the directors, actors and crew members did
a fantastic job for their one night in October and
we appreciate very much the invaluable help of
the Year 9 Commerce teachers and students
selling tickets and refreshments. Organised to
coincide with the Senior School Visual Art and
ICT Exhibition, the Year 8/9 Production was a
truly wonderful, artistic night out. Bravo!
Jodee Lambert
Head of TReatre Arts

What most of you, hopefully, couldn’t tell was
that Fame had an extraordinary amount of really
large problems to deal with along the way. To list
a few - the silly saga of the Fame song not being
allowed to be used; the lead boy having to be
replaced a week before the curtain went up; the
main follow spot exploding on the dress
rehearsal; a lead character having her wisdom
teeth removed a week before we opened; the
musical score being virtually impossible to
source; a girl having to learn a whole new part to
replace the boy; the communication system
fusing out moments before the matinee and all
sound and lighting cues having to be called via
mobile phone texting! Well, there was more, but
you get the idea! But, the old adage “The show
must go on” certainly applied to this show and
the cast, crew, Commerce girls and staff of Fame
are all to be highly commended for managing to
pull off such a fabulous show under such
extreme conditions.
Bravo to all concerned, Fame was a credit to you all.
Jodee Lambert
Head of TReatre Arts
•...
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STAGE DEBUT
The Year 8/9 Production was held on 27 October
and both of us were involved. There were four
plays and for most of the Year 8s, this was the
first time we had ever performed in Hadley Hall.
The nerves were high backstage but they soon
changed to excitement as the curtains were
pulled back and we were on! This production is
the best thing to be part of. We learnt so much,
for example, how to run to the vending
machines in less than five minutes, how nice our
directors really were and how much fun acting
can be!
HannaR CammacR & Jacqueline Holden
Year 8
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Year 8-9 Production
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ICT(a)MLC
The ICT Department this year
enjoyed TEE status with the
running of the Media Production
and Analysis course for the
first time.

Our Year 11 students rose to the challenge
and produced amazing work in the areas of
photo journalism and television production.
These girls attended three excursions, two at
ECU and one at Channel 7, where they engaged
with the professional side of the media industry.
The Year 12 Media students were the last group
to study the subject as a Wholly School
Assessed course. The group contributed
vivaciously to the department by leaving behind
a legacy of comedic short films and an excellent
Leavers’ video.
The lower school students, specifically the Year 10s
engaged with location photography by attending
an excursion to Claremont and taking well
composed and technically structured images.
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The 10s also honed their production skills
in film and television and began to delve more
deeply into theoretical concepts - brilliant!
The 9s produced amazingly crafted studio
photography images which displayed skill
above their years whilst further developing their
theoretical and practical knowledge of film and
television. The 8s sampled the Media menu and
enjoyed the enthralling content of the
animation task.

The Visual Communications Photography
students produced the most eclectic, vibrant
and aesthetically pleasing images to date.
They experimented with mediums outside the
expected use of photographic paper such as
canvas, glass, silk, cotton and tiles. Their images
were a hit at the Art show. A fantastic effort girls
- well done.
Information Systems comprised both
Year 11 and 12 students all endeavouring to
sit for the forthcoming TEE exam. The class
concentrated on the TEE traditional route of
assignments, case studies, tests and exams.
Some of the girls proved quite proficient at
programming in Visual Basic 6.

In the lower school, Year 8 IT students
investigated a variety of software packages
including Outlook, the internet via Microsoft
Explorer, Word, Excel and PowerPoint. Using
PowerPoint, students were able to create an
interactive product in the form of a quiz or
game. Digital cameras and manipulation of
images as well as keyboarding rounded out
the programme.
Animation was the focus for the Year 9 IT
course. Using childrens stories as their theme,
amazing animations were created accompanied
by music and voice-overs. The next challenge
came with Flash MX. Their second task
required them to create an animation using this
package based on an eerie theme. The end
results were both innovative and creative.

Year 10 IT students became quite competent
using Photoshop to manipulate images.
Wonderful cartoon characters adorned the
classroom wall at the completion of Task 1.
Transparent images of the Methodist Ladies’
College campus were printed onto Perspex and
these were then joined together with rings.
These were also on display at the Art Show.
Shadow theatres rounded out the Photoshop
work. Flash MX was revised with .swf files used
in student developed web pages. Again the end
results were nothing short of amazing.

ICT staff
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Music in review
The Methodist Ladies’ College Music
Department has continued to expand
and flourish. The depth and strength
of the Choral and Instrumental
program has been a feature this
year, highlighted by the successful
Joondalup Eisteddfod, the Western
Australian School Orchestras and
Bands Festival, and the many College
Concerts in 2006.

The Senior Symphony Orchestra was awarded
an Outstanding in the Premier Division of the
Western Australian School Bands/Orchestra
Festival and the Year 8/9 Choir, Barbershop and
Chorale achieved unprecedented success, being
awarded first place in all categories entered,
with the Chorale also being awarded the
Mayors Cup - for the most Outstanding
Performance in the Joondalup Eisteddfod.
Truly an outstanding achievement!
The Methodist Ladies’ College and Christ
Church Grammar School Concerto Night of
2006 was an evening of outstanding music with
brilliant, mature performances of a high level,
from the orchestra and soloists.

Our Year 12 soloists were breathtaking and
performances from Chloe Hurst, Madeleine
Antoine, Cleo Posa, Jo-Celine Tan, Bethany Lydon,
Eleanor James, Suzanne Le Messurier and Claire
Moody will be remembered in years to come.
2006 was filled with many outstanding
performances, some of which you will read about
in the music reports that follow, but none of this
would be possible without the hard working,
professional staff in the Music Department.
1 would like to pay tribute to the music staff, both
Academic and Instrumental, who build the social
rapport and the skills necessary to achieve the
sounds of wonderful music.
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I also thank parents for their significant
contribution, whether it is part of the Music
Support Group, transporting daughters to and
from rehearsals or just a friendly word of
encouragement. Finally, but most importantly
I would like to thank the girls for their
outstanding achievements and wonderful
music making.
To the Year 12s, thank you for being such
inspirational musical leaders and in continuing
to instil the love of music to others. I look
forward to an exciting 2007!
AJ{. Bobby Gallo
Director of Musk

THE JAZZ LEGEND
- DON BURROWS
Leading up to 8 April, the MLC Senior Symphony
Orchestra and Jazz Band rehearsed very hard to
meet the high standards to play along with one of
the worlds greatest jazz legends... Don Burrows
(and his accompanist... Kevin Hunt)!
Three days before the concert the Orchestra and
Jazz Band members had memorable workshops
with the legend gaining more “jazz music”
knowledge for life. Adding to that, everyone at
MLC had the opportunity to tune in to a Friday
lunch time concert featuring Burrows and the
many instruments he plays (all types of
saxophones, clarinets and flutes).

All our the hard work paid off on the night.
The first half of the concert showcased the
talents of the MLC musicians alongside the
guest star... Don Burrows.
During the course of the evening, Don Burrows
and Kevin Hunt happily autographed concert
posters for students, parents and even teachers!
After the interval, the second half showcased
Burrows on a number of instruments, with
Kevin Hunt on the keyboard. Everyone
involved, including the audience, thoroughly
enjoyed the night full of jazz.
Marlene Crone
Year 9
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Piano Trio members

Piano, Strings &
Wind Orchestra
WIND ORCHESTRA
Under the guidance of Mr Gallo, the Wind
Orchestra is a senior ensemble which involves
an array of students who play woodwind, brass
and percussion instruments. The Orchestra is
open to all years, even giving the opportunity
for some talented Year 7 students to participate
in a senior ensemble.
During Semester 1, the members of the Wind
Orchestra attended the annual Instrumental
Camp near Araluen. This is always a great
musical weekend, providing a relaxed setting
in which to become comfortable when playing
as part of an ensemble.
The Wind Orchestra had the chance to perform
at the Per Ardua Musicale and the Semester
Music Concert this year. A notable piece of
music performed was The Incredibles, which is
the theme song to the popular animation
The Incredibles. The catchy, up-tempo tune was
both appreciated by the players and the
audience.
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Wind Orcliestra

Crace Bosisto
Year 11

Ulegri String; Quartet members
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Concert Band
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The Concert Band has 35 members, playing
various instruments including trombones,
French horns, trumpets, oboes, clarinets,
bassoons, tubas, flute players (like myself)
and percussion. There’s a wide range of years
involved and the head of our band is Ms Skala.
This year the band stepped up to B division in
the ABODA festival and was awarded an
excellent result. We were certainly motivated
by the fantastic Instrumental Camp at Camp
Simon, Roleystone this year. The group meet
early and have worked hard to make the fantastic
sounds that you would have heard in various
assemblies and concerts throughout 2006.
We look forward to more in 2007!
Sunni/ Yoon
Year 10

Everyone involved has enjoyed being a part of
the Junior Symphony Orchestra this year.
We were met with two new conductors who
thrilled us with their knowledge of music and
their skills in conducting! Our first performance
was at the Semester 1 Music Concert, where we
performed The Second Storm and Farandole to
kick-start the evening in style. Early in Term 3,
we headed to Perth Modern School to wow the
crowd in ABODA. The day was a success and we
were awarded a level of Excellent, achieving top
marks in all categories. We finished the year with
the Semester 2 Music Concert, performing
Okeanos and two pieces from Swan Lake to
rapturous applause! We have all enjoyed
performing at various school events this year and
have gathered a plethora of knowledge through
being a part of the orchestra!

Orchestras
n ® p. p ci ft p
if ¥

PHoebe Cameron
Year 10

Junior SympHony Orchestra

Highlights of the year for the Senior Symphony
Orchestra included Concerto Night and being
awarded an Outstanding in the Premier
Division of the Western Australian School
Bands/Orchestra Festival.
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Under the guidance of Mr Bobby Gallo, the
orchestra performed successfully at the MLC
and CCGS combined Concerto Night on Friday
8 September. We rehearsed for more than three
hours a night during the week leading up to the
concert and on the night, our hearts seemed to
beat louder than the music we were playing.
It has been a wonderful experience for me as
I have had the opportunity to perform in a
supportive environment. I thoroughly enjoyed
the repertoire this year and look forward to
many musical years to come.
Eun-A Seo
Year 9

Sax'opfione Quartet members

Quartets
GUITAR QUARTET
The Guitar Quartet has a range of members
from Years 8 to 12. Members of the MLC
community would have had the pleasure of
meeting up with them at the Semester 1 and 2
Music Concerts. They also performed at the WA
Guitar Ensemble Festival on 26 August and have
played for Dr Nikolas Goluses, the Head of
Strings and the prestigious Eastman School of
Music in New York (who is also a recording
artist with Naxos).
Attending classes on Saturday, their repertoire
ranges from Baroque to Spanish guitar music.
The quartet is directed by Mr Craig Lake.

Guitar Quartet members

Hfl

Presti String; Quartet members
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Choirs •*■
YEAR 8 & 9 SINGING
Year 9 Singing is a selected subject for girls who
are enthusiastic about singing. Once a cycle,
under the guidance of Mrs Grubb and Miss
Skala, a select few learn the art of part singing
and work on a large repertoire, which is chosen
with the help of the girls. For many, the idea of
participating in a choir may seem daunting,
however the subject allows them to contribute
to a choir that is lots of fun and gives them a
chance to sing in a great environment. All Year 8
students participate in Year 8 Singing where the
main focus is on fun and enjoyment. Both choirs
were able to perform their chosen pieces at the
Semester 1 and Semester 2 Music Concerts,
displaying the Choirs’ talents and enabling the
girls to demonstrate what they have been
working on during their class time. This year,
both choirs have been extremely well received
by their audiences and have had an eventful
year, hopefully culminating in a love of singing
for the future.
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Year 9 Cfioir

KRalilaR BosdanicR
Year 9

YEAR 8/9 CHOIR
Without fail the MLC Year 8/9 Choir has
achieved a year full of success and excellence.
Every Thursday morning, 50 enthusiastic and
dedicated girls make their way to Hadley Hall to
rehearse under the exceptional guidance of the
fabulous and very talented Mrs Grubb! It is
there that the girls work hard to learn and
rehearse a wide range of vocal repertoire (no
matter the genre) to perfection! Performance
highlights include a very rewarding first place
and second place at the Joondalup and
Fremantle Eisteddfods respectively. The choir
also performed Eucharist at the Floreat Uniting
Church in Term 4, as well as various other
concerts at the College during the year. The
MLC Year 8/9 Choir has achieved very high
standards this year while still enjoying the art of
singing as a group, and we hope to have many
successful years in the future!
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Year 8-9 Cfioir

Marlene Crone
Year 9
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Barbershop
2006 has certainly been an exciting year for
Barbershop featuring many performances,
competitions and new members. Under the
direction of Mrs Pamela Grubb and with
coaching from Barbershop specialist Gina
D’Souza, the Barbershop girls have begun to
truly understand the Barbershop art form and
have had a wonderful time!
The year got off to a flying start with a weekend
workshop and the annual Choral Camp in
Roleystone. The introduction of our new
director, Mrs Grubb, saw some changes for the
group including the colourful sashes and a new
rehearsal day, but the most popular change
would have to be the addition of “break time”
to our weekly rehearsal!

The Barbershop has performed at numerous
occasions this year, including the Claremont
Rotary Fair, the House Singing and Drama and
Mime Finals, Semester 1 and 2 Music Concerts,
College Sunday and the Joondalup Eisteddfod,
where we were awarded first place in our
section. Highlights for the year included the
much anticipated Cabaret Night, a visit from an
American Barbershop professional, Eddie Jones,
and Participating in the 2006 Big Barbershop
°ut wit,h *e ™rld championship quartet
e us’ca is an Boys,
Although there were many changes during the
year, Barbershop remained strong and is better
than ever! The group is showing promise and we
look forward to returning to Llangollen during
the 2008 European Music Tour.
StepHanie Smitfi
Year 11

i;

l/arbrnHop Singers
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Every Tuesday and Thursday morning at 7am,
the Mozart room is filled with the sounds of an
internationally-renowned choir: the MLC Chorale.
The MLC Chorale is composed of auditioned
students ranging from Years 8 to 12 and
conducted by Mr Gallo.

Chorale

Focusing mainly on a capella pieces, the Chorale
works on challenging repertoire varying from
old favourites such as Penny Lane, to new and
up-coming pieces like Hide and Seek by Imogen
Heap, which featured on an episode of the
popular TV show, The OC.
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Many of these pieces are learnt and finalised
during a weekend at the beginning of the year.
Amongst other choirs in the school, the
Chorale attended the annual Choral Camp near
Araluen and was given the chance to knuckle
down and become comfortable performing the
challenging repertoire.
The Chorale has had many other performance
opportunities throughout the year, including
both of the Semester Music Concerts, the Per
Ardua Musicale, various Year 12 Graduation
Services and the Joondalup Eisteddfod. Not only
was the Chorale successful in its section of the
Eisteddfod, it was also awarded the Mayor’s
Cup. The Cup is presented to the most
outstanding item of the whole Festival, so this
was a very prestigious achievement.
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Cfiorale

The Chorale has the privilege of presenting yet
another version of Deck the Halls composed by
Craig Colvin (the father of a student in the
Chorale). This is to be performed at the Senior
School Speech Night.

Jazz Band

•

II •

The members of Chorale excitedly anticipate
next year’s Choral Camp at Rottnest Island.
Grace Bosisto
Year //

M •___________ ••

SENIOR JAZZ BAND
Under the guidance of the very rhythmical Mr
Bobby Gallo, the Senior Jazz Band is a 20-or-so
member group that performed with flair and
gusto throughout 2006. Once a week on a
Monday morning, finds us tuning up and
getting down to the sounds that you would have
enjoyed at many concerts this year! We’ve
dazzled at Cabaret Night, the annual concerts
and have worked towards the Save The Children
Concert performance as well as the Jazz Concert
and Speech Night. We certainly won’t forget the
amazing opportunity to work with the legendary
Don Burrows and Kevin Hunt in April and
certainly hope to rock Hadley Hall with them
again one day.
issfc-
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Senior Jazz Band

JUNIOR JAZZ
Junior Jazz Band started in the middle of Term 3.
The members of Junior Jazz Band are made up
from students from Barclay and Years 8,9 and 10.
We have rehearsals every Thursday after school.
Our conductor, Mr Simon Styles, led us to the
Semester 2 Music Concert. Our performance was
a great success and we had lots of fun. Some of the
pieces we have learnt are Louie, Louie and Stand
By Me. Being a part of the Junior Jazz Band was a
great experience and I encourage more students to
join next year and share the excitement!

..

C/i/oe Cfiua
Year 9
Junior Jazz Band

Eun-A Seo
Year 9

Students had
opportunities to
sample the food of
the country of the
language they are
studying at
breakfasts, lunches
or afternoon teas
at school or
dinners out at
restaurants.

LOTE JlD
gWTf;

The LOTE Department has had
another busy year in all three of the
languages studied at MLC
- French, German and Japanese.
We hosted several volunteer Japanese assistant
teachers this year who worked on a full-time
basis, helping girls across the College with their
Japanese language and cultural understandings.
French students also benefited from the once
fortnightly visits of various native speakers,
whilst Urte Clifton worked with the German
students on a similar basis. Thank you very much
to all those ladies for their patience and help.
In August, Years 10, 11 and 12 French students
participated in the annual Alliance Franpaise
Examinations. German students from Years 8
to 12 sat the annual DAS (Deutsch Australischer
Sprachverein) examinations. Additionally Year
11 students of Japanese also sat the Intermediate
Level of the ACER Australian Language
Certificates. All students learning a language in
Year 9 participated in the ACER Australian
Language Certificates at the Beginners’ Level to
gain recognition and certification of the language
levels being achieved. These exams are a valuable
opportunity for the girls to practice both
language and examination skills. Excellent results
were achieved by students in all three languages.
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Week 3 of Term 3 was Languages Week. The Cafe
was vibrantly decorated and each day during that
week there were French, German or Japanesethemed specials available to purchase at
lunchtime. We hope many students got to enjoy
one or more of the selected cuisines that week, as
the menu was scrumptious. We also ran a
Language Quiz during tute time. The quiz was
keenly contested, as was the joint MLC/Christ
Church LOTE Quiz Afternoon for LOTE
students in Years 9 and 10. The inaugural
German vs French student petanque (bowls)
competition was also a great success and many
girls enjoyed the kendo (Japanese fencing)
demonstration one lunch time.
Year 12 LOTE students have been very fortunate
again this year to have 10 hour-long Conversation
Classes with a native speaker in each of the
languages to prepare them thoroughly for their
TEE Orals. These were conducted each week
throughout Term 3 and the start of Term 4.
Over the year, students of LOTE had
opportunities to sample the food of the country
of the language they are studying at breakfasts,
lunches or afternoon teas at school or dinners
out at restaurants. This is certainly a great way to
learn more about the culture of a country and is
a lot of fun as well!
Anne Bunneif
Head of LOTE

REUNION EXCHANGE
On the last week of Term 2 we left Perth for
Mauritius; a tiny island off the East Coast of
Africa, about nine hours from home. Reunion
Island is an offshore territory of France.
We left with 38 other students from Western
Australia as a part of a four-week exchange trip
where we stayed with host families. From day
one we settled in like it was home. In addition to
the wonderful welcome we were given by the
people of Reunion Island, the natural marvels of
the island, such as the active volcano, truly took
our breath away.
We spent many hours relaxing on the beach,
snorkelling and hiking on the mountains with
magnificent views. We also participated in
group activities with the rest of the Australian
students during a trip to Cilaos, one of the
three mountainous areas, at a picnic with all
the host families.

There were so many things we got to do
during our stay at Reunion Island from
shopping, to getting a cultural experience
at the markets, visiting the volcano and
paragliding. The best thing about Reunion was
being able to go to the beach in 30°C weather!
We were both so lucky to have gained a second
language, a second home and a second family.
It was an unforgettable experience.
Emily Austin & Jessica Hilton
Year 1/

CHRISTMAS IN GERMANY
The exchange to Germany in the Christmas
holidays 05/06 was an amazing experience.
The exchange started with emails and letters
between the host families on each side of the
world and in June 2005 the German contingent
flew to Australia to visit MLC, stay with the host
families and tour Cairns, Uluru and Perth.
On the last day of exams in 2005, we flew off with
the rest of the group from other schools in the
middle of the night to Dubai and then on to
Germany. The following weeks were filled with
a new school, a new culture, new food and most
importantly, a new family. During the first weeks
we had a mixture of classes and excursions with
the other Australians, then the Christmas holiday.
It took some time to adjust to the cold climate,
but everyone agreed that it was worth it for the
snow, especially as many students got to go
skiing with “their Germans”. The exchange
concluded with four fantastic days in Berlin,
where the group was able to go shopping, see all
the tourist attractions, buy those last few boxes of
Toffifee and just have a great time - for example,
singing karaoke in the Hard Rock Cafe in Berlin.

,.iA\

JAPANESE
For three months over Term 2, Grace Gentilli
and Isabel Moore experienced the Japanese way
of life, as the students selected to participate in
the long-term exchange to our sister school,
Kobe College, this year. They attended school
every day, which benefited both their language
skills and cultural understanding of Japan. In
return, Akiko Ogura from Kobe College spent
the whole of Semester 1 at MLC, hosted by
Esther Kim and Delcyn Chong. She was placed
in Year 11 and enjoyed the various subjects she
took as well as the opportunities for drama
excursions, work experience and the Year 11
River Cruise.
By far the biggest event has been the bi-annual
visit by our sister school, Kobe College. A group of
21 students accompanied by two teachers were
home-stayed by families from Years 8 to 12 for the
two week period they were in Perth. They visited a

wide variety of places such as the Pinnacles,
Whiteman Park’s Australian animals, Fremantle,
the Swan Valley, Armadale Reptile Centre and
Tumblegum Farm to experience sheep herding
and shearing. They also spent time here at school
attending special classes such as ESI., dance, art
and cooking. Additionally, they joined Japanese
classes in Barclay and the Senior School.

We would like to extend a big thank you to the
MLTAWA German Teachers’ Committee for
organising this amazing trip. To anyone who
is considering studying German in the next few
years, this is an amazing exchange and we
definitely recommend it to you!!
Helen Summers & Teqan Corker
Year !2

Both the host families and the Kobe College
group enjoyed this opportunity to share our
respective cultures and lives. Many thanks need
to go to many people for their help with this
program, but none more so than the Outdoor
Education Department staff who tirelessly
escorted the Kobe College groups to all their
various destinations and of course, a big
thank you to all the hosts for giving their
time and friendship.
Anne tiunne//
Head of LOTE
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From 24 September until 15 October, 40
students from Years 10 and 11 and five stafff
members embarked on the S&E Europe Tour.
We travelled from Dubai to Paris where we
visited the Louvre, Versailles and went up the
Eiffel Tower. We then drove to Belgium eating
lots of chocolate was a must! Next it was across
to Germany, stopping at the infamous
Buchenwald concentration camp, we were

■
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reminded of the Cold War at “Check-point
Charlie” and saw the remains of the Berlin Wall.
We then flew to Italy, driving up to Tuscany where
we perched on the side of a volcano. In Tuscany
we visited Pitigliano and the Etruscans Tombs,
Sorano and Abbadia San Salvatore. Rome was the
last opportunity for more shopping and a chance
to see the Colosseum and the Trevi Fountain.
Emma Petig/is
Year 10

m
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Political insight: Federal Education Minister, Julie
Bishop, spoke to Political and Legal Studies students
on 27 July. Collegian Wendy Duncan, State President
of the National Party, visited the same class to discuss
the one vote one value issue on 3 August

EuropeETpur Group
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For the past two years, a group of young writers
have had the fabulous opportunity to hone their
skills at the Fremantle Children’s Literature
Centre. As the Master class of 2006, we are very
proud that we had the chance to attend classes
on the craft of writing by the likes of Antony
Eaton (pictured), Deborah Lisson, Boori Pryor
and James Roy. Overall, our writing has grown
and matured as a group and we have had the
chance to interact with other schools who reflect
a genuine love for literature. One of the most
important things we have taken with us is from
Simon Higgins, when he said that: “we are all
writers - if writing is in your heart and you
write because you enjoy it, then you are a writer.”
Isabel Moore
Ye.

Great sKort stories: Year 11 students Melissa Gunner and Kate Cullen finished first and second
in their category of this year's Tim Winton Awards.
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Mathematics

MATHS GAMES CAMP
Over the weekend of 16 to 18 June, Sonya Chu,
Sarah Ng, Tamara Ponos and Laura Leslie
represented MLC in the Mathematics Association
of Western Australia’s annual Maths Games
Camp. We spent the weekend at the Ern Halliday
Recreation camp site competing against students
from other metropolitan and country schools.

MatRs Carnes Camp

The camp began with some activities to get to
know our worthy opponents. These included
a warm up game called Nine Men’s Morris to
encourage us into competition mode.

HAVE SUM FUN
SENIOR MATHEMATICS
COMPETITION
Friday 31 March saw a group of 12 talented and
enthusiastic mathematicians from Years 11 and
12 competing in this challenging competition
run by the Mathematical Association of WA.
MLC had two teams comprising six competitors
each, competing against 36 teams from a variety
of northern metropolitan schools.

•

•• •

The members of MLC Team 1 were Jo-Ann Chan,
Yee Lian Chew, Jee Yun Leung, Fiona Wang,
Sheena Ong and Joy Li. MLC Team 2 included
Tegan Corker, Eileen Wong, Wing Shuen Yip,
Jessica Clifton, Emily Murray and Elise Powell.
The competition questions covered a wide range
of mathematical topics and each required a high
degree of problem solving skills to reach a
successful solution. Both MLC teams performed
extremely well and all those involved agreed it was
an enjoyable and valuable learning experience.
Margaret Ca/der
MatRematics teacRer

•• •
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The next morning saw the actual competition
begin. Our lunch break, spent lazing around and
playing games under the sun, passed by quickly
and before we knew it, it was time to get back
into competition mode. Dinner was followed by
a team puzzle paper. The paper was meant to
take 90 minutes, however as most teams were
still working after two hours, the organisers had
to subtly turn off the lights and crank up the
jukebox before we were willing to let it go.
The next morning we played the final round
- a card game aptly named Psychout. An award
ceremony in the afternoon concluded the camp.
MLC finished fifth behind CCGS, Perth College,
Trinity College and Newton Moore College.
Thanks to the Mathematics Department for
offering us this opportunity and to Mrs
Pinkerton and Ms Bayly who dropped by the
camp to visit us.
SaraR Ngr & Soni/a CRu
Year !0
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Science
Below left: During Term 1, Year 11 and 12 Marine Studies classes worked
towards gaining their Recreational Skippers' Ticket.

Bis;Rt: During Term 3 Year 11 Biology students became surrogate mothers
to three newborn Barnevelder chickens, carefully tending to their needs and
recording their development.

Below risRt: Science Club members made mouse-trap cars, with some cars
travelling an amazing 14m.
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YEAR 8
Year 8 students had a day of activities in February when they divided their time between sailing,
games and abseiling/prisicking. In November, the Year 8 students have their five-day program at
Moray in Dwellingup. They use the climbing and abseiling tower, spend a day canoeing on the Murray
River, dangle from the high ropes course, play initiative and consequence games, camp out three
nights and cook all their meals (these photos are from 2005 as the students of2006 had not been away
at the time ofprint).

YEAR 7 MANJEDAL
All Year 7 students went away for four days
in March and excelled themselves building rafts
and putting them through some vigorous tests,
rescuing a “pot of gold” on the confidence
course, cooking their own meals, camping
overnight in tents, orienteering, flying down
the aerial runway and many other exciting,
challenging and educational experiences.
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YEAR 9
Throughout May, Year 9 students got out of the
city and headed down to Margaret River for a
week-long Outdoor Education program. In their
small groups they did a variety of activities
including caving, abseiling, hiking, rock climbing
and canoeing. Considerable success was achieved
in everything they attempted and they were
blessed with four weeks of very good weather
and minimal rain.
The students were responsible for all of their own
cooking. Although some were apprehensive at
the start of the week, their creativity and flair
shone through with some great meals by the end.

YEAR 10
Two new programs in early August saw a number
of Year 10 students test their Outdoor skills.
One group went to Exmouth where they
paddled in the Ningaloo Marine Park on the
western side of the Exmouth Peninsular. This
is a unique natural environment and is highly
suitable for sea kayaks. Observing sea life,
including turtles, dugongs and tropical fish,
were just some of the highlights. Equipment
was carried in the kayaks for the five days on
the water able to use campsites not open to the
general public were used. Setting up camp and
sleeping right on the beach was an
unforgettable experience.

MHi
Group work and community living are essential
elements of these programs and it was very
rewarding to see the students embrace them and
in some cases, change from ‘passenger’ status to
being a contributing member of the group. New
friendships blossomed and an appreciation of the
individuality of each person led to some great
days of camaraderie and companionship. The
acquisition of many new skills and the challenges
and fears that were met and overcome made the
weeks thoroughly enjoyable and the staff very
proud of the Year 9 students!

Another group went to Karijini National Park
for an amazing trip through the spectacular
gorges. The journey involved a mixture of hiking
across the top of the gorges and abseiling,
swimming and walking down through the
gorges. The campsites deep in the gorges were
awesome and though physically tough, the trip
was a remarkable experience.
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International Students
This year has truly been a remarkable year for
the international students. We welcomed two
new IS Coordinators - Mr Nguyen and Mrs
Clifton whose enthusiasm and relentless hard
work brought us a year packed with stupid jokes,
pizzas and an unlimited supply of boys.
We started the year with Harmony Day. The
lovely International Students served the guests
of honour, Tanzanian Children’s Choir, as well
as fellow MLC students, a magnificent and
authentic spread of food from across the world.
It was a great success and we managed to raise
$364 which was donated to the Tanzanian
Children’s Choir.
Towards the end of Term 1, it was time for us to
do some bonding in an attempt to fill up our
social calendar. Fifteen of us settled in to the
MLC bus and a few wrong turns later, we finally
arrived at our intended destination - AMF
Morley Bowls. The bowling made us hungry and
after just two games, we decided to stop for some
Marcos pizza. Pizza proved to be a rather
interesting affair as we kicked out a group of
cricket-watching blokes so we could have a seat
inside the warm restaurant. And let us not forget
just how embarrassing the IS Dude was.

dAfoO"

The Aquinas IS Social was next on the list with
the theme of “winter”. Our IS girls from Years 10
to 12 looked absolutely stunning in white.
Then came the biggest event of the year
- the MLC hosted IS River Cruise. We worked so
hard on it that it was giving us nightmares. But
all the nightmares and hard work were worth it
as despite all the setbacks we had, it was it was a
truly magical night.
We thank Mr Nguyen and Mrs Clifton for their
enthusiasm and dedication. It has, without a
doubt, been a great year for International
Students and we hope that the next year will be
more successful than this.

Eileen Wontr & Bonnie Cfioi
Year 12
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Home
Economics
It was another happy but hectic year
in the Home Economics Department
as demonstrated by all of the activities
highlighted in these photographs.

Creating an evening
gown to enter in the
Students from Year 7C show off their teddy bear
heat packs, having designed and made them during
Transition classes in the Clothing and Fabrics room.

APEX Teenage Fashion
awards from concept,
to design to the actual
construction is always
a highlight for Year
11 and 12 Fashion

I m

students.

Kobe College students visited the Flome Economics
kitchen to bake ANZAC biscuits during their
exchange in August.
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Full-scale catering doesn't get more hands-on
for Year 11 and 12 Food Production students than
planning, preparing and serving food at College
functions, including the John Garde exhibition hosted
by the MLC Collegians' Association in September.

______
Using a Design Brief and a commercial pattern,
Year 9 Clothing and Textiles students constructed

Pre-primary students from MLC and CC6S form
an integral part of Early Childhood Studies.

a skirt for themselves.
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WALTER SHEPHERD
RESOURCE CENTRE
In 2006 students found the Resource Centre
an inviting and relaxing environment to meet
their information needs, engage in reading for
pleasure or just to hang out.
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Archives
A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE IN ARTS
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MljOLA CLUB HALL

Oklahoma

1DEDNESDAI), 2lst AUQUST, 1935,
at 8 p.m.

S_____ ________

MLC has a long tradition of excellence
in the Arts and productions of various
plays and musicals have occurred
at the College over the years. Research
in the Archives indicates that the first
major dramatic production took place
in 1935: “A dramatic club has been
successfully established this year...
during second term our energies were
taken up with Pride and Prejudice,
which Miss Walton produced.”
- Collegian, 1935. Many other exciting
productions followed:

Hadley Hall
August 10, II and 12, 1995

J

1960, School for Scandal
‘The school play this year was, rather ambitiously,
The Schoolfor Scandal, by R.B. Sheridan. It was
presented by the Drama Club and not by the senior
forms as in previous years...” - Collegian, 1960

1992, Annie
“Dr Hadley’s debut performance in a school
production as President Roosevelt was
something not many students would miss
out on.” - Collegian, 1992

1965, Pygmalion
“A presentation of Shaw’s Pygmalion on the 15
and 16 of October this year met with a delighted
response. The Drama Club... were overjoyed by
the success of the production.” - Collegian, 1965

1995, Sound of Music
‘The hall was often full of paint splotched, busy
set constructors working hard to make realistic
Austrian villas and ancient abbeys.’ - Collegian, 1995

1978, Oklahoma

“There were three performances and a matinee
(in which one little girl couldn’t stand to see any
kissing and let out a big ‘Yuk’ just as Jacky fell
into Phil’s arms.)” - Collegian, 1978
1988, Maid in Australia
“The 1998 production, entitled Maid in Australia,
as a tribute to the bicentenary, consisted of a
series of vignettes depicting scenes from the early
convict times to the present day... the plays were
fun to do, especially those written by the girls.”
- Collegian, 1988
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1997, Oliver
‘The production of Oliver culminated in six
superb performances. Involving nearly two
hundred people, each performance was filled
with energy and excitement.’ - Collegian, 1997

INSTEP
WORKING TOWARDS
CAREER GOALS
This year 17 Year 12 students participated in
the INSTEP program where they spent every
Wednesday either in the work place or at a
private training provider undertaking National
Units of Competence in the industry area of
their choice.
The career areas covered were very diverse
and included Aquaculture, Dental Nursing,
Hospitality, Teacher Assistant, Advertising,
Beauty Therapy, Retail, Photography, Floristry,
Nursing, and Graphic Design.
Sigourney Turner was one of the students who
felt that choosing the INSTEP program would
enable her to work towards her career goals. She
had this to say: “I chose to undertake vocational
education and training (VET) at school because
I felt that I would succeed better in this type of
course. I had decided to look into Child Care as
a career and I felt that I would like to try it out
by doing the INSTEP program which allowed
me to spend one day a week in the work place.
I did my first placement at St Hilda’s
Kindergarten and my second placement at
Jacaranda Child Care so I was able to try out
different areas of the Child Care profession.

)

I decided after these two placements that I did
want to pursue a career in this area and so I
enrolled in INSTEP PLUS which allowed me to
undertake part of a Certificate 111 in Children’s
Services. I have found this course to be very
interesting as it has given me an insight into
what it would take to become qualified to work
in this area. The course has been very hard work
but I have learnt lots of useful things. I have
decided that I would like to be a nanny and
doing the INSTEP course has enabled me to
confirm that this is the right decision for me.
Once I have qualified as a nanny I would like to
work overseas.”

111*

Sue SEaw
INSTEP Coordinator
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2006 started off fabulously with the annual
Swimming Carnival and “new girls”. They were
clearly a great success with the obvious all-round
talent of boarders being emphasised. Throughout
the year we have noticeably become very
environmentally friendly with Sheree’s brilliant
introduction of recycling bins and free range eggs.

HEAD OF BOARDING
As the school year for 2006 comes to an end,
and we again farewell a graduating class from the
boarding house, 1 have to ask myself “where did
this year go”? I am sure that the Year 12s share
this sentiment, as they prepare themselves for life
outside of the boarding house and MLC. It was
a wonderful night of celebration for all the
boarders at the Boarding Valedictory and a credit
to the girls that they have all moved through this
experience and blossomed into beautiful and
intelligent young women.
This coming summer break the Year 8/9
dormitory spaces will be refurbished, giving the
students comfortable accommodation and
ensuring a better use of space in the beautiful
Centenary Building.
As always, I continue to marvel at the fortitude,
courage and determination of my girls - all of
whom face the trials and tribulations every
young person experiences as they grow up
- but without the comfort and security of their
own family around them.
Speaking of challenges, I would like to express
my personal thanks to my Boarding Prefect,
Melissa McCreery. Melissa has gone about her
duties with great enthusiasm and her warm and
sunny personality has endeared her to all year
levels. Melissa has been ably supported by the
Boarding Council of Siobhan Lemmey, Tegan
Corker, Yee Lian Chew, Mona Yeow, Felicity
Davies and Sheree McDonald - I thank them
all for their efforts this year
As our Year 12s leave us to move onto the next
exciting phase of their lives we wish them
happiness and success in all they do. For the rest
of the boarding family, roll on next year and
here’s to another great year in Boarding!
Elaine Bi/ey
Head of Boarding;
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FULL-ON YEAR
What can I say... this year has been
incredibly full-on with everything
from swimming expertise to adopting
a bear. The Boarding Council has
worked wonders between alterations to
the menu and interacting year groups.

WMiM

With organised seating and bonding nights the
boarding house has come closer together as
a whole. Also, Tegan, Yee-Lian and the pastoral
care representatives from each year group have
created Ben, the Boarding Bear for a girl each
month who shows care and admirable
behaviour. With Felicity and Sheree organising
the combined football match against St Mary’s
and Mona and Siobhan’s determination to make
small improvements to boarding life, the
Boarding Council has definitely worked hard to
achieve its goals this year... and Mrs Riley has
been the backbone. Her willingness to consider
even crazy ideas has made this year all the more
fun as well as productive. With all the unique
personalities in the boarding house, Mrs Riley
has kept everything together and enabled this
year to run smoothly.
Melissa McCreery
Boardiner Prefect
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CLOSED WEEKENDS
ARE HEAPS OF FUN

The movie was thoroughly enjoyed even though
the boarders vary in age and the atmosphere was
vibrant and lively.

Over the boarding year, there have been several
closed weekends. To many boarders this has
shown and promoted that we are a family as no
one else in the school experiences what boarders
go through. The weekends cement that fact that
if something happens to someone in this
community, we are all here to help. Even when
you become a day girl, you will always be a part
of the boarding house. These closed weekends
consist of a movie night and lots of fun. The most
memorable one was on 15 September when the
whole boarding house moved to the Meeting
Room to watch She’s the Man.

The following day the boarders exercised their
creative minds to create a small square depicting
who they are. The result? Many amazing designs
with heaps of personality bursting through.
These squares will be mounted and framed to
hang in the boarding house for Collegians and
the boarders who are still to come to admire and
learn about the personalities that made up the
fabulous boarding community of 2006.

* it i

SiobEan Lemmey & Erin Lambert
Year 12
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MOVING OUT
Boarding Survivors from 2001-2006
Wow!... not three, not four but an entire five years
of school and living together. From a group of 15
boarders, we’ve developed into a group of 40-odd,
coming from farms, country towns and overseas.
As scrawny Year 8s with no idea, Year 9s with
issues, Year 10s having an absolute ball, Year 11s
enduring the shock of this “TEE stuff” and finally
Year 12s ready to conquer the world... were ready
to leave the house of... well... stairs really.
When you first arrive in a boarding house, it’s
possibly one of the most confusing moments of
your life, your family and friends are huge
distances away, you’re forced to eat food that’s
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nothing like your mum’s and your family
extends dramatically with more sisters than you
can poke a stick at!
The girls that have come through the five years
include chatterbox Sigo, IT guru Mona, saucy
Jom, Claire (who is actually the slowest eater in
the history of man kind), Wise-woman Meliss,
artistic Soo, thoughtful Tegan who gives out
cool little stress-less quotes before exams and
me, the freak show on legs.
On our journey through boarding there’s been
many interesting incidents including break-outs
(and sometimes break-ins) that have resulted
occasionally in suspensions which have kept us
all amused whether we were involved or not...
So through our time I can say confidently that
we’ve kept all the housies on their toes!

And hands down to Mrs Riley for also putting
up with us and being very understanding of our
(sometimes peculiar) situations in the past year
and I’m sure she’s (secretly) really sad that next
year will be a whole lot quieter!
Through years of blues, shocks, excitement,
accidents and craziness we’ve lost many from the
boarding group, though we’ve also gained many
wild, wacky and wonderful others who have
made the time a lot more enjoyable. So if you’ve
ever noticed our mega tribe and how close we
are it’s because we don’t just spend school hours
together, we spend mornings, afternoons, nights
and weekends together and therefore, it’s almost
strange not to become great mates.
SEeree McDonald
Year 12
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New and Departing Staff
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NEW

Pamela Crubb

SEannon Bose

Malcolm FirtE

Marilyn Daventry

Caroline PEilogene

Salty Banfield

Music Teacher

Year 7 Teacher

Finance Manager

Year 5 Teacher

LOTE Teacher

BacEel HancoX

MicEelle Budrum

Mary-Jane Jones

Jacqueline Doggett

SEeridan Baston

After School Care
Playleader

Society &
Environment Teacher

Health Sister

Year 7 Teacher

Loretta Lincoln

KatEleen Drimatis

Christian Education
Teacher

Christian Education
Teacher (Term 4)

Dee HaugEton

Kim Byke

Art Teacher

Science Teacher

Kristyn Bowland

Director of Human
Resources

Accounts Officer

Barn/ Burgess

MicEael Kar

Administration
Assistant

ICT Teacher

Susie Edwards

SaraE SEeeEy

Helen Silver

Boarding House
Recreation Officer

Database Support
Officer

CEan/elle Edwards

Cary TEomas

Boarding House
Recreation Officer

Science Teacher

Boarding House
Recreation Officer
Avert! Brunacci

Groundsperson
Krystie CEinotto

Administration
Assistant
Sfiaune Dickens

Boarding House
Assistant
Kim Dickens

Boarding House
Assistant
Debbie Dickson

Head of Junior School
Tessa Ditton

Director of Human
Resources

Bomaine Saunders

Yuka Kitazono

Mark SEapiro

Japanese Assistant
(Exchange Teacher)

Finance Manager
Music Teacher

Japanese Assistant
(Exchange Teacher)

Lilian Start

Prue Lane

After School Care
Coordinator
Dell Lussick

Society &
Environment Teacher

Katrina Dredge

Virginia Mason

Teacher’s Assistant
(Year 1)

Kindergarten Teacher

Boarding House
Recreation Officer
Lianne EHiffe

Kirsten Muir

Junior School Teacher
Bind Nguyen

Science Teacher

Administration
Assistant

Kate OzicE

Simon Elund

Peter Payne

Network
Administrator

Facilities Coordinator

Tanya Franz

Library Assistant

Year 6 Teacher

Cfieryl Potts

Jeffery dies

Groundsperson

Physical Education
Teacher

Amanda Keitano

Aaron CriJftEs

Accounts Officer
page 122,

Simone-Louise Ska/a

MiEoko Kubota

Year 5 Teacher

CEantelle Edwards

Mathematics Teacher

English Teacher

Pamela Pettit

Administration
Assistant

Year 3 Teacher
Simon Styles

Music Teacher
Misty IVaters

Year 3 Teacher
Magda Weiss-Talma

Laboratory
Technician

Counsellor
Nigel Sne/son

Mathematics Teacher
Mary WortEley

Mathematics Teacher
KatE Yanev

Art Teacher

Lianne Elliffe

Administration
Assistant
Lisa Fenton

RETIRED

English Teacher

Peter Harvey

Justine Freeman

Groundsperson

Head of ICT

Susie Penco

Mandy Hudson

Principal’s Assistant

Head of S&E

DEPARTING

Sue Jeffrey

English Teacher

Toni ScEarf

Katie Tucker

After School Care
Playleader
Alison Turner

Head of Sport
Kate Walawski

Music Teacher
Bon Warren

Facilities Coordinator
Misty Waters

Year 3 Teacher

Ingrid Winkler

Marian Ay/more

Pre-primary Teacher

Counsellor’s Assistant

Alex Lawson

Katie WrigEt

Lyn Anderson

English Teacher

After School Care
Coordinator

Year 1 Teacher

Boarding House
Assistant

Liz McGinnis

Katie WrigEt

Wendy ZEang

Year 1 Teacher

Accounts Officer

Megan Baker

Society &
Environment teacher

Administration
Assistant

Dianne Munn

SHORT-TERM
CONTRACTS
AND LEAVE
REPLACEMENTS

Kerry Coates

Head Groundsman

Leslie Newton

Lucy CEaffer

SEaron Coppin

Outdoor Education
Instructor

Library Technician

Maintenance Painter

Susie Cu/ley

Margaret CEapple

Head Housekeeper

Teacher Librarian

Julie Dare

Library Technician

Senior Accounts
Officer

Terri NicEolls

Laboratory
Technician
Toni PEillips

Finance Manager

Brooke WEitney

Steve WynEorst

Society &
Environment Teacher

Staff
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Ainslet/ Bakitcd

Keild Banwell

Erin Barnes

Ricdard Bartlett

Katderine Bai/lt/

Bobt/n Blackburn

Jo Blair

Jenni/ Borrill

Luct/ Brookes-Kenwortdi/

Micdael Brown

Anne Bunnei/

Barn/ Burgess

Maria Camilleri

Nadia Cannavo

Nessa Caret/

Sarad Cesare

Luct/ Cdaffer

gti'

Margaret Ca/der

V:7 i

Sal/t/ Cdanei/

Emmanuelle Cdaumont-Cdua

Donna Cianciosi

Urte Clifton

Mandt/ Combes

Sdaron Coppin

Ms Bayly: "Kristine, you are the
chosen fish."
Ms Bunney: "Cool bananas!

What? Isn't that a really hip phrase?"
Belinda Cree/man

faset/ Davis

Debbie Dickson

Jenni/ Dilkes

Student: "Aww! But that's 15 questions!"
Mrs Calder:

"Yes! It's Applic, not Mickey Mouse stuff."
Student (reading in German):
"Where... go... you..." Frau Clifton:

t'W

"I hear some Shakespeare coming on..."
Tessa Ditton

fatdrt/n Dobrowolski

Katrina Dredge

fert/n Edmondson

Bocdelle Elliott

Simon Elund

Stepdanie Fernandes

Sarad Fletcder

Ian Ford

Absent: Jenne Angel, Megan Baker, Sally Banfield, Jenny Barraclough, Penny Bower, Adele Boyce, Catherine Brady, Stephanie
Breen, Natasha Breen, Jane Browne-Cooper, Peter Cherry, Susan Cole, Susie Culley, Roy Daniels, Shannon de Winnaar, Rosa
Demirovic, Liz Denic, Shaune Dickens, Kim Dickens, Mary Emrose, Margaret Evans, Bobby Gallo, Barbara Goodridge,
Rachel Hancox, Mike Higgins, Pam Hughes, Jean Hughes-dAeth, Ruth Hunt (more page 124)
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Kay Forma

Tanya Franz

Garry Frost

Kate Cairns

Lainie Cara

Kobin Gardner

Jill Gibson

Owen Gierscd

Jeffery Giles

Pamela Grubb

Jan Guilfoyle

Linda Hacpett

Susan Hampson

Liz Hardy

Dee Haughton

Janine Head

\

Susan Halos

■'E7

Kathryn Hall

O-

Karen Hole

Gary Howlett

>

Mandy Hudson

Lynne Hugfies

Dennis Ireland

Matt Ivulich

Neil James

SFawn James

Sue Jeffrey

KutLi Jones

Michael Kar

Micfielle Kathriarachchi

Suzy Larsen

Alex Lawson

Samantha Lee

Peiriry Hutcfiinson

Mr Ford: "If it was boom boom for
question seven, it was bang crash for
question eight."
Mr Forma: "If I am not taking my
morning or afternoon nap in assembly,
then I am actually listening to what they
are saying."

Mr Forma: "You can do your science
homework in your S&E lesson if you
don't finish it in class."

____________ c

Jodee Lambert

Prue Lane

Absent Continued: Laura Hurst, Mary-Jane Jones, Mihoko Kubota, David Lockett, Amanda Loss, Helen Lydon, Joan Maguire,
Jan Mapley, Leisa Maslin, Maria Mejia de Molina, Burgess Orton, John Oxnam, Kate Ozich, Cheryl Parker, Susie Penco, Sarah-Louise
Poulton-Raas, Amanda Reitano, Nola Riddell, Elaine Riley, Kim Ryke, Sue Scott, Sue Shaw, Simon Styles, Wendy Sweet, Mary Telfer,
Jenny Timms, Alison Turner, Michele van der Post, Yvette Vittorio, Magda Weiss-Talma, Elizabeth Williams, Jan Williamson.
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StepEen Lee

KatEerine Leslie

Emma Lipscombe

Loretta Lincoln

CEeryl Lundy

Dell Lussick

Mr Frost (reading the Daily Bulletin): "And the
following lucky girls win a trip to Student Services."
Mr Gallo: "If you are supposed to be sick, show
a sad and mournful face, don't talk... and go die quietly
Jenny Maclean

Virginia Mason

in the corner so I feel some pity."
Mr Gallo: "Imperfect cadences sound evil.
Evil sounds like Mr Gallo."
Ms Gould: "Did someone just say what's 3 plus 8??"

A
Sue McCullocE

______________________________

Liz McGinnis

J

Andrei McCurk

Allin McRie

Paul McSweeney

Z.m-,2 Merante

Susan Miller

Kerris Moffat

■E|pS

Sue Moss

Kirsten Muir

Les Newton

Drew Neal

Bind Nguyen

Luke Nysen
1, -• ------------------------------ n ^

Mrs Hudson: "Just call me the Eminem
of Economics."
Mrs Haughton: "What sort of equation
is this? (no answer). All right, what test
did you all fail yesterday?"

Susan O’Keefe

Kate Padman

Yvonne Palmer

Peter Payne

Pamela Petit

Toni PEHUps

SamantEa Pinkerton

Kate Porter

Gabbi PresEaw

Denise Quesnel

Linda KicEards

Shannon Rose

Ms Kathriarachchi: "I'm so popular...
there's plenty of love to go around."
Mrs Larsen: "I am glad you have seen
the light and finally realised how fab
lam... now do your work."

CEeryl Potts

Esme Prentice

m
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Derrick Row

Kristyn Rowland

Micdelle Rudrum

Miss Lee: "Girls, don't kill my mojo."

Bob Salmon

Lyn Sampson

Romaine Saunders

Toni Scdarf

Ros Si/berstein

Helen Silver

Vibda Simrd

Simone-Louise Ska/a

Sdelley Smitd

Kylie Sturgess

Felicia Sulistyo

v

Mrs Lydon: "Pink is also very sexy... yes, I said sexy."
Mrs Moffat to a Year 12: "Why are you wearing pink
socks?" Student: "I'm at PE, let's not ask too much at once."
Student (in Calculus): "Why didn't you tell us this
earlier? (after going through long, complicated,
unnecessary explanations) Mr Ivulich: "Because then
I wouldn't have filled up the period."
Mrs Padman: "The little tins of humans are ok...
I mean tuna, tuna..."

\
Denise Spencer

J

Naomi Steer

J------------------ C.
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Lillian Start
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Brian Taylor

Cary Thomas

Leigrd Tdomas

Marilyn Tsotakis

Jan Urbini

I

Natalie Walker

Denise Weekes

Bruce Wilkins

Carl Wilson

Tanya Wakeman

l
Mrs Sturgess: "I'd be so sad if the
school burnt down."
Student: "No you wouldn't, you'd be
taking photos." Ms Sturgess: "True."
Mr Thomas (climbs onto table):
"See? Wide base!!"
Mr Wilson: "I'm running the show.
If you have issues, direct them at me."
Ms Yanev: "I've got a whole heap of

Ingrid Winkler

Katie Wri^dt

sex questions for you - uh, I mean set
questions..."
Raid Yanev

Rune Yardam

Lyn Dunn

Iman Cowegrati

Catering

— Stiff
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rlnne O’Crady

SUSIE EDWARDS

Farewell to

Boardintr House Recreation Officer

♦Staff

MARIAN AYLMORE

SUSIE CULLEY

Counsellor's Assistant

Head Housekeeper

In July, the Counselling Department farewelled
Marian after 5% years. She was an asset to
the Department with her highly proficient
computer skills, cheerful and capable manner
and ability in footy tipping! She also assisted
the Heads of Houses and many other staff with
their administration requirements. As an
Olympic athlete, she was also an asset to the
PE Department as a hockey coach.

Susie joined MLC in September 1996. Her
small stature belies her enormous energy and we
have now become accustomed to seeing her
flying around the building showing seemingly
boundless energy! Susie leaves us to enjoy more
time with her family.

LYN ANDERSON
Lyn began working at MLC in June 1999.
She left us to join a mining company in
West Perth as an Executive Assistant.

MEGAN BAKER
Administration Assistant
Megan joined MLC in September 2003 as a
part-time Technical Support Officer (a position
she held until mid-2006). In 2004 she also began
working in the Music Department, commencing
the mammoth task of cataloguing all resources
for the department in 2005. Megan left MLC
at the end of 2006 to become a mum.

KERRY COATES
Head Groundsman
Kerry was the Head Groundsman at the College
for 16 years and his main responsibility was to
ensure that the Grounds were looking lovely at
all times. Unfortunately, Kerry left us due to
illness. We wish him all the best.

SHARON COPPIN
Library Tecfinician
Sharon joined MLC at the beginning of 2005.
She brought skills and qualifications of a Library
Technician, but also ICT qualifications and was
studying to become a librarian. She will be
missed for her helpful and cheerful
contributions, particularly in helping manage
our transition to digital video delivery and in
the service provided to students in the evenings.

JULIE DARE
Julie joined the WSRC team in July 1995.
Her time here was marked by a constant “raising
of the bar” in Library and Information Services
and in the role of the Library Technician. Julie
was a caring and dedicated member of the team
and the non-teaching staff who she represented
through two EBA negotiations. She thrived
on challenges and problem solving, undertook
further studies in her field and left us this year
to pursue a PhD.

MARILYN DAVENTRY
Year 5 Teacder
Marilyn began teaching at MLC in June 1985
and completed 21 years of service at the College
in July 2006. She was a dedicated teacher who
always strove to maintain high standards and to
develop a love of learning in her students. She
had a passion for literature which she shared
over the years with girls from Years 4 to 7.
Marilyn made a wonderful contribution to the
Arts at Barclay House through her leadership of
the Junior School Heather Lamont Committee.
She will be fondly remembered by the many
students who were enriched by her wisdom.

JACQUELINE DOGGETT
Year 7 Teacder
Jacqui began teaching at MLC in 2001, leaving
the College prior to the birth of her first child.
She is now the proud mother of two children.
Jacqui taught Year 5 girls over her four years of
service. She provided a supportive and nurturing
environment for the girls in her care.

KATHLEEN DRIMATIS
Director of Human Resources

LUCY CHAFFER
Outdoor Education Instructor
Lucy has been a wonderful addition to the
Outdoor Education Department for the past two
years. She is currently training with the Winter
Olympics team but will return to WA to take up
a teaching position in the North West in 2007.

CHANTELLE EDWARDS
Boardintr House Recreation Officer
Chantelle joined the boarding house as
Recreation Officer in 2006. Unfortunately
Chantelle was not able to stay with us for very
long and we wish her well in her future.

LIANNE ELLIFFE
Administration Assistant

Library Tecfinician
Boarding House Assistant

Susie joined the boarding house as its
Recreation Officer in 2004. We were sorry to see
Susie go but having completed her teaching
degree, she was posted to Geraldton.

Kathleen joined the College on 17 January 2005,
making a huge contribution as a member of the
College Leadership Team and as Director of
Human Resources. She was responsible for the
support and development of all staff, including
recruitment, professional development,
occupational health and safety, industrial
relations and employee relations. She left MLC
in January 2006.

Lianne joined the College on 7 March 2006.
Working part-time and based in the Centenary
Building, Lianne assisted the Human Resources
Department, reception and reprographics.
She also spent time with the Physical Education
Department, offering administrative support.
She left in July to continue her Masters degree.

LISA FENTON
Enelisd Teacder
Lisa joined the English Department in 2004 and
is in the second year of her maternity leave.
In the brief time she has been with us at MLC
she has given so much. Girls could be heard
saying how they looked forward to going to her
class; how she made lessons exciting; how she
encouraged her students to strive to do better.
Her Year 11 Literature girls nicknamed her
‘The Fentonator’ because of her super heroine
qualities. Lisa is moving to the Pilbara for one
year with her husband and baby Lily.

JUSTINE FREEMAN
Head of ICT
Justine joined the Media Studies Department
as a teacher in 1994. She was Head of Sparta
1998 to 1999, Head of Year 12 in 2001 and was
appointed Head of Media Studies from 2002.
In 2003, when the IT Department came under
the Media Studies umbrella, the Department was
renamed ICT, with Justine as Head of Department.
Under Justine’s leadership, the ICT team
implemented outcomes based assessment into
lower school ICT courses. She also established the
Visual Communications Photography course in
Years 11 and 12, allowing a natural progression for
the lower school photography students to further
their skills. Her time as Head of Department
coincided with a significant shift from analogue
to digital equipment and her leadership ensured
that the ICT Department remained at the cutting
edge of technology change. Justine was crucial in
liaising with the Art Department in order to
incorporate ICT practical work into what is now
known as the Senior School Visual Art & ICT
Exhibition, a prestigious annual event that
showcases the magnificent work produced by ICT
students. Justine was an innovative teacher and
Head of Department with a passion for promoting
girls’ development and use of ICT skills.
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PETER HARVEY
Groundsman
The College farewelled Peter in February after
26 years’ service. Peter, an ex-Air Force Air
Frame Fitter, retired following a long and valued
working relationship with MLC. He was often
seen hand watering and delivering packages
across the campus and his main tasks included
maintaining the Junior Schools gardens and the
cliff top lawn, as well as assisting the Grounds
team with other duties.

MANDY HUDSON
Head of Society & Environment
Mandy joined the S&E Department as a part-time
teacher of Economics in January 1997. In that
same year, she had oversight for the pastoral care
of Year 8 girls as Acting Head of Year, a role she
continued for the next four years in which
innovations to the pastoral care program included
Grandparents’ Day, Orientation Day for Year 7
girls entering Year 8 and the Peer Support
Program. At the start of 2002 Mandy was
appointed Head of the S&E Department. She
provided strong and confident leadership for S&E
teachers as they completed implementation of the
Curriculum Framework across Years 8 to 10,
reviewed proposals for the post-compulsory years
of schooling and more recently, unpacked draffs
for the new Courses of Study. As a testament to
her reputation as an educator in the broader
community, Mandy was appointed Chair of the
Economics Course of Study Reference Group
(2004) and was a member of the Assessment,
Review and Moderation panel for Economics
(2005/06). In 2004, when Business Studies came
under the S&E Department’s responsibility, Mandy
assumed oversight of Year 9 Commerce students’
refinements of the business aspects of running
front of house for College Productions.
In the co-curricular arena, Mandy gave
generously and with passion to allow many
students opportunity to excel in Mock Trials
(MLC teams winning in 2003 and 2005),
Hammerskjold Competitions and UNYA (many
girls participating and excelling at State and
National level, one progressing to perform at the
Hague!). She has organised the Red Cross Soup
patrol for the past three years and this year, she
led the inaugural S&E Europe Tour.
Mandy s expertise and high standing amongst
her peers at MLC and within education
networks beyond the College have enriched and
distinguished her role as a teacher and curriculum
leader. Her commitment to ensuring students have
access to co-curricular activities has enhanced the
learning opportunities for many MLC students.

SUE JEFFREY
EnglisE TeacEer
Sue joined the English Department in 1999.
Over the years, she has contributed in many
ways to curriculum development. Since 2002
she became the Year 11 and 12 Literature
Coordinator. During her time at MLC she was
asked to be part of the Literature Course of
Study writing group that will affect thousands
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of students in this State. Students have been truly
inspired by Sue’s great passion for her subject
and social justice issues, the effect of which will
resonate with them in many ways throughout
their lives. We will miss her keen wit and
humour in the English Department.

ALEX LAWSON
En^/isE TeacEer
Alex joined the English Department in 2001.
She has been a very successful teacher across all
year levels and she has contributed to Action
Research for the English Course of Study which
she presented at an English Teachers’ Association
Conference. She contributed to the wider life of
the College when she was appointed as Head of
Year 9 in 2003 and has seen this same group of
students through to Year 12. Her time at MLC
ends with the Class of 2006. We will miss her
calm composure, humour and positive
contribution to the English Department.

liz

McGinnis
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3 and was thrown straight into a heavy schedule
of Practical exam preparations which involved
large amounts of glassware to be prepared and
washed afterwards. All of this she handled with
great calm and competence as she adjusted very
quickly to the Science Department’s working
environment. She has left work to spend more
time with her daughter and grandchild.

SUSIE PENCO
Principal’s Assistant
Susie joined MLC in April 2001 as PA to the
Principal. With her keen wit and dry sense of
humour, Susie has managed to keep successive
Principal’s in line and has been a joy to work
with. She has been an invaluable member of the
Administration team, always willing to lend
a hand to get a job finished. She leaves us to
pursue her many interests outside of work and
we wish her all the very best.

TONI PHILLIPS
Finance Manager

Society & Environment TeacEer
Liz joined the S&E Department in Term 2, 2004
with a specialist focus on History in Years 11 and
12. Liz has inspired the MLC girls and developed
in them a genuine passion for History. She has
coordinated the SCRAM conflict resolution
program in Year 10 in both 2005 and 2006 and
introduced the History Holocaust Seminar in to
Year 11 History for the past two years. Liz has
filled the position of Lower School Curriculum
Coordinator since Term 2, 2006 in Society and
Environment and a key focus has been reviewing
the curriculum from K to 12 in our discipline.
It is Liz’s depth of knowledge of History that
will be missed in the department with her
involvement in the History Teachers’ Association
of WA and her work with the Curriculum
Council that has provided a wealth of
information on the new Course of Study.

DIANNE MUNN
Senior Accounts Officer
Dianne was a valued member of the Accounts
Department for five years and within this time
she worked predominantly as the Accounts
Receivable Officer. Dianne enjoyed her time at
the College and we enjoyed having her as part
of the team.

LESLIE NEWTON
Maintenance

-

Painter

Les was the College Painter for 13 years. He was
responsible for all the painting within the College
and left us to start up his own painting business.

TERRI NICHOLLS
Laboratory TecEnician
Terri left us in the middle of the year after two
years as a part-time Chemistry Laboratory
Technician. She arrived at the beginning of Term

Toni was employed in the capacity of Finance
Manager at the College for 12 months and left
to work in the mining industry.

CAROLINE PHILOGENE
LOTE TeacEer
Caroline joined the LOTE Department in 2000,
originally as a part-time French teacher. She
taught Years 7 to 12 French and in 2003 took on
the additional role of Acting Head of French.
Perhaps one of the highlights of her time here
would be helping one of her Year 12 students to
win first prize of a trip to France in the Alliance
Framjaise Exam. The student then went on to
win the French Exhibition in the TEE. Caroline’s
contributions to MLC included a significant role
on the WA/La Reunion Exchange Committee
and her wonderful rapport with her Rome tute
group. We were all delighted at the birth of her
first child in 2004 and wish her all the best for
her family and career in the future.

SHERIDAN RASTON
CEristian Education TeacEer
Sheridan worked at MLC from 2003 to 2005,
teaching (K-12) Christian Education and French
(LOTE). She came to us from Sydney as a bride
and left to have her first baby, Charlotte. She is
currently situated just outside Paris, working in
church ministry with her husband and they are
considering a future in ministry and theological
training. Sheridan did a fabulous job establishing
Christian Education as a specialist teaching area
in the Junior School -bringing joy and a
celebration of life to the classroom.

KRISTYN ROWLAND
TeacEer of /CT
Kristyn Rowland has been an energetic, creative
and fun-loving addition to the ICT Department
for the past 18 months. She has won the hearts
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and minds of both students and teachers
alike with her caring nature and innovative
classroom practice. Kristyn has been successful
in working with the ICT team to implement the
Media Production and Analysis Course of study
into the College. Her commitment to excellence
was clearly evident in her teaching and writing
of the Visual Communication Photography
course which saw three students being
interviewed for Certificate of Excellence Awards
by the Curriculum Council. Kristyn’s mind and
heart will by missed by all and we wish her
every success in Germany.

TONI SCHARF
Accounts Officer
Toni was employed by the College for 18
months as the Accounts Payable Officer.
She was a young and enthusiastic member of
staff who left us for a promotional position as
Payroll Officer at Notre Dame University.

SARAH SHEEHY
Database Support Officer
Sarah joined MLC in May 2004, holding
this position until July 2006 when she left to
undertake tertiary study with a view to a career
in adult education. Sarah was employed at
a crucial time as we were installing and
implementing an entirely new academic
records system, by far the most important
database system in use at the College. Sarah’s
attitude, thoughtful nature, good humour and
willingness to help out with any task saw her
become an indispensable member of the
Information Services Department.

NIGEL SNELSON
Mathematics teacher
Nigel joined the Mathematics Department
during Semester 2 replacing, Allison Gould
while she was on maternity leave. He taught
Year 9 and 10 students in Mathematics, Year 11
Introductory Calculus and Year 12 Discrete
Mathematics. In addition, he was a tutor for
9 Sparta 1. Mr Snelson brought expertise and
knowledge which added significant value to
the Mathematics Department team, with his
perspectives and resourcefulness informing
many of the issues under consideration
throughout the Semester. He leaves to take up
a new Head of Department role in a school
in WA’s South West.

KATIE TUCKER
After School Care Playleader
Katie was employed in After School Care from
November 2001 to February 2006, while she
was studying at university to become an Early
Years Teacher. She was a valued member of
the After School team, which provided an
interactive program for both MLC and CCGS
primary students.
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ALISON TURNER

BROOKE WHITNEY

Head of Sport

After School Care Coordinator

Alison was appointed as Head of Sport in January
2001, this position being newly created by the
separation of Physical Education and IGSSA/
Co-curricular Sport as two Departments. Under
Alisons leadership the College Rowing program
has established MLC as a distinct stand-out
amongst competing teams. In 2005, Rowing was
officially recognised as an IGSSA Sport. She was
tour leader for our triennial UK Sports Tours and
expanded MLC s links and collegiality with other
colleges’ staff and students through hosting various
schools and teams from the UK and South Africa.

Brooke was employed as the After School
Coordinator from April 2005 to February 2006.
She capably lead the After School team in
providing a nurturing environment for both
MLC and CCGS primary students. During her
time of employment at the College, Brooke
completed her degree in Education and left
to take up a teaching position in Gin Gin.

Throughout the six years in the role, Alison has
given tirelessly to the creative, the practical and
the problem solving aspects of planning for the
proposed MLC sporting facility. Her insights and
ideas were always directed to achieving best
outcomes for the girls (and improved office spaces
for staff as a bonus!)
Alison’s passion for engaging large numbers of
girls in IGSSA Sports has ensured MLC retains
a strong involvement in those competitions. She
was responsible for innovative approaches that saw
Badminton, Sailing and Equestrian events coming
into the co-curricular program in 2005, bringing
the number of co-curricular sports we offer to
around 19. She was also a prime mover in ongoing
modifications to various pieces of the sports
uniform to achieve both contemporary styling
and an optimum competitive edge!

MARY WORTHLEY
Teacher of Mathematics
Mary joined the Mathematics Department
during Semester 1 replacing, Allison Gould
while she was on maternity leave. She taught
Year 9 and Year 10 students in Mathematics
as well as Year 11 Introductory Calculus and
Year 12 Discrete Mathematics and was a tutor
for 9 Sparta 1.
Having worked at the College in 2005, Mrs
Worthley quickly established herself in her
classroom and with her colleagues. She described
her time at MLC as extremely valuable. We
farewelled her at the end of Term 2 when she
left to accompany her partner, a professor of
Mathematics, to the USA.

KATIE WRIGHT
Year 1 Teacher

Alison’s outstanding commitment and leadership
have strengthened long-established traditions of
our IGSSA program. She has prioritised students’
participation and involvement and enhanced
school spirit. Through her tireless support for
students, Alison has distinguished the contribution
our co-curricular sporting program makes to
the education of girls. Her drive, energy and
enthusiasm, coupled with her highly professional
approach, will be missed.

RON WARREN
Facilities Coordinator
Ron was employed by the College for 12
months as our Facilities Coordinator. Ron came
to us from New Zealand and decided to leave
the College to pursue other avenues.

MISTY WATERS
Year 5 Teacher
Misty joined the College in 2006 as the Year 3
classroom teacher. Her bubbly enthusiastic
manner made Misty a valued staff member of the
Junior School team. Misty left at the end of Term
2, to take up a teaching position in London.

Katie joined the College in 2006 as the
Year 1 classroom teacher and Curriculum
Coordinator for the Kindergarten to Year 3
team. Katie provided a warm nurturing
environment for the girls in her care and her
commitment to Early Years development
was valued. Katie left at the end of Term 4.

STEVE WYNHORST
Societi/ & Environment Teacher
Steve joined the Society and Environment
Department at the commencement of the 2002
school year. He immediately threw himself in
to the life of the College with his involvement
in the Mock Trial Competition where his keen
wit soon had other schools at our girls’ mercy.
It will be his madcap antics as Head of Athens
which he assumed in 2003 until Term 1 2006
that will be remembered. Who can forget the
Crocodile Hunter; the Ninja Turtles or indeed
Shrek? His passion for Athens inspired (or
intimidated!) many a Year 8 to Year 12
Athenian to give all for their House.
Steve wore his heart on his sleeve in the
classroom and his genuine commitment and
enthusiasm to both Economics and Political
and Legal Studies was transfused to his
students. His contribution was evident in the
department with the role of Lower School
Curriculum Coordinator between 2003 and
Term 1 2006 where he developed programs
of work in line with the Curriculum
Framework and then assisted with the
implementation of these across Years 8 to 10.
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